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Fulfillment means lhe realization of human potentials for exístence

as a híological and sociocultural being. It means bodily as well as

mental health. It means adaptation to the environment as a

biological organism constituting an irreducible whole of its

hierarchical parts, and as a sociocultural role carrier collaboratívely

coustituting the many multiperson systems in a given society.

Fultillment also rneans acting on the environment, both the internal

one of the organism and the external one of the society, and

making it compatible with the erpression of one's potentials. It
calls for a dynamic process of integration and adjustmeot, creating

condítions for the actualization of alt the potentíal there ís in man.

Ervin Laszlo

låe -fysÍens [tîew oÍ'tlte World:

The Natural Philosophy of the Nes¡

Developnnents in the Sciences
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This study investigated the nature of health and the factors that

contribute to it, specifically sense of coherence, change and social

support. Dleven students, eight males and three females, from Àfrican

countries were enrolled in the study. The participants were aged 24

to 33 years. A,ll were studying outside their home country for the

first time and attending the University of Manitoba.

Quantitative data were collected from the I I students on two

occasions spaced five months apart. The quantitative data measured:

a single-item self-rating of health, a General Health Rating Index

(GHRI), the sense of coherence Questionnaire (sOc), and demographic

data.

In addition, qualitative data vere collected on a sub-sample of four

students, two males and two females. Using an ethnoscience method

of data collection, the four students vere asked to describe health and

theír change experiences including that of social support.

Quantitative data on both health ratíng instruments demonstrated

small mean decreases over the five months. Sense of coherence scores

demonstrated a meaû increase over the same time period, whíre

measures of social support, nu¡abers and satisfaction, remained

constant. Numbers of social support person$ ï/ere low overail. The

quantitative data indicate that sense of coherence is positively related

to health and social support satisfactíon, vhíle negatively related to

ÀBSTRÀçT
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numbers of support persons. Grade point averages on the first set of

examinations ranged from Co to A.

Qualitative data provided desmiptions of the domain of health, the

domain of change including social support, and ways to cope with

these variables. This data revealed that social isolation was an

important concern. Persistance led to the development of small social

netvorks. Health s/as revealed to be measured initially by its absence

with physical and mental health being the major components.

Informants reported a repertoire of behaviars known to promote

health.

The data ímplies that definitions of health are culturally based,

that limited numtrers ol'social support person,s can provide

satísfactíon, that sense of coherence vill reurain relatively stable

despite significant change and that integration into a new cultural

nilíeu entails understanding and acceptance of different norms vhile
maintaining one's or/n sense of worth. Practical ímplications arising

from the data suggest the need for the formation of informal social

groups to support students, presenting orientation in an ongoíng

process, and including knowledge of academic level, experience

alrroad, tirne tiame lor completion of studíes and awareness of the

cultural charge process in recommendatíons for academíc programs,
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Thís investigation was undertaken in order to better understand

the nature of health and the factors that contribute to it, as well as to

facilitate health promotion and policy development for international

students from African countries newly arrived in their host country.

This was accomplished through: (a) two üeasureüents of health

status; (b) a measurement of personality orientation; (c) a

measurement of social support; and (d) verbal exploration of the

meaning of health, change and social support resources.

CHAPTER ONE

Introdustion

Health vieç¡ed as a positive concept is a new development ín the

study of individuals and communities. As a resource for daily living,

health assists all students to meet their nseds, to realize tireir goals

and aspiratíons, and to cope with the numerous physical, socio-

cultural and spiritual changes ín environments faced moment to

moment and day to day (Epp, l 9S6). According to Nutbeam (t 9g6),

health requires not only a secure foundation in i¡come, shelter and

food, but also "infornation and lifeskilts, a supportive environüent,

providíng opportunities for making healthy choices among goods,

services and facilities, and conditions in the economic, physical, social

and cultural cnvironments which enhance health" (p. I I a), While

Research Problem and Ccmtext
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equity of these resources creates health in a society, the individual's

sæial health is a function of the person's interactions with other

people, social mores, and social relationships. According to McDowell

and Newell ( 1987), this conceptualization of social health of the

individual includes elements of personality, social skills, and social

norms. The neasurement process must therefore address well-being,

adjustmenf and social functioning. With cultural change, international

students have to adjust to and interact with a new environment

composed of individuals and groups with different mores and

expectations. How the student elfects this adjustment will likely

influence health.

ïwo major issues were apparent in examiníng the literature

related to health and international students. Fírstly, few studies of

ínternatíonal students offered any definition of health although many

spofe ol the problems which arise for these students and/or the

disease syilrptoms which they exhibit duríng their time abroad. Thus,

health, vhile frequently mentioned in studies of international

students, was primarily focussed on the absence of same.

Zwingmann and Gunn (t 9S3) concluded from theír reviev of health

of students, that health, particularly mental health, was more at risk

for international students. Haour-K¡ipe (19S9) stated that less clinicat

literature than that provided by Zwingmann and Gunn underlines

nurÐerous other problems encountered by these mígrants . yet there

was no evidencæ to date that the health of international
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students was inferior to that of local students on arrival. It was

hypothesi¿ed that the health of international students should be

superior to that of local students in that these students from abroad

are well motivated toward their goals and come from influential

fanilies with access to resources (de Vries &, Richer, 1988;Zwingmann

& Gunn, 1983). Commenting on the effect of change for migrants

Haour-Knipe {1989) stated "what counts is not so much separation per

,re but rather the circumstances surrounding it and how it is

managed," (p. 201). Assisting international students to cope

successfully while in their host country was hypothesized to be

helpful in maintaining and enhancing their well-being. As these

students from abroad s¡ere the potential leaders of tomorros/ t¡ithin

their home countries, their experience in their host country would

likely influence not only their personal lives but also their

international attititu des.

Secondly, health as a positive concept has only been conceptualized

within recent years, and as yet, no theory or standards for its

measurement have been firmly established. In its constitution, the

world Health organizatíon {TÍH0) dectared health to be " a state of

complete physical, mental and social well-being and not merely the

absence of disease or infirmity" (World Health Organieation, 1947,

p. 29). Operationalization of the definition has been developing slowly

over the past 30 years with work on índícator development still in

progrÐ$.s. There is a growing concerìsus that the development of
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rneasures of the positive aspects of health or well-being would be

useful to monitor the extent to which human potential is realized

(Hunt, 1988).

While there was no one recognized theory of health, concepts

presented by von Bertalanffy in General Systems Theory (Laszlo,lgTTj

and by Antonovsky (t 979, 1987) in his salutogenic Model of Health

supported a holistic viev of health.

The General Systems Theory is an ecological approach to

understanding relationships. Humans are " a hierarchy of natural

systems and health... a corrsequence of a predictable but immensely

diverse set of forces"(Blum, l98 I p. I I ). Disruptíons vithin one

system spread to adjoining systems. Therefore, it is assumed that the

health of individuals may be readily affected by physical and psycho-

social environmental stressors.

Antonovsky ( t 979, 1987) proposed that a vell-deveioped sense of

coherence (S0C) wíll assist the individual in coping vith stressors and

therefore be salutogenic or t¡ealth creating (See Model, '{ppendfu ,{).

Ïhe'wcll-developed sOc is a product of early chíldhood rearing

patterns, social role complexes, idio-syncratíc factors and chance

qihich provide major generalízed resistaflce resources (GRR). The lack

of these resources is expressed by Äntonovsky (t 9S7) as resource

deficits {RD). Resources provide the individuaf with meaningful and

coherent experiences which in turn suppûrt and strengthen the SOC.
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The concept. of sOc and its linkage to GRR-RD and health/well-being

was the focus of this study. Ilhere there had been valued resources

(GRR's), balance in load structure of stressons and participation in

socially valued decisions, the student's sffi would likery be high.

where the resource base had been poor (RD), the stressor road

unbalanced, and lack of participation in decision making, the student's

SOc would likely be low. Inclusive in GRR-RD's was the notion of

stressors for which the resources are required. where SoC is high, the

transfor mation of stressor tension into stress would likely be

prevented and health would be reinforced. Conversely, where SûC is

low, stressor tension would likely be transformed into stress with a

dislease çutcone.

Á,s stressors are managed vithin a cultural context, culture and

group membership have a major impact on the developnoent of SOC

which takes place primarily during chíIdhood, adolescence and the

early adult years. dccording to Antonovsky, it is during adulthood

that the dífferences in SOC among indíviduals becoms apparent. Faced

with stressors and lack of resources, the individuals with a strong SOC

will seek out sítuations that counterbalance the stressors. Flexibilitv

will be apparent. Health vitl be maintained or enhanced.

However, moving into a neu/ culture/country ínitiates changes which
"provide a different long-range set of lífe experiences characterized by

differcnt levels of consistency, Ioad balance and participation in

socially valued decision makíng." {Antonovsky, I987, p. llil. A stable
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SOC developed within one sel of boundaries may be threatened in a

new environment where the GRR-RD base is sþnificantly changed.

Antonovsky stated that the Sffi influences health. This he believes

takes place by way of the SOC influence on the central nervous system

and thereby on the immune system. This linkage has been supported

by Borysenko (1984).

.As well, .A,ntonovsky, building ori as.sociations found by other

researchers, suggested that self-reported health and an index of

subiectíve vell-being are linked. Therefore, if health and well-being

are linked and SOC and health are linked, then SOC and well-being are

related. {Antonovsky, I 987)

International students come to Canada holding to their own views

of reality, Sudden-entry into a new realíty necessitates adjustments,

As day to day life occurrences are less predictable, manageable,

and/or meaningful, sense of coherence and health may be threatened.

.dn initial review of literature related to adjustment and health for

international students has indicated that thosc from Afrícan countries

were aruong the least informed and/or prepared for the changes

encountered in studyíng abroad and therefore, they are the most

likely to experience resource deficíts {RD). .A,s well, the literature

índicates;

Justification for the Study
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( I ) that the probtems are group specific and therefore specific

groups should be targetted (Boer, 1981:CBIE, l98B; Dunnett,

1981;hfcBlane, 1984; Miller&, Harwell, 1983; O'Palka,

Mitchell & Martin, l9B3; perkins, perkins, Guglielnino &

Reiff, 1977; Shaw, 1985);

(2) that depression can be a problem for approximately 20X of

international students (Boer, 198 I );

(3) ttrat international students have difficulty making friends

(Boer, 1981 );

(4) that international students reported dissatisfaction with

housing, and that numbers moved during theír fírst year in

the host country (Boer, 1981;ÞIcBlane, l9B4);

(5) that socíalieation was a conc€rn for African and Asian

students (Dunnett, 198I );

(6) that vell-being'was related to loneliness (Pruitt, l gB l );

(7) that co-nationals were a major help source {ftliller &

Harp'ell, (i983);

(B) that first year ínternatíonal students with host national peer

supports perform sígnificantly better academically than

control groups of international students (Westwood &

Barker, 1988);

(9) that financial conc€rns were reported by over half of

responding international students in Canada (CDIE, l9B3);
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( l0) that fev of their friends were people they could talk to if

they needed help (Prouten &, Mirwaldt, 199û);

(l i ) that studies differ on the performance of health entrancing

behaviors by international students (Mcclaran & sarris,

1985; Prouten & Mirwaldt, lgg0); and

(12) that personality orientation and resources may be linked to

health status (Allen & Cole,l9B7; Boer,lgBl;Dunnett, lggl;
Pruitt,l98 1; Prouten & Mirwaldt, l gg0).

Based on these findings, social support stood out as an important

factor for large numbers of students, and its relevancy to their well-

being needed to be ascerfained in order to address healfh promotion.

Several researchel s' conclusions s u p ported Antonovsky's hypothesis

that personality orientation along with resources may be linked to

health status, and therefore the author proposed a preliminary

investigation into these linkages.

studying the linkage between social support resources, sense of

coherence and health for these students served two purposes. Firstly,

increased understanding of the linkages between sense of coherence,

social support resourçes and health will add to a growing body of

knowledge of health-producing truman cognition, behavior and

environments. secondly, improved understandiq of these linkages

wiil be avaìlable to assist pÊrsûns planning for the arrival of such

international students to assist the¡o lo maintain or improve ttreir

health status while pursuing their intellectual goats.



In order to study the health of international students and psycho-

sæial resources which support it, the following relationships were

examined:

I ) the global sense of coherence (SOC) for international

students s¡ill remain relatively constant on entry to the

University of lvlanitoba aad five months after entry;

2) heatth as measured by: (a) the General Hearth Ratíng Inde¡

(GHRI), and (b) a single-item self-rating of health wiil
remain relatively constant on entry to the university of

Manitoba and five months after entry;

3) there will be a positive relationship between the two

measures of healtfi (a) the GHRI and (b) a single-item self-

ratíng of health;

4) the level of sOc will be positively related to a measure of

social support;

5) measures of health vill be posítively related to a measure of

socíal support; and

6) the level of SOC will be positively related to the naeasures of

health.

Research Questions for Investigation

I



l. Assumptions

several basic assumptions were made in the conduct of this

preliminary study. It q/as assumed, based on extensive literature

searches, that health is not an isolated phenomenon, but is a resource

influenced by a multitude of factors. Due to the complex nature of

health, the study required an i¡terdisciplinary approach including the

disciplines of health scíence, education, and social science. Holding to

the assumption of multiple influences on health, cultural change was

assumed to be an imporlant undertyíng phenomenon which may

predispose to health changes.

An underlying assumption to all the testing, both quantitative and

qualítative, was that students responded in an honest manner.

Verificatíon of such honesty was accomplished through (a) the use of

the qualítatíve data in addition to the quantítative data, and (b)

confirmation of qualitative data through rephrasing of questions

duríng the course of the interviews. As well, a repeat application of

the quantitative instruments in a post test five months folloving the

initial test provided confidence in the reliability of the responses.

2. Methodology

Contained within this preliminary study was a degree of

uncertainty as gold standards for measurement were not readily

available. Sense of coherence, measures of health and social support

instruments had been variously valída1ed. An atlempt q/as made to

Limitations of the Study

t0
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choose measures s¡ith sone reported validation and yet with

applicability to this new field of investþation, and which cor¡ld be

used with an international population vith culturally different

rhetoric. To enable the researcher to explore conceplual meaning, a

condition of participation was fluency in English.

3. Nature of the Evidence

Äs the data from any one instrument developed primarily for

western populations will be biased when used cross-culturally,

qualitative data were collected on a subset of the initial sample. The

quantitative data presented an etic view of health, sense of coherence

and social support for the subgroup of ínternational students.

However, gathering the personal meanings of tfiese concepts required

hearing the student or emic view q¡hich'was best understood through

ethnoscience research, examining thoughts, feelings, attitudes and

motives revealing domains and semantic relationships among symbols.

Ethnoscienc€ research is best accomplistred when the researcfier is

fluent in the nalive tongue of the informant. As this'was not so, the

researcher attempted to ground the i¡formants ín theír traditional

cultural conte¡t as much as possible to assist in their identitjcation of

terms and to reveal the complexity of meaning while expressing

themselves in English.

This study contained the possibility of bias within the samplíng

method, the data collection, and the analysis and interpretation. As a

complete list of the elements of the study q/as not available, the
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selection of participants followed a rion-probabitity sampring

procedure. This precluded producing reliable confidence levels from

the quantitative data as lhey may contain elements of bias. Those

subjects identified who did not participate s¡ere all graduate students,

five not meeting the criteria and four not responding to the invitation.

Those wtro did participate reflected a diversity of ethnic groups within

a commonality of traditional systems. The majority of these students

were studying at the graduate level. Therefore, their age, prior

academic succÊss and sense of purpose may have biased the results,

that is, may not be representative of all Àfrican students studying at

the University of h{anitoba. Instead, the findings may better describe

Sraduate students from African countries studying at this university.

whereas probability sampling is most appropriate fo control bias

and to generalize to a larger universe in a quantitative sludy, it is not

appropriate to understand a social or cultural system as intended

through ethnoscienfific study. Each person belonging to a common

system reflects the common culture and where a sample universe is

homogeneous, probability and non-probability sampling will produce

the same results i Honigmann, 19BZ). The sample size requires

representativeness, assurity of quality of information as well as a

quantity of information which the researcher is able to absorb.

Therefore, a limited judgement sample was deemed valid. Emic or

native expressions of behavior are least biased when the researcher

knows little about a domain and therefore probes for depth of
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meaning, The researcher of this study had some limited previous

knowledge of the change experience of international students and

listened from the perspective of a researcher, a voman, and a nurse.

In order to assure meaningful and valid data, the researcher chose a

triangulation of methods , objective and introspective, including data

collection during several phases. The quatitative data provided

external validity to the quantitative findings.

4. Interpretation and Applicability of Evidence

In lþht of the infancy of this field of research with limited studies

available to date, and the non-probability sampling method used,

interpretation and application of the findings was of necessity

cautious. The data raised several inoplications for further

investþation. This in turn may add to the theory-buildins related to

health and the influence of resources.

5. Definition of Terminology

To clarify the terminology used in this study, the following

dcfinitions arË provided:

componential Analysis: the search for atfribi.¡tes that índícate

differenæs arl¡ong qiords (symbols) in a domaia or basic unit in

an informant's cultural knowledge, iSpradley, lgTg)

CulturE: a social heritage acquired and used to interpret

experíence and to generate social behavior. (Dunnett, tgBl;

Fabrega, 1979; Levine & Sorenson, 1984; Spradley, 1979);
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variations in the acquired social heritage can be found amont

members of a group and betveen groups (spradley, lg79).

Domain: a basic unit in an informant's cultural knowledge that

includes othe¡ categories which "share at least one feature of

meaning". (Spradley,1979, p. 100)

Emiq native categories of behavior. (spradley, lgTg)

Ethnography: description of a culture from the native point of

view, that is, " learnutgfroø peoplè'. (spradtey, 1979. p. 3)

Ethnoscience: a method of describing a culture from the native

point of view. (Morse, 1gS3)

Etic categories created by the investþator of a culture to make

moss-cultural comparisons. {Spradley, lgTg)

Generalized Resistance Resources (GRR): phenomena that provide

one with sets of life experiences characterized by consistency,

participation in shaping outcone," {Àntonovsky,lg79, p. Ig7)

and an underloacl-overload balance which provide an individual

with experiences of comprehensibilily, meaningfulness and

manageability. (Antonovsky, I 987)

Health: a basic and dynamic resource for daily living characterized

by " a state of complete physical, mental and social weil-being"

(World Health Organieation, 1947, p. 29) influenced by

circumstances, beliefs, culture, and social, economic and

physical environ ¡aents.

(Minister of National Health and Welfare, l gBB)
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Health Promotion: "the process of enabling people to inmease

control over, and to improve their health" (WH0, Health and

welfare canada, canadian Public Health Association, (cpHÀ),

1986, p. 1) through healthy public policy, supportive

environments, community action, development of skills, and a

reorientation of health services.

(WH0, Health and lfletfare Canada, CPHA, l 986)

Informant a source of information: teacher for the ethnographer

about activities and events that make up a lifestyle.

(spradley, 1979, pp.27 - 2S)

International Studenl a student srudying at a recognized institute

of higher education in a country other than where he/she

normally resides. (Zwingmann & Gunn, l gB3)

Salutogenesis: the origins of health (Antonovsky, lgBT)

sense of coherence (sOC): "a global orientation that expresses the

extent to which one has a pervasive, enduring though dynamic

feeling of cor¡fidence that (l ) the stimulus deriving fron orre's

internal and external environments in the course of living are

structured, predictable, and explicable; (z) the resources are

available to one to meet the dcmands posed by these stimulil

and (3) these demands are challenges, worthy of investment

and engagement." (Antonovsky, 1987, p. 1g)
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social Network: "a set of relationships among individuars".

(lsrael,lg$j, p. 66) These relations "may provide access to. . .

social support" (Nutbeam, 1986, p. l25)

social supporl " the existance or availability of people on whom

one can rely, people who let us know that they care about,

value, and love us", (Sarason, G. , Levine, Basham, & Sarason, R.,

1983, p. 127) and aid in resistance of stress - induced illness

and disability (Gottlieb, lgB5). It is composed of two basic

concepls: (a) adequate numbers of available others to turn to

when required and (b) degree of satisfaction wifh that supporl

(Sarason, Levine Basham, & Sarason, t gB3) Support refers to

four classes of behavior: emotional support, appraisar support,

informational support and instrumental support. (lsrael, l9s5)
Stressor: "a characteristic that introduces entropy into the system...

a life experience characterized by inconsistenry, under- or

overlcad, and exclusion from participaticn ia decision making"

(Antonovsky, 1987, p. 2B)

symbols: " any object or event that refers to something "including

the symbol, a referent, and the " relationship between the

synbol and lhe refereflt". (spradley,lg7g, p. 95).

Taxononic Analysis: " a search for lhe internar structure of

domains and leads to identifying contrast sets"

(spradley, t979, p. 94).
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Theme Analysis: "a search for the relationship among donains and

how they are linked lo the culture as a whole"

(Spradley, 1979, p. 94).

Well-being: a subjective measurement of health indicating tvo

levels of abstraction: (l ) a global referent of happiness, life

satisfaction, morale and/or negative affect, as well as (2)

feelings about ooe's functioning (Antonovsky, 19S7). In health

promofion, the focus of well-being includes social integration

and social support and a sense of coherence for belonging

(Nutbean, 1986, p. 126).



This chapter presents a revicv of literature focussing presenl-day

conceptions of health and health promotion through an overview of

attitudes from the past. The objective of the review is to show hoq¡

conceptions of health define health promotion. Understanding this

relationship is fundamental to the establishment of indicators for

health and indicators for health promotion. clarification of this

conceptual base is necessary to the study of health of international

students, the indicators which mark their health, and the indicators

which support or promote ttreir heaith. The study of health must

account for the uniqueness of individuals and comm.unities within a

context (Hunt,1988) as well as the process of change which the

conceptualizatìon of health has influenced. Laszlo (1972) said "science

now looks at a number of differenf and interacting things and notes

their behavior as a w,þole under diverse influcnces." (p. 6).

Conceptions of Health and Health promotion

Human existence vas once a maüÊr of survival related to food
'supply and safety. Later people came together in groups and

communities which led to problems of hygiene and disease and to a

more complex management of heaith. Evidence of conceptions of

health and that which influences it has been recognized since ancient

times. Early writings recognized external forces as importanf to health

vith the words wriften in the Book of Proverbs: "Pleasant words are

CHAPTER TWO

Historical Background

t8
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like a honeycomb, sweetness to the soul, and hearth to the body."

(Revised standard version, 1952,16:24). In addition, ancient Greeks,

Egyptians, Hebrews, Romans and East Indians recognized the

importance of adequate water supplies and built vater systems for

their people (Healthy Toronto 2000 subcommittee, l9s7). climate

was seen as an influence on health in the Middle Ages (Moos,l97g).

By the mid-19th century, social conditions s¡ere recognized as

important influences on health. virchow, a German pathologist,

contended that improvement of social conditions would prolong

human life more successfully than medicine (Hancock & Duhl, l986).

During these years, urban planning became an important aspect of the

public health novement (Hancock & Duhl, l9S6). In lBTj Sir

Benjamin Ward-Richardson's desmiption of the utopian city included

concepts of mental health, environmental health and health-relatcd

behaviors (Hancock &, Duhl, l9S6). Up to this time health was

conceptualized as influenced by the environment in which people

lived, and in turn tliis conceptuali¿ation directed public healfh

programning.

lfith discoveries by Pasteur and Koch (Ðean, I9B8; Hancock &

Duhl,1986; staaier, Ingraham, wheelis & Painter, t986) in the rate

19th century, the era of the bio-medical model of health was ushered

in. This single cause-síngle effect model of microorganism and disease

ín-fluenced the direction of health programmíng; mortalíty statístícs

became major indícators of health (Noack,l98B).Thc bio-medical
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model of health remained the dominant force in the measuremenr and

planning of health care until recent years when, once again,

recognition of factors beyond mimoorganisms began to influence

health care planning. Now an ecological paradigm is continuing to

evolve, accounting for enr;ironmental factors which influence healih

(Mataraz¿o, 1984; Moos, 1979j.

ïhe 20th century has witnessed several important developments

in the dynamic state of health conceptualization and health promotion.

The bio-medical model of health led to sophisticated and stringent

scientific study of microorganisms and disease. With this knowledge,

eradication of some diseases such as smallpox, rubella, and polio has

become a possibility through the widespread use of vaccines

(Matara¿zo, 1984). xvith the control of many infectious diseases,

studies of morbidity demonstrated other major influences on health

and helped to shape an evolving definition of health.

In its constitution,'wHO declared heatth to be " a state of complete

physicat, nentai and social vell-bcing and not merely the absence of

disease or infirmity." (\florld Health Organieation, 1g47, p. ?9). With

this perception, health took on positive parameters indicating thai lif'e

has a quality beyond length of life or al:sence of disease. A continuum

of possible health states s/ere seen to exist including not only bio-

physical weil-being but also mental and social well-being, that is, a

stale of global health (Goldberg & Dab, 1gs7). As acceptance of the



multi-dimensional aspects of health grew, health research and

planning became interdisciplinary in nature (Dean, lgSS).

specification of the three dimensions of health identified by wHO

provided direction for health research and health promotion (Goldberg

& Dab, 1987). Operationalization of the three dimensions became a

challenge to researchers. In 1957, the united states National

committee on Vital and Health Statistics artempted to identify the

indicators for each dimension (Dean, 1988), but health care and

planning continued vith a disease focus. Then in 1974, Health and
'welfare canada under the Minister of llealth and welfare, Marc

Lalonde, published a visionary document entitled ¡d Newperspective

on the Health of Canadians in which the principal elements of the

health field were specified as human biology, environment, lifestyle

and health care organization. This was a landmark event according to

Deleon and vandenbos( 1984), for disease prevention and health

promciion were given a form. Despite the specification of the

elemenls, full implementation of sfrategies and policies within each

area was not realized. In 1978, the International Conference on

Primary Health Care issued the Declaration of Alma-Ata(World Health

0rganizafion and the united Nations children's Fund, lgTB)which

reaffirmed the earlier wHO definition of healih and which urged

"action by all governments, all health and development workers, and

the world community to protect and promote the health of all the

people of the world" (p. 2). Emphasis was placecl on thc need for those

2l
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in authority to collaborate with many sectors including the individuals

and groups who are the recipients of care. lFithin the Declaration of

Alma-Ata was not only the definition of health with its three

dimensions, but also clarification for responsibility for its fulfitlment.

Two sþnificant documents were pubiished in l986: .aclttêwng

Ilealth for .{ll(EPP, 1986) and the ottawa Cltarter for Ílealttt

PromoÍion(\fH0, Health and Welfare Canada, CPHA, l9S6). Both

documents defined health in its broatlest terms as a resource for daity

livine with nultiple influ€nces. ,Aclueuing llea,ltÍ¡ for ,lllll gg6)

acknowledged "the role of individuals and communilies in defining

what health means to them" (p. 3) and the influence of circumstances,

beliefs, culture and social, economic and pfiysical environnents on

health. This focus gave greater recognition to social determinants of

health broadening the scope of environmenf ihfinister of National

Health and'Welfare, 198S). In the Ottawa Cltartet:health promotion

was described as "the process of enabling people to increase control

over, and lo improve their heaith" (p. li. ,{chiewng l[ealrl¡ for A//
(1986) provided a frameç¡o¡k for health promotion, that is, the neans

io achieve the end state of health (Dean, lgBB). Ttris conceptual

clarity separating hcalth from healfh promotion, is required in the

process of indicator development.

The challengÊ in promoting health is to involve the lay population

*'ithin the context of their daily lives where their health relates to the

influence of socio-ecological environmental factors. Identification of
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their perceptions of health and well-being, their actions taken to

protect theìr health, and their assessmenf of priorities and resources

is basic to targÊtting health promotion action. The focr¡s is one of

change: identification of bamiers to change and processes that initiate

and nnaintain change for the relevant population.

over time, health has been recognized as a vital resource in the

lives of individuals and communities. Formal definition of health has

been illusive until recent years when implied meaning has given way

to more precise terminolosy. With this clarification, health is being

understood in broad terms and health promotion is becoming more

focussed (Dean, l98s). However, indicators and theories for health

and healÈh promotion renain in developmental stages.

Indicators of Health and Health Promotion

Indicators of health and health promotion are critical markers , for

they influence research, promotion, policy development and resources

(Goltlberg & Dab, 1987; McQueen & Noack, 1988; Mootz, lgSB).

fulcQueen and Noack,(1988) state that indicators are measures which

summarize "information relevant to a particular phenomenon." (p. l3)
and in health promotion these "indicators reflect a general systems

approach in terms of input, throughput and output" {p. l a). with

changing definitions of health, indicators are beginning to shi-ft from

that of absence of disease to well-beine. While indicators such as

mortality and morbidity were most usefui in preindustrial society,

new indicators reflecting modern day healÈh concepts inclusive of
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lifestyle, environment, social support systems and health care systems

are required (McDowell & Newell, 1987; McQueen & Noack, lg8g;

spuhler, 1988). McDowell and Newell (19s7) state that "health

measurenents influence (and are influenced by) the way we define

and think about health" (p. la). To be useful, these indicators must be

valid. This concern over validity of health and health promotion

indicators has raised çontroversy over the use of subjective measures

versus objective measures.

While obiective measures are readiiy observahtç and quantifíable,

subjective measures are self-reports whích may be bíased

(Hunt, 1gss). Yet, subjective measures provide information that is not

observable, that describes personal views of quality of life factors,

that is irolistíc, that may reveal positive aspects of health, that is more

likely to reflect actuai behavior, that is non-invasive (Goldberg & Dab,

1987; Hunt, 1988; McDowell & Newell, t987) and that permit fíner

discriminatíons among people" (Ware, Brook, Davics & Lohr, I gS t ).

rríth advances in psychometrics, survey sampling and data analysis,

subjective indicators of health now add to objective dala {McDowell &

Neçrell, 1987). Hoç¡ever, there is as yet no "gold standard" for

rneasures of heallh status or health promotíon (Spitzer, lgBT). Tjrere

ís recognítion that no one measurement provides a complete picture of

healtfi status or health promotion, but thal multiple indicators are

necessary (Goldberg ct Dab, lg87; Mootrz, l98B; Noack, lgBS). Some

measures of overall heaith as outcome mea.sures have been develooed
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dimensions measured have varied.

hleasures of health promotion will need to provide indicators oÍ

interaction and change as health prornotion is a rneans to health.

h{easurement of health promotion is a dynamic process focussing on

whale populations with the populations actively participating in all

stages (Haro, 1987), As participants at the Berne workshop suggested,

indicators of health promotion need to be context-specific (Dean,1988t

Kar & Berkanovic, 1987; Spuhler, 1988i. Today, dynamic models of

health promotion are preliminary in nature and "difficult to

conceptualize" {Haro, 1987, p. 65), and the indicators are not yet

established (McÐowell & Newelt, 1987i.

Comelation of so¡ne variables with health have been established .

and these may serve as indicators of heallh for health promotion.

Norman reviewed demographic, social, and psychological factors as

correlates of health behavior for Health and Welfare Canada (Norman,

Health Fromotion Studies Series No. 2). He stated that socio-economic

status (SES) is related to health with lover SH groups traving higher

rates of mortality, morbidity and disability and higher sES groups

demonstrating more healthy behaviors, Among the variables of

income, education and occupation, education was found to be the mosf

closely associated wilh health. This association was reported also by

segovia, Bartlett, and Edwards {19s9). Health behavior has been

shown [o interact between literacy and health.

25
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Norman reported some gender differences in healthy behaviors,

women being more likely lo engage in protective behavior, and are

less likely to take physical risks. He reported that speculations on

these gender differences point to dilfering social norms and health

values for men and women.

Studies of age differences related to healthy behaviors s/ere found

to be inconsistent; the most reliable findings s[roving an íncreased use

of medical service with increasíng age {Norman, Health Promotion

Studies Seríes No. 2).

While nurnerous social influences may affect health behaviors such

as pfiysical envíronments or cultural conventíons, social support and

network variables have been prominant in a revíew of research

(Norman, I{ealth Promotion Studíes Series No. 2). Norman pointed out

that normative and modelling influeûçes of parents on offspring have

not been disentangled. He found some evidence presented by pratt on

examination of family dynamics and health behavior, that egalitarian

types of couple inleractions's/ere posítívely related to hearth

behaviors for women only, and that level of family energization was

positively correlated to health behavior. Norman also reported that

Loveland-Cherry found family cohesiveness'was positively related to

healthy behavíors. As international students come to Canada with

these influences already well-establíshçd, socíal networks and peer

influences would likely become a more appropríate potential correlate

of lrealthy ac:tivity ín their new setting.
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Two important comelations related to adult networks and health

behaviors's/ere reported by Norman (Health Promotion Studies Series

No. 2). Firstly, a number of studies reported that there are positive

relationships between the likelihood of members of a social network

engaging in a health behavior and a particular individual engaging in

that same behavior. Secondly, some investigators reported the larger

the netvork the greater the likelihood of hþh scores on indices of

health behaviors.

Broadhead et al (1983) summarized their review of epidemiologic

evidence for a relationship between socíal support and health as

follo'ws:

- poor social support precedes adverse health outcomes;

- the relationship between social support and health ís símilar

across age, race, sex, ethnic and health status groups but the

effect is greater for vomen;

- ttrrere is an íncrease in symptomatorogy and mortality with

íncremental increase in numbers of social conlacts;

- relationship between symptomatology and perceived

qualítative measures of social support is unclear;

- there is some evidence for neuroendoaine cfianges which

erplain the effects of socíal support;

- there is coherence between ethology, psychosocial theory and

biologic evidence to explain the effect betwecn social support

and disease:
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- health outcomes affect environmental and individual

characferistics which interact to produce a social support

system; and

- indivídual and environmental characteristics change with role

changes and life events.

Sarason, Levine, Brasham and Sarason ( 19S3) found in their

research that social support is related to positive life changes, "more

related in a negative direction to psychological discomfort among

woüen than men" (p. I 27) and an enablel for persistance at a task

under frustratíng circu mstances.

when Hill ( l9B7) examined the effect of socíoemotionar and

material suppor'l on well-being as a function of affíliative need, he

found thax high affiliative need individuals are inftuenced by

relalíonsfiip aspects of support while tov affiliatíve need individuafs

are influenced by instrumental aspects. Therefore, social support

coüponents require consideration along with dífferences in

personalíty ín targetting heaith promotion strategies.

Likewise, Gottlíeb (19s5) stated in his review of social networks

and socíal support that there is an interplay between personal

characteristics and situaiions in adjusting to life changes. W'hile he

reports disagreement over definition of social support and social

networks in his reviev and therefore diffículty in comparing results of

studies, he reports that each measure of social support yielded a

positive assocíation viih mental health and adjustment. As some
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sûcial contacts may in fact be siress producing, simple counts of

numbers of contacts is not sufficienf to account for health behavior,

according to Gottlieb. His os¡n research led to identification and

classification of informal helping behaviors through interviews to

determine quality of assistance. He was able to discern an overlap

befween professional and lay help and to identify categories of help

unique to lay persons, pointing out that within the social ecology of an

individual, professionals only play a small part.

Isracl i 19S5) revieved defìnitiòns of social support and identified

four classes of support: emotional, appraisal, informational and

instrumental. As well, she identified three types of linkages within

socìal networks: struclured (size and density), interactional

(freq uency and reciprocity), and f unctional ( affection, instru menlal,

development of new contacts, maintainance of social identity). She

found a significant relationship to well-being among intensity,

reciprocity and affection variables. .A.lso she noted associations

between siue, density, instrumental supporf and cognitive support and

*'ell being. Israel recommended action research on linkages to gain

understanding of social netvorks, social support and health using

qualitative and quantitative processes.

what seems initìally to be simple constructs, social support and

social network, have been shown on closer examination to contain

many facets which may interact to influence health. Closely connected

with these concepts is the influcnce of social norms. Fishbein( 1980)
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theorizes on the influence of social norms in the Theory of Reasoned

Action. He stales that individuals rationally use information to make

decisions to perform a particular behavior.

À person's intention is the immediate determinant of a specific

behavior. This intention involves personal evaluation of performing

the behavior, that is, attitudes to the behavior, and social pressures to

perform or not perform the behavior, that is, subjective norms.

Beliefs relative to attitudes and subjective norms are important

influences in their formation. Intentionality is formed fhrough

weighting of attitudes and subjective norms. According to Fishbein,

external variables such as personality characteristics, status, social

role, inteliigence, kinship, and socialization may influence beliefs.

Norman's review of researcir on this theory led him to conclude that

the constructs within the Theory of Reasoned Action are able " to

predict a greater amount of variance in health behavior and intenlion"
(Health Promotion Studies Series No. Z, p. 70) than any other

correlates he esamined. He specified it as a "useful tool for research

on cognitivc determinants of health behavior"(Health promotion

Studies Series lrlo. 2, p. 70).

ïhe more prominant model on health behavior ís Becker's Health

Beiief Model (jan¿ & Becker, 1984) which states that the tikelihood of

health behavior is a function of the perceíved threat to heaith and the

effícary of a behavior to cope with tlie threat. Evaluatíon of personal

susceptibility to a health problem and anticipated severity of the
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disease are used to determine the health threat. Betiefs of the

benefits of action and barriers to action are mitical to the health

behavior performance. Both ìnternal and external cues may act as

triggers to actual befiavior performance. In Norman's extensive

review of research related to this model, he concluded that it
"provides a weak basis for predicting or influencing health

behavior"{Health Promotion Studies Series No. Z, p. 62). Janz and

Becker (1984) reported that perceived barriers wÊre the nost salienr

factors in the design (p. 1). The model may be useful for behaviors

which require ccnscious consideration but is not useful to address

habits which are for the most part independent of conscious processes,

according to Norman. He states that (l) research needs to address

factors which determine health behavior, (2) health promotion studies

should include the influence of non-health belief factors such as

cost/benefifs, appearances, social images, and comfort/discomfort

variables on the performance of health behaviors.

One factor which intuitively may be linked to social support and

social norms, and which may of itself influence health is religiosity.

Using a census study, Comstock and Fartridse tlgrz) investigated one

component of religiosity, church attendance, and its relafionship to

healfh. In their review of literature on the subject, they found lhat

frequency of church attendance varied by denomination, sex, social

class, age, and residence. Church attendance'q¡as found to be:

(a) an implicii culfural pattern whìch directs behavior and belief,
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(b) correlated with reduced anxiety, (c) positively associated with
positive affect for blacks and nor for whites, (d) nor related to use of

contraceptives, (e) associated with hypertension among members of

the zulu society, and (f) associated with risk of myocardial infarct

arnong Israelis. From their own ìnvestigalion, Comstock and partridge

(197?) concluded that " the relationship of church attendance to

health is non-specific rather than causal." {p. 670)

Another important interceding variable between knowledge and

behavior in Social Learning Theory (Parcel & Baranowski, l gB l ) is

perceived self-efficacy or "people's judgements of their capabilities to

organize and e¡ecute courses of action required to attain designated

types of performances" (Bandura, l 9B6, p. 391) even in situations

with unpredictable elements. Perceived self-efficacy has been shown

to affect behavior, thought patterns, and emotions. self-efficacy

information is acquired through actual performance attainment, social

persuasion, physiological arousal, and comparative vicarious

experiences, and processed accounting for cues associated with the

specific sriurce.

Bandura states that self-efficary can be enhanced through the

process of goal settíng, modeling, guided practice, role playing, peer

models, and self-regulation {Schunk & Carbonari, Igs4). Self-effícacy

for healihy behavíors is necessary to a good health status.

Health practices are receíving increased attention as factors which

ínfluence health status. In 1972 Beltoc and Breslow reported that
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"gûod health habits are positively related to physical health status"

and that "the relationship of these habits vas shown to be cumulative"

(p. 420), that is, those persons with nore of the desireable habits were

in better health. These health habits included sleeping seven to eight

hours, usually eating breakfast, not eating between meals,

parficipating in regular exercise, never smoking cigarettes, noderate

consumption of alcohol, maintaining a desireable weight for height. À

follow-up study by Breslow and Enstrom (Matarazzo, l984) confirmed

tfie earlier findings and demonstrated that those persons practicing all

seven health behaviors had a reduced mortality rate compared with

those who practiced three or less of the health behaviors

Segovia, Bartlett, and Edwards t19S9) repart an association

betveen self-assessed health status and five of ihe aforemenfione d

hcalth habits- smoking, sleep, exercise, weþtrt control and drinking.

In their study of adults in metropolitan St. John's, New-foundland, they

found no association between breakfast and health stafus, unlike

Belloc and Breslow (1 972). Segovia, et al (l gSg) suggest further

testing of different definitions of particular health practices such as

drinking and exercising which may provide measures based on

currenl knowledge of health behaviors and their relationship to

healih.

Studies of the effects of stress and its refationship to disease have

been on-going over the past several decades. Borysenko ( l gs4) in her

revíe'ç¡ of the effects oi stress on thç ímmunc svste m. found that while
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a majority of studies report stresses predisposing to disease, some

report "an enhancemenl of outcome measures as a function of stress"

(p. 25Û). Borysenko states that the degree of control available to the

subject affects the disease outcome, and that behavioral factors

inflt¡ence the competence of the immune system and the resulting

positive or negative outcome. Many other variables related to specific

situations may infiuence the outcomes as well, including personality

traits such as inhibited por/er motive syndrome which combines a

high need for power with controlled expression of the motives

(Borysenko,l984).

Personalíty orientation as a determinant of health has been

conceptualized by Anotonovsky {1979, lgsT ) and Kobasa {1g79,

l992a, 1982b). Both Antonovsky and Kobasa state that stressful life

events may not precipitaie disease as personality factors üay
intercede and a positive outcome may ensue.

Kobasa ( 1982b) stated that fiardiness comprises a personality

style of commitment, control and challenge vhich can "turn stressful

Iife evenis into possibílities or opportunítíes for personal growth and

benefit" {p. 6). Studying executives, lawyers, and gynecology

outpatients, Kobasa reported ifiat hardiness characleri¿ed those

persons r¡itÍr high stress and lov illness i l9B2b).

Both ,A.nlonovsky and Kobasa acknoliledge that resistance

resources, psychologicai, sociocultural and physiological, mitigate the
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effects of sfress . These resources may comprise undisclosed numbers

of determinants of health which possibly interact with each other.

Antonovsky (t 979, 1987) theorizes that resources can facilitate

against disease supporting the individual's or group's sense of

coherence (SOC). Resources may therefore be associated with health

by way of one's SOC. Antonovsky (t 9S7) suggests the major

psychosocial resistance resources are material, knowledge/

inlelligence, ego identity, coping strategy, sociar supports/ties,

com mitment, cuitural stabilily, magic, relþion/philosophy/art, and a

preventive health orientation. These compliment genetic and

constitutional resistance resources (p. lga) which together supporf the

sen$e of coherçnce. Antonovsky hypothesi¿es that SOC is linked to

healthr and well-bcing. He is one of a growing number of health

resaarchçrs reÇognieing the complexity of intervening variables

belsieeû slressors and health.

The possible deferminants of health and healthy behaviors which

nay be targetted in health pramotion sirategies and used as indicaiors

for health and healfh promotion will likely be numerous. At present,

correlations with heaith and healthy behaviors will have to serve as

guides until causal relationships have been established. F'rom the

literature revieved, education, gender, social supporl, social networks,

intentions, perceived b arriers, perceived self-efficacy, relþiosity,

health behaviors, personality factors, and resources all have shown an

associafion with health or healthy behavior.



Theories Related to Heahh and Health promotion

While health professionals, social scientists and politicians have

demonstrated belief in the connection between health and health care

planning since ancient times, no theory of health or health promotion

has been firmly established. Lack of a central lheory can be

associated with the difficulties in establishing models and indicators

by vhich to test a theory (lvlc Queen & Nr>ack, l g88). Two related

theories or models provide support for a holistic theory of health and

health promotion, : ceneral systems Theory by von Bertalanffy and

associates (Laszlo, \972) and Salutogenesis by Antonovsky, (lgSZ).

General Systems Theory is a flexible scientific method which views
"systems as integrated vholes of their subsidiary components" (Laszlo,

1972, p. 14) and not merely a sum of parts (schwartz, lgZg).

Individuals and communities are open living systems (Laszlo, rgrz;

stevart, I 985) which are "self-maintaining and self-creating"

(Blum, l9s 1) through energy flowing between levels r:f the greater

system. Likewise, disruptions ar one sysfeno level or subsystem level

spreads out to cause disequalibrium in adjoining levels. In this

manner, poor health of individuals, comüunities and natioûs may

occur as the energy flovs or disruptions between levels mingle. The

ecologic or holistic viev of health aeeds to accounf for events al all

levels of lhe ecosystem (Blum, l98l; Stewart, 1gS5).

36
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The FrameworÊ .for HealÍlt Promotion (EPp, l9s6) is a model which

has attempted to integrate multiple levels of the larger system, that

being the nation or community. Within that system, health care is a

subsyslem, yet the health field can also be considered as a system in

its own right with its component parts. The Health Field concept

specified four subsystems: Human Biology, Environment, Lìfeslyie,

and Health care Organization. (Lalonde, 1974) In turn, each of these

subsystems has its own parts. while ecologic models of health are

being proposed to address the perceived influences on it, a clearly

stated theory of health is lacking.

'The second conceptualization supporting the notion for an holistic

theory of health is that of Antonovsky's salutogenesis orientation to

health (1979, l9B7). The salutogenesis orientation to health is holistic

in that it specifies that health is a multidimensional process farming a

continuum, focusses on the whole person and encourages exploration

of all factors that "facilitate active adaptation of the organism to the

environment" {Antonovsky, 1987, p. l3). Antonovsky (t9g7) specifies

that the fundameniai assumptìon underlying salutogenesis is one of

helerostasis, aging and inmeasing entropy. He states that entropic

forces çithin human systems are mediated by one's sense of

coherence (s0c) and hence disease is not inevifable. Antonovsky

theorizes that it is not a stressor itself which may lead to disease in an

individual or group but the coping response which ensues. Hence, he
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developed the concept of the sense of coherence lo explain health

status. Antonovsky ( t 987) defines the SOC as follows:

The sense of coherence is a global orientation lhat expresses the

extent to which one has a pervasive, endutring though dynamic

feeling of confidence that ( 1i the stimulus deriving from one's

internal and external environments in the course of living are

structured, predictable, and explicable; (Z) tne resources are

availabie to one to meet the demands posed by these stimuli; and

(3)these demands are challenges, vorthy of investment and

engagem€nt {p. 19),

The SOC orchestrates the forces which influence health. The three

æmponents of SOC: comprehensibilíty, manageability, and

meaningfulness are intertwined and supported by generalized

resistance resources (GRR), that is "any characterístic of the person,

the group, or the environment that can facilítate etTectíve tension

management" (Antonovsky, 1987, p. 99) or introduce negentropy.

Three kínds of GRR's are ídentified: adaptabílíty on multiple levels,

meaningfulness to others, and commitment between tfie individual

and the q/hole community (Antonovsky, tgBT, p. 100). Antonovsky

(1987) vieq¡s meaningfulness as a crítical component ol a strong SOC

as well as four spheres of a person's life - "one's inner feelings, one's

immediate ínterpersonal relations, one's major activíty and existentíal

issuss" (p. ?3). Ihe strong SOc is contained within the person,s
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flexible boundaries. Vhile A.ntonovsky does not claim that SOC is the

sole determinant of health, he hypothesizes that there is a link

between sOc, coping and health, and to this end developed a measurÊ

of SOC thaf reflects the four spheres and "the life situation of all adults

qoss-culturally" (p. 2a). In addition, he presents the salutogenesis

model linking S0C, GRR, and health, (See A,ppentlix A), noting the

importance of health to be a resource also influencing SOC. By

extension, Antonovsky ( 1987) reasons that SOC likety correlates with

vell-being if SOC influences health status and that status in turn

influences global estimates cf well-beiæ. This perspective is coherent

with current definitions of health as a resource with multiple factors

influencing it and vith General Systems Theory as the interaction of

parts within a s¡hole.

current developments ç¡ithín the fields of health and healtfi

promotíon support a theoretical perspective of multípie causation of

health and ínteraction of health wíth othEr parts of a larger system.

Development of theories of health and health promotion are beginning

to evolve and lhe cnncept of an holístic theory is given credence by

General sysxems Theory and the salutogenesis orientatíon.

Development of an holistic theory of health would facilitate the

ongoíng development of indicators and focus healih promotion.



Having presented a broad overview of health and health

promotion, a focussed review of these conceptions in relatìon to

international students is no$/ appropriate. The consensus presented in

an overwhelming majority of studies and essays reviewed is that

health is a problem for international students, or that international

students have numerous problems without any statement of how this

impacts upon their health. Conspicuously absent are definitions of

health.

Health as a resource for daily líving is an important component in

the expeiience of students studyíng in a new culturai milieu. Within

the context oi a general systems approach to understanding health,

the ímpact of socio-cultural change víll tíkely ímpínge on related parts

of the whole {tslum, 1981), creating change wíthin the psychologícal

and physiological systems of the indivíduat.

cultural change can result ín profound changes wíthin the whole

system as cuiture shapes the construction of reality for indíviduais

and groups. culiure is dynamíc, a complete social heritage, Iearned

and demonstrated in behaviors emanatíng from symbolic properties

(Dunnett, 1981; Fabrega, t 981; Levine & Sorenson, 1984). Cuiture ís

embedded in the ess€nce of indíviduals and groups. Internatíona1

students use theír specific cultural constructs as guides for problsm

solving and adjustíng to their new environments. Both Hinkle (IgT4)

Health. Health Promotion and International Students

40
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and Gottlieb (1985) suseest that sufficient changes in tife patterns

irrought oir hy culturally inappropría1e conslructs for daily líving may

Iead to decreasing immuníty influencing the course of íll-health.

Hovever, a disease outcome is not ínevitable, for the effects of change

nay be ameliorated by tire physical and psychological characteristícs

of the individual and the social and physical envíronments

(Antonovsky, I 987; EPP, I 986; Jemmott III, I 985; Koba sa, IgTg).

The process of adaptation ís crucíal for internatíonal students'

success in reachíng their goals. Dunnett (19S1) desaíbes thís process

as "learníng to know and use the means to solve problems or attain

goals within a socíai system . . . (includine) abílity to cope ri¡íth daíly

iife tasks, emolíonal adjustment, interaction ç¿ith Americans and

academic achievement" (p. 84). ,Adjustmenl accordíng to

Pruitï { 1981}, is that aspect of adaptatíon whích refrects being

comfortable in the nev environitent wíthout abandoning one's os/n

cultural ídentity, while assimilation signifies adopting the new culture.

The adjustment process of the ínternatíonal studeni in a ner/

environurent means beíng co'nfronted by one's or/n behavior vhích,

though compatible in the home cultule, often becomes íncongruent in

tlre new culture (Gullahorn & Gullahorn, Ig6il as the symbolic

communications between actors breaks down crealing "culture shock"

(Coelho, 1981, p. 20). Culture shock is experiencecl as loss in many

areas of living - social status, meaníngful kinship relations and
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sensory overload with physiological fatigue (Coelho, 1981). The

culture shock process has been graphed as a double U-curve

(Coelho, 1981;Kohls, 1984). The graph represents the changes in

levels of satisfaction experienced from the time of arrival into a hosi

country until returning home. The trough of the U-curve represents

desceni into depression (coelho,198 1; Kohls, 1gs4). Dubois' four

stages of adjustment outline the u-curve or attifude adjustment

(Dunnett, 19Sl). These are the spectatr:r phase, the adaptive phase,

the cominB- to - terms phase and the precleparture phase. s'hite this

adaptation process is widely accepted, Becker, in his study of Indians,

Israelis and Europeans found ihat adapting attitudes of students from

deveiopiry countries do not follow the U-curve. Instead, their

attitudes are "characterized by hostility to the United States and a

corresponding idealization of the home country in both the initial and

final slages of the sojourn. The niddle stage would be characterìzed

by a detachmenf from the home country . . ." {Dunnett, 198 1, p. B9 ).

Therefore, the LT-curve hypothesis, vhile useful, cannoi be applied

indiscriminaíely (Ðunnett, 1981; Pruitt, l gS i ) to understand the

process of adjustment.

As studíes addressing the issues ol international students have

beeil. conducled over sevsral decades, the autllor has chosen to review

sludies lrom 1977 to the present which focus the unclerstanding

dcríved from pasi studies and ofler díreclion to furlher research.
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In 1977, Perkins, Perkins, Guglielmino and Reiff published the

results of their study comparing the adjustment problems of three

international groups, chinese, Indians, anrj others attencling the

university of Georgia 1974-75. The representative sampre of

international siudents were requested to respond to a questionnaire

on ciemographic variables, social interactions and personal adjustment

problems. The researchers found that the chinese rated English

proficiency, educational preparation, racial discrìminalion,

unfriendlìness and homesickness as more of a problem than other

ethnic Sroups. No significant differenÇes s¡ere determined related to

financial problems. The researchers conclude fhat as problem.s are

grouf) specific, help should be targetted appropriately and knowledge

of the diffcrences r¿ould facilitate planning of orientation and social

activiiies,

Boer {19s I ) investígated the relationship between adaplatíon,

satísfaction wíih livíng and the mental health of inteinationai students

ín the united states. Through iniervíevs, questíonnaíres and file

studies, he provided conclusions related to netw-orks, housing,

educalíon, social status, mental health and orientation needs.

ûn e¡amination oî his data related to nctworks, Boer concluded

that "tl:e internatíonal student derives emotíonal support from a small

group of people that remains constant over time" {p. j9) and that üosr

oi these students found it "more diflículi to make fríer:ds in the Llnited

Slates than lrack home" tp, 39). Examining housíng concerns, Boer
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reported that 36S of students expressed dissatisfaction with housing

and 6E'* had moved during the first year of study due to problems

with roçmmates or the environment. Reporting on student academic

satisfactian,5S'* reported changes or delays in their program due to

insufficient information, poor adr¡ising, and disappointment with

quality of instruction. While most students (54s) reported no change

in social status on coming to the Unitecl States, those who riid report a

change t26ts) were older, professionals, and/or at higher levels of

educatian.

Whiie Boer díd not provide correlation daia with nental heaith, he

did investígate the use of psychiatríc services and tesled for

depressíve symptoms. International students were underrepresented

in psychialríc services over a seven year period at an adjusted rate for

utílization of one percent per thousaird foreign students per year

versus eíght percent for Amerícan students. Among these students

'vomen were overrepresented " at 35 % versus ?4 % ol the total

population" {P. 44). Students from Eng.tish-speaking and wesiern

countríes iEngland and Canada) made the most visits. Usíng Zung's

Self -rating Depression Scale (SDS) Boer found that 20% oî internatíonal

students studied scored above the morbidity point for depression for a

normal popufation, Females werÊ oyerrepresented in this grouFi as

-ey"ere students from Japan and Laiin Ameríca.

Reportíng oir oríentation sources and needs, Boer commenled thal

príor to departure from home, students reported that friends vere the
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most frequently consulted source for information about study abroad.

The students reporfed lack of information related to food, social

relations, cost of living, climate, and educational status. International

students, commenting on orientation post-arrival, gave priority to

social relations, academic concerns and differing life styles.

Boer concluded that more investigalion is required to examine

studenf positions af home, expectations for life in the new country,

and fluid orientation programs in the adaptation process. While he

presented no correlation data, he concluded that the mental health of

international students remains not "too shaken" (p. 53) and

hypothesized that ttris may be due to personality factors establishcd

in childhood.

Dunnett ( l9B 1) also looked at in¿efnalional student adaptation and

the role of Englísh language trainíng and oríentation (ELTO) in order to

recÐmmend improvements to the adaptaliori procsss and to eliminate

problems which interfere with goal attaínment. Usíng an

experimental and a control group, he administered tvo questíonnaíres

six montfis apart and reported that ELr0 assísted in adaptatíon

generaliy. While African and Asian students were the least adapted

especially ín the areas of socialization, they nnade the greatesl change

among all the ethnic groups represented. This change was altributed

to ELTO. Dunnett stated that ELTO studenls expressed "feelíngs of

personal well-beíng and havíng accompiisfied tfieír goals" {p. l0l ).

well-being was measured by sevan items wíthin an emotional index.
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Generally, ELTO students held more positive views of their experience

both academically and personally, and were more optimistic about

their futures than students in the control group. Dunnett stated that

adaptation was positively associatcd with a feeling of goal

accomplishment.

Pruítt (l9sl)studied adjustment, assimilation and attítudes of

Afrícan students at nine colleges and universities across the Uníted

states through a self-administered ailonymous questionnaire. The

students represented 50 ethnic groups s¡ith tZ% beingwomen. pruitt

looked at adjustment in coping with one's envíronment, maintaining

physícal health and maintaíning psychological s/ell-beíng. Questíons

of health focussed on dísease symptomatology. He found that all three

aspects of adjustment were hiehly íntercorrelated: with psychologicai

and physícal well-being closely related to freedom from homesickness

and loneliness; with problems of daling, climate, food, communication

vith Americans, homesickness and loneliness hishly interrelated; and

with housing problems, discrimination and financiar problems

interrelated. Prior knowledge of the Uníted Slates supported better

adjustment. Extensive contact wíth other African students did not

support adjustment vhile "church attendance and continuing relígíous

belief were predictive of adiustmenl"

(Pruitt, p. 122). As dífferences ín adjustment wEre found by length of

stay, the U-curve trypothesís was not supported. pruitt concludcd thai

knowledge of host country prior to arrival, host country roommates on
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arrival, peer support by host country students, support for

maintaining relìgious affiliation, and maximizing contact betveen

international students and the host society would facilitale

adjustment.

Pedersen ( I 98 I ) focussed on personai problem soiving resources

used by University of Ìvlinnesota international students. On

examination of the data related to one question of a thirty-two item

questionnaire, "where do you go when you have a personal probtem

and are not able to solve it yourselfl" (p. l6 t ). Pedersen nade the

following conclusions: ( I ) the majority of choices for help sourc€s

ranked countrymen first, faculty advísors second,and International

Studenl Advisor Office (lsA0)third; and (2) perceived cross-cultural

understanding and participation in orientation programs íncreased use

of faculty advisors or ISA0, Pedersen recommended more emphasis

on oríentation programs that teach utilízation of the range of

counsellíng faciiitíes and peer counselor trainíng programs as

ímportant help sources for international studcnts.

Míller and Harwell { 1983), studied international students enroiled

at the Uníversíty of Totedo assessing their heatth care needs by means

of a questionnaire. The researchers reported that neariy all tfie

respondents vere first year students and xhat 85% were male. The

vast majoríty of respondents reported not using a medical doctor or

dentist. Asian students were more frequent users than sludents from

Latín America or the Middic East. sources of information for
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appropriate help were friends or the telephone book yellow pages. Ir

medication's/as believed to be ûecessary, the respondents would go to

a drug store, not realizing the need for a prescriptìon for nany

medications. Assessing health problems, fatigue, homesickness,

headaches and colds were the most frequent complaints for all groups.

Asiatic students frequently identified denfal problems as well. The

researchers recommended a comprehensive orientation program to

health care services for all international studenls.

Based on reports of international studenls being malnourished

primarily due to inability to cope vith food preparation, O'palka,

Mitchell and Martin (i983) initiared a pilot project to inrroduce

recently arrived international students to the American food supply.

Five sessions covered sanilalion, identificafion, preparalion and

sampling of foods, operation and mainlainance of equipment, meal

planning and table service, shopping and use of coupons, and a field

trip to the supermarket. Evaluation of the sessions at a two month

follow-up indicafed that most srudents were preparing their own food,

believed they vere eating better, were more confident shoppers, used

sanitation techniques learned, and had share{d thÊir knowledge with

other new students. Ïhe dietitians recomnncnded printed informafion

sheels as an adjunct to the instruction, and continuance of workshops

with food preparation activities and food procluct identification

highlighted. whiie ethnic differences were evirlent, the African

students were the least informed about basic cooking techniques and
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the American food supply. The dietitians stated that linited budget,

lack of skills and nutritional information geated a need for assistance

for these students.

Mc Blane (personal communicatíon, June 4, lgï4) as Dírector of

International House, The University of British Columbia, stated on his

review of Zwingmann and Gunn's document on students studying

abroad that "lack of money" and "unsatisfactory accommodation" are

the t'wo most significant factors which lead to stress and psycho-socíal

ill health. Mc Blene also reported a great need for cuftr¡rally specific

orientatíons as each cuitural group has preferred ways to acquire and

process ínformation.

Mc{laran and Sarris (19S5) surveyed internatíonal students at the

university of Michigan regarding theír perceptions of health and

íllncss, information seEking and health servicc utilieation behavior,

perception of stress, and satisfaction with university health services.

Informatioû was gathered by inlerviev using an open-çnded

questionnaíre as'ç¡-ell as anecdotal comments by students, facutty and

staff. Ïhe students represented thirty-two ditïerent countríes wilh

31 % from Indian/Asian countrics and ZB% from African countríes.

Thirty-three percent of the students were female. A majority of

studenls reported beíng heatthy and exErcising and eating properly to

maintain their health. 0ae-third of sludents reported that "pressure"

interfered ç¡íth their sludies or health, and that talking wítfi friends

was the most frequent method of copíng wittr tfie pressure. Tfie
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researchers found international students to be less frequent users of

the campus health service and recommended expanded orientation for

some as well as health educalion on specific lopics along with written

materìals as adjuncts.

As female circumcision is widespread in some parts of the world,

and many femaie international students come from these areas, Shaw

(19s5) chose to study the need perceptions of female clients with

circumcision and perceptions of client needs hy care givers

Through an informal audience, a majority of the women ínterviewEd

agreed that health care províders should be (t ) informed of the

practice, and resulting increased sensitivity to pain, Q) coanizant of

related anxiely and (3) acknowlcdge client needs to see a female

health care províder along with the need for permission from the

closest male relatíve prior to medical care.

concerns of providers r/ere gathered by surveys from 4g college

heaith services across the United States. While contacts per year with

female clients with circumcision were low, ínadequate recordíng

prevented accurate statistics . Providers expressed concern in relating

to these wofnen due to language differences and or culturatr values and

beliefs differences. The providers strcsscd the need for female care

givers for these women and inclusion of the husband in the whole

process, as well as networking informally with ínternational ç¿íyes'

groups to reach out to the vomen siith no comfortable health care

service.
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In 1986, Ebbin and Blankenship reported on their longitudinal

study of international versus domestic students attending the

University of Southern California's Student Health Center (SHC). They

examined diagnoses over thre€ years nofing particularly those

diagnoses associaled with stress. Their findings include more frequent

use of the SHC by international students than domestic studÊnts, an

increase in 50 disease entities compared to domestic students, and a

grealer proportion of diagnoses that may be stress related among the

intenational students. Ebbin and Blankenshìp recommended a number

of measures to assist the international studenf to overcome bamiers ro

the vestern health care systen: special orientations, written maferials

in several languages, studenr advocates, peer helpers, integration of

mental healtfi and physical health services, special programming in

health promoting betrar¡iors, use of interpreters, and negotiation of

diagnosis and treafment according to student belief.

Like Pedersen (1981), Leong and sedlacek (19s5) examined help

sources used by international students for bothr educational-vocational

and e¡ootional-social problems, comparing these to united states

students. Their resulfs showed consistant patterns of preference for

help sources for both educational/vocational and emotional/socìal

cûncerns. Internafional students preferred formal help such as given

by a faculty ad'risor, counsellor or physician vhile domestic students

preferred informal help from parents and friends. Leong and

Sedlacek slate thal oricnting inle'rnational students to the formal helo
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sources is an imporiant step until students are able to develop

informal networks. Informal networks need to be facilitated to

overcome the social isolation new students experience. The

researchers recommend special training for formal helpers of

international students as well as development of peer support

systems. For further research, they suggest examination of

preferences during different points of stay in the United States and

more process and outcome studies of attenopts to seek help.

Allen and cole (19s7) examined the foreign student syndrome, a

notion popularized by Gunn which expresses the idea that many of the

physical disorders of international students are really psychological in

origin related fo uprooting or cultural change. working from two

hypofheses: (1) "that consuliing patferns of foreìgn students in

Australia would be no different to those of students of the same

nationaiities studying at home" and (Z) neifher the "frequency nor the

pattern of consultations of foreign studenls would düfer from those of

Australian students" (p. lg3)with controls for age, sex, and distance to

health services, Allen and coie found no evidence for a rise in

consultation rales of Asian international studenis compared wifh

compafriots or wittr Àustralian studenls controlling for stated

variables. Differences in paüerns of consultations wÊre found for

some healfh concerns. Ailen and cole concluded that "emþration

improves health" and they "suggest that foreþn student syndrome

does not Êxist" (p. lB5), They offer several expianations for their
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conclusions including selection of the fittest students for overseas

study, these students being more adaptable persons, physically more

vigorous, wealthier, and of professional class background. This is

concordant with the concept of resistance resources expressed by

Antonovsky in his theory on salutogenesis.

More recently, a survey was undertaken by the canadian Bureau of

International Education and conducted by de Vries and Richer (19S8)

"to document fhe background and experiences of international

students in Canada"(P. 1). Research strategies included a

questionnaire survey, group interviews and use of secondary data

from SÍatistics Canada The University of ,{lberfa Survey of

International students (1987) was cited as one among several

background documents utilieed. Five fundamental questions s¡ere

pursued. Firstly, the survey data identified the numbers oi

internafional students studying in Canada. International students

comprise 5s of the total full-time university enrollment in Canada,

with the largest percentage from Hong Kong, those from the rest of

Asia and Africa numbering second and third. International students

from affluent nations are over-represenled with BBs of the

respondents describing their fanily as aboye average in wealth or

among the wealthiest in their home country. Only lZ% reported being

below average relalive to other famiiies af home. Thirty-eight percenf

of respondents reported thar one or both parents trad a university

degree and that 20Ë reported that a parent had studied abroad.
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Specifically, less than 30È of international students in Canada are

female wirh Africa, china, and the rest of Àsia sending the fewest

number of females. Female international students represent only 25Ë

of international students in graduate programs.

Summarily, participation in higher education in Canada for

international students is contingent on the students country, gender,

and family background.

secondly, respondents reported reasons to choose study abroad

with limited opportunity to do so at home being the most frequent

response. Quality of education and financial factors were other

important considerations in choosing a canadian uníversity.

Thirdly, respondents were questioned as to experíences during

their first week in canada. while a majority reported being met on

arrival in Canada , 32%'wçre not met by anyone on arrival in Canada

ftof on arríval at the university. Less than half of the respondents

reported that their university had an oricntation week. 0f those q/ho

knew of the oríeniation,571^ did not attend the program. 0f students

who attended oríentation, only 38% found it useful. When students

were questioned about factors which were problems to them, the n¡ost

frequent concern was loneliness, especially among students from Hong

Kong.

Fínancial concerns related to living expensçs and universíty costs

T/ere reporled by 5 t % of respondents wilh parents and relatives beíng

the two most ímportant sourcçs of support. .åmong other problems,
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speaking English and stress of academic work r¡ere noted. Knowledge

of campus services was assessed with the heatth services being used

by the largest proportion of respondents who had knowledge of it.

Fourthly, future plans of the students were assessed with a

majority planning to return home after completion of studies and

anticipating having to look for employment.

Lastly, students and student leaders were asked for

recommÊndations for possibie changes in policy toward international

students at the university and government level. Students'concerns

were relatec to work restrictions, differential tuition fees, loans or

scholarships, visa and immigration procedures, integration of

international students into the university community, social service

concerns, and language policies. Ðifferential fees were second to work

issues among concerûs expressed by student leaders discussing issues

at the government level. Àt the university levei, leaders expressed

concerns related fo inadequale reception or orientation, inadequate

personnel or resources, need for "umbreiia" international students

organieations, need to educate Canadian students on international

issues and culfures, and inadequafe housing policy.

Resources at many levels are important to international students,

as this research data indicate. Knowledge of the wh1''s and how's of

study abroad, finances, student services, social support and work

opportunities are all key issues relaled to inlernalional stud€fll

satisfaction with their foreign academic experiences.
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In February 1988, the university of Manitoba university Health

Service conducted an anonymous questionnaire survey of personal

health practices and needs with a random sampling of the student

population. Àmong those surveyed were two hundred international

students (Prouten & Mirwaldt, 1990). The response rate vas 61.5ä

with sfudents from 28 countries returning their surveys. Geographic

regional representation included 62s from Asian countries , 24% from

European countries, I I s from African countries and 311 other.

A majority of international students rated themselves as healthy

and vithout physical limitations, but important percentages of these

students were noÈ happy, were experiencing considerable sfress, and

at times lacked the essentials of daily living, Very small numbers of

these students participated in risk behaviors such as smoking, illicit
drug use or drinking and driving. While a majority of these

international students reported drinking occasionally, an important

percentage reported feeling obliged to drink socially.

While international studenls almost always reported brushing their

teeth and vearing seat bclts, important percentages reported not

practicing other health enhancing behaviors such as exercising

regularly, eafing breakfast daily, or assessing risks of ÀlDS if they
'were sexually active. Among disease detection activities, a majority of

female international studeats who $/ere sexually active reported

never having had a Pap smear for defection of cancer, despite having

had a periodic health examination (PHE) when not ilr. Large
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percentages of females reported not knowing how to perform breast

self-examinations and not having had such an examination by a health

professional. Almosl all males reported not knowing how to perform

testicular self-examination and not having had one by a health

professional. A majority of students reported having had a PHE wirhin

the past 5 years and a biood pressure check.

International students reported that only a few of their friends

were close, that is, "people they could talk to if they needed help or

had a problem" (Prouten & Mirwaldt, 1990, p.73). Less tn'an half of

the international students believe they have a great deal of control

over their future health, securing work upon graduation, or present

life circumstances . Ttre majority reported needing nûore information

on selected health topics and thought a peer support system could

assist them in meeting specific needs.

westwood and Barker (lgss) investþated the relationship of

academic achievement, drop-out rates, and social adjustment among

first year international students who participated in a peer-pairing

program at the University of British Coiumbia and at fhe Àustralian

Internafional Development Assistance Bureau. Their findings showed

hisher levels of academic achievemenf and lower drop out rates

among international students who were matched with a host nafional

peer than anong those international students in a control group. This

heid true over four years. International students indicatcd a

preference for host national companions for language help, academic
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problems and sightseeing. westwood and Barker (lgsB) indicated

that these links with host national students may be one way

international students learn "the unwritten codes of the local culture"

(p. l8).

Summary of Studies on International Students

On revieving the studies related to inlernational students, it has

become evident that definitions and measures of health are lacking

although numerous concerfls, problems and resources have been

identified along with important recom mendations. Generally, stu dies

related to health took the negative perspective of disease

symptomatology except for that reported by Mcclaran and sarris

{1985) and Prouten and Mirwaldt (1990). These two studies reported

important differences in health enhancing behaviors. As u¿ell,

Dunnett(1981) included a rneasure of well-being among his otfier

indicators of adaptation.

studies by Boer (1981), Dunnett {lgsl), Pruitt (lgsl), AIIen and

Cole ( ße7) and Prouten and Mirwaldt ( l99û) suggest that person ality

orientation and resourcss may be importanl variables línked to health

status or satisfactíon ç¿ith the new educalional experience. Leong and

Sedlacek's (1981) and Westwood and Barker's (l9SS)

recommendations for more process and outcome studies of help-

seeking behavíor is similar in perspectíve to health promolion

indicators of change facilitatíng health maintainance or improvement.
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several studies reported ethnic or gender differences in needs,

(Boer, 1981;CBiE, 1988; Dunnett, l981;Mitler &, Harwell, 19831

0'Palka, Mitchell & Martin, 1983; Perkins, Perkins, Guglielnino &, Reiff,

1977; Shaw, 1985)which suggests a requirement for improved

understanding of the health and the process of health promotion

required for subgroups among the total population of international

students.

Ïhe impact of cultural adjustment for international students as a

potential influence of their health status requires the targetting of

health promofion processes to the needs of specífíc ethaic and gender

realitiEs.
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CHAPÏER THREE

Methodology

This chapler presents the methods employed in testing the

research questions outlined ín Chapter I. The proc€ss of selection of

the student sample is described along with the instruments used in

data coitection. Details of analysis precedures are presented,

Sample Seiection

The subjects for this study wsre ínternatíonal students, specifically

students from African countries, as the literature review indicated

that such students'were the least prepared for their experiences

abroad. The researcher understood that the students from ,{frican

countries were likely to be fluent speakers of Engtish. This was a

necessary factor to provide confidence that the data would be reliable

and vaüd as the quantitative instruments were ía English and the

researchelwas English speaking. The sample selected.were enrolled

at the university of Manitoba for the first term of the I g8g-90

university year and were:

1) attending a university outside their home country for the

first time:

2) registered for full time studies;

3) fluent speakers of the English language.

From a líst of international students obtained from the

International Centre for Students and the Faculty of Graduate Sludies,

potential subjects r¡ere invited by a ietter of invitation and consent to
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participate (See Appendix B). The letter stipulated that participation

in the study was voluntary and that those who participated would be

assured confidentiality. Eleven subjects were accepted into the study.

The selection did not involve a randomization process, but an ad

hoc selection as students arrived at the university, met the criteria,

and agreed to participate. Dates were set for initial and final collection

of questionnaire data to which all volunteer subjects were asked to

attend. Four students participated in threc interviews each in

addition to their participation in the surveys. The researcher selected

the interviewees based on representation of coun[ry, geûdÊr, acadenic

level and agreemenf to participate. Àll meeting dates were confirmed

by telephone.

Four paper and pencil measurement ínstruments were utitized to

collect data along with demographic and personal inierview data. Ihe
questíonnaíres and the demographic data w€re combined into one

battery of lests.

0uestionnaires

Firstly, one single-item scale, a self-ratíng of health, was

administered (See Appendix C, Section I). Respondents'were asked to

select one of five possible response$ rangíng from "poor" to "excell€nl".

Self-reported health status has been used in national househotd

surveys in Canada and the United States. ,Attempts to assess validity

have found this ítem "to be highly correlated vith the presence of



specific health problems, and ... to be a predictor of health care

utilization and mortality" (deVries &, Richer, 1988, p. lS2).
'Ware (1987) stated that self-ratings of health capture personal

evaluations of health experience. Read, Quinn and Hoefer ( 19S7)

report that self-ratings closely relate to current happenings in the

lives of people. Segovia, Bartlett and Edwards ( l9S9) report self-rated

health to be "a valid and reiiable indicator which comesponds velt

with other measures of health" (p. 32).

Andrews and Mc Kennell (1980) found evidence when comparing

measures of well-being, that five or more anss/er categories reflect

nore true variance.

secondly, the General Health Ratiog Index developed for the Rand

Corporation Health Insurance Experiment (Ware, 1984) was

administered to participants (see Appendix c, section II). It is a

rrreasure of general health "iû on€ of five contexts: (l ) past health, (2)

current health, (3)future health, (4) health worry and concern, and

(5) resistance to illness" (Read, Quinn & Hoefer; 1987, pp. S5-95).

Ïhese categories define three constructs: time,

resistance/susceptibility, and worry/concern. Ware ( l9S4) refers to

the measures as "ratings" which he specifies " reflect differences

between patients in regard to their evaluation of information

concerning their health" (p. 18a). Testing for convergeat construct

validity, Read, Quinn and Hoefer (1987) reported moderately hieh

correlations wíth other indicators of health status, wíth the highest
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coffelation between the GIIRI Scale and a single four-point self-rating

scale of overall health. In addition to convergent construct validity,

Read, Quinn and Hoefer ( l9S7) found significant evidence of divergent

contruct validity and differential convergent validity in the GHRI.

Ware ( l9B4) reports that the validity of the GHRI has been

e¡tensively investigated. FIe reports that " the GHRI is a sensitive

indicator of individual differences in disease status, limitations in

physical and psychosomatic symptoms, and mental health"

(p, 186-lS7). In addifion, he states that there wËre sþnificant

correlalions between the GHRI scorÊs and measures of social contacts.

The Inde¡ reliability, level of precision and abriity to detect

individual differences in health status concepts are among its major

strengths according to Ware (1984).

The GHRI form is self-administered and easy to use with

respondents indicating their opinion from a range of five possible

responses "Definitely true" to "Definitely false". The time for

completion of the index is 2û minures (Read, Quinn &, Hoefer, lggz).

Scoriag this index involves summing the numeric responses after

reversing the numeric responses of 1l negatively phrased items. The

score range falls between 22 and I 10.

Thirdly, participating students were asked to complete

Antonovsky's (19S7) The Sense of Coherence Scale (SCC). It is a set of

29 questions to which respondents indicate agreement with one of

seven possible answers by circling the appropriate number.
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Responses one and seven indicate extreme ansvers (See Appendix C-

Section III). Scoring of this questionnaire involves reversing thirteen

specified items on the questionnaire and sunming the numeric

responses. The range of scores is 29 to ?03.

The soc scale was tested for validity by Rumbaut and colleagues in

198 1, who compared their one scale measuring SOC with

Anotonovsky's scale and reported " a reasonable degree of internal

consistenÇy" (Anotonovsky,l987, p.83). In 1983, Rumbaut

administered a second SOC scale along with two other instruments and

Àntonovsky's scale. The correiation between Rumbaut's and

Antonovsky's scales was 0.639, indicating that they are measuring a

similar construct presenting indication of concurrent validity

(Antonovsky, 1987). Antonovsky states that the same data provide

evidence of convergent, discriminant, and predictive validiry. À

report on a study by Dana and others in 1985 concluded that
"Àntonovsky's SOc scale was consistently and sþnificantiy related to

all positive health measures while being sþnificantly and negatively

related to all illness measures" (Antonovsky, 1987, p. 8i). Cross-

cultural validation is yet to be confirmed, but the scale is now being

used in sÊYen vestern countries and preliminary reports indicate that

it is hishly reliable and makes sense to respondents (Antonovsky,

personal communication, March 9, 1989).

Fourthly, Sarason's Social Support Questionnaire (SSQ) was used "to

quantify the availability of, and satisfaction with, social support"
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(h{cDowell &' Newell, 1987, p. 162). The ssQ is a self-adminisrered

scale with 27 items (See Appendix C, Section IV). Each question

required a two-part ansver asking for availability of and satisfaction

with the support level. As the study was addressing circumstances of

change, the questions in this section were prefixed by the caveat

"These questions all refer to your situation stnce coøtng to Canada...."

À number support score vas derived by adding the number of

support persons listed overall, with a possibility of nine persons on

each item and determining the mean score for the 27 items. Likewise,

a satisfaction score was determined by adding the level of satisfaction

on a range of I to 6 (very satisfied to very dissatisfied) for cach item

and then determining the nean score for the 2Z items.

McDowell and Neweil (1987) report the internal reliability for the

number scores was alpha coefficient 0.97 and for the satisfaction

scores t.94. As well, they report test-retest comelations of û.g0 for

the numbÊr score and 0.83 for the satisfaction score. Sarason et al

(1983) report that they found the SSQ to have "stability over a four-

week period of ti¡ûe" (p. 130).

Reports of validity (McDowell & Newell, t9B7) includcd factor

analysis which accounted for 82}å of number scores variation andT?iL

of satisfaction score variation. Criterion validity between the SSQ and

a depression score showed significanf negative conrelaiions anong

psychology students. Among females, tliere $/as a negafive correlation

with hostility and lack of protection scales and the SSQ. The
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satisfactioo score and an optimisn scale demonstrated a correlation of

0.57, while the number scale correlation was 0.34.

Positive events and the number scores on the SSQ showed a

significant correlation. Higher SSQ scores reported more positive

events. Importantly, McDowell and Newell (1987) reported that

"those with more social support also felt more able to control the

occumËnces of life events"(p, l6 j). This evidence provides support for

Antonovsky's conceptualization of salutogenesis. Conversely,

h{cDowell and Newell ( 1987) reported that respondents with

nunerous negative life events and less support demonstra.ted more

chronic illness than other groups. Significant agreemenl was reported

between ratings of social competence and the number scale.

McDoweil and Newell (1987) found this scale to be "one of the most

adequate" that they reviewed, despite its newness and need for

further testing of validity and reliability.

Lastly, demographic data 's/ere requested (1) to describe the

population studied and (2) to determine if there was any evidence lor

possible relationships between the demograptric variables and hcalttr,

SOC and social support. (See A,ppendix C, Section V)



A series of interviews employing an ethnoscience research method

were used to explore conceptualization of health and change inctuding

social support resources for a subsample of four students.

Quofing Frake, Morse (1983) stated that ethnoscience is a method

to discern "ho'u¡ people construe their world experience from the way

they talk about it" (p. B). It is based on symbolic interactionism, a

theory which erplains behavior in terms of meanings. Through

eliciting and analyeing information on a specified topic, an investigator

is able to comprehend and describe the concept from the informant's

perception (Morse, l9S3). Spradley, (lg7g) reported that it is a

reliable and valid method to obtain knowedge from a cultural

perception. It is based on the assumption that "knowledge of all

cultures is valuable" (Spradley, I 979, p. l û) and "is a com mon

properly of human species" (p. 25). With acculturation comes shifts in

the meaning of words (Basso, 1967). In order to unclerstand cultural

diversity, cultures must be described initially. This can thcn lead to

"explanation of reguiations and variations in human social behavior"

(Spradley, t979, p. l0) and to any needed changes suggested by the

findings.

in the ethnographic interviev, the investigator learns from the

informant about activities, events, and their meanings that constitute

a lifestyle through a process of repeated questioning and clarification.

This process allows for a cfieck on rhe reliability and validitv of

Interviews
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responses. Ideaily, this process would occur in the informant's native

language.

As the ethnoscience method of investigation emphasíees depth of

knovledge, snall sample numbers are commonly used. Each of the

four informants in this study vas interviewed three times with

transcription, sorting and analyzing taking place between meetings.

Along with a record sheet, a tape recorder was used with consent of

the informants. The tape recordíng was later used to validate

informalion noted during the interview,

Ïhís study of health, change and social support followed four stages

of ethnographíc analysis: domain, taxononoic, componential, and

theme analysis. iSee .A.ppendix D)

This ethnoscíence method of research was undertaken because the

investigator beüeved lhat student understandings of health, change

and social support would add to the knowledges derived through

quantitatíve analysis of S0C, health and social support.

Data .Ànall¡sís

The information from the questionnaire survey was processed by

hand for both the initial and foltrov-up testing. As the subjects were a

non-probability sample, with only 11 students involverl in thc study,

no tests of statistícal significarlce were appropriate. Crude dala with

averages are presented along with 6raphs to gíve an overall

description of the findings of thís preliminary study.
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The interview data were transcribed and analyzed using the

ethnoscience reseanch method. Domains and their components are

presented in table format. Analysis of them,es is stated.

Conclusion

In summary, this chapter has described the methods used to

investigate the relationship of s0c, health and social support. The

sample selectíon process was described along with the four

instruments for data collection. A description of the interview method

was included. Analysis procedures for both quantitative and

qualitative research were presented.



Á presentation of quantitative data and findings are contained ín

this chapter. Firstly, the study population and its demographic

characteristics are presented. Secondly, results of quantitatíve data

are presented: results for the single-item health rating, the General

Health Rating Index, the Sense of Coherence Scale, and the Social

Support Questionnaire, Thirdly, a discussion of the instrument results

organized around the research questions is presented.

Study Population

å, nsn- randonieed sample of students participated in thís

preliminary investigation into health, sense of coherence and support

resources. It was antícipated from earlíer enquiries that" a limited

number of students meeting the study críteria {See p. 58) would be

available. .AIl who did so and agreed to participate were included.

(See Tablel )

Lísts of potential students for study were obtained from the

International Centre for Students and the Faculty of Graduate Studíes

at the Universtiy of Manitoba. Twenty students were identified as

arriving from African countries and enteríng tfie Unir¿ersity of

Manitoba. Initial verbal invítations to participate found I I students

nneeting the study criteria and signíng the vritten agrecment to enter

the study. The remainíng nine students included those who did not

CHAPTER FOUR
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meet the criteria, could not be reached, or did not respond to the

invitation. All were graduate students.

All participants completed the paper and pencil queslionnaire

October 13, 1989 and again March 2, 1990. Four participants were

selected for in-depth interviews,

Iabiel

Parficipant Hierarchy

Students from African Countries
Entering University of Manitoba

(unknown number)

I\l/
Students Identified For

Potential Participation in Study
N=20

Stuclents Eligible and
Signed Letter of Agreement
To Particpate in Sludy

N=11

7t

Students lrarticipating in
Quantitative Analysis

N-l I
ã-

Students FarÈicipating in Non-paríicipants in
Qualitative analysis

N-4

Non-participants
N=9

lNon-eligible N-5
Non-response N=41

Qualitative Analysis
N:7



Demographic characteristics assessed included gender, age, marital

stalus, level of academic study, grade f¡oint, income, religion, and

country of citi¿enship. They arc presented in Table 2.

De mogra phic characteristicg

Demographic characteristics of participants used in quantitative

Geader

Age Raoge

Marital Status

and qualitative data base

Table ?

Ouantitative Data
Group N=ll
Male = E

Female = 3

24-26 feâ.rs = 6
29-33 ]¡€ðrs = J

Married/Common-lav
par[ner = E

Single = 3

Bachelor's
Degree =2
Masters
Degree = 9

A=Z
B*=1
B =7
C*=l
C =û

A=3
Bo=l
B =5
C* =?
C =0

Roman tatholic =3
ProÞstanì =5

Level of Academic
Study

Grade io
home counlry
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Grarle in
Einnipeg (Dec./89)

Oualit¿tive Data
Group N={
Male =?
Fe¡rale = 2

24-26 tÊârs = 2
?9-33fÊêrs =2

Mamied/ Common-
lav partaer = 3
Single =l

Bachelor's
Degree = 2
Mester's
Degree =2

A =0
B* = 1(?)
B =2(?)3
C*=1
C =0

À =1
B* =0
B =1
C* =?
C =û

Protestaa[ = 1

Þlo affiliaiioû =3

Spiritual/religious
affiliation in Hinnipeg

utÈ: Equating hnme
Manitsba is prnbiematic,



Gender

0f the I I participants in the quantitative study, three wers female

and eíght'were male. Equal representation of male and female

perceptions r/as presented in the four interviewees selected.

Age Range

The participants fell into two age groups, six betwe en 24 and zB years

of age and five between 29 and 33 years of age. 0f the three r/omen,

one was between 24 and 28 years and tvo were between 2g and 33

years. 0f the men, five vere bet'weefl 24 and 28 years and three s/ere

betç¡een 29 and 33 years.

Marital Status

Three of the I I participants were single while eight ç/ere married

or in common-laqi relationships, 0f the three female students, one

vas single, while two of the eight men were single.

Level of Academic Study

Nine of the 1l participating students s/ere studying at the Master's

Degree Levei vhile two were studying at the Bachelor's Level. ,{ll of

the eight males participating were studyíng at the &Iaster's Level

while only one female was studying at this level. The remaíning tç¡o

females were studyíng at the Bachelor's Level.
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Reliqious Àffiliation

While in Winnipeg eight studeuts reported some religious

affiliation. ïhree students were associated q/ith a Roman Catholíc

church whíle five were attached to a Protestant denomination. 0f

those interviewed, only one reported specific religious affiliation

although a second indicated in conversation some church attendance.

Grade Average

Equatíng marks from one country's academic system to another

becomes problematic. In October 1989, students were asked for their

grade average on the last set of examinations in their home country,

Initially, the range'q/as among percentages. Nine of the t I studeots

reported marks between 70% and 79%wttúe two reported marks

between 60% and 69{,. When asked to atiach a letter grade to the

marks, some variablity was evidEnt. In one country, marks between

70% and 79% were perceived to be an "4" white in another country

the same marks were perceived as a "B" or "B+".

In March 1990, students'were asked for their grade point average

for December I989, Three reported a grade poiat of 4, one reported a

grade point between 3.5 and 3,9, five reported a grade point between

3.û and 3.4, while two reported a grade point between 2,5 and 2.g,

Comparíng the grades reported ín 0ctober t98g and March Iggû,

two students appear to have improved their grades from home to

December 1989, five students' grades remained comparable and four

students' grades deteriorated.
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0f those students interviewed, cne student reported improved

grades, two remained stable and one reported a decline.

Countrv clf Citizenshi o

Four .African countries were represented among the I I

participants.

Ouantitative Data

Quantítative data r¡ere collected on self-perceptions of three

characteristics: seûse of coherence, health, and social support.

Sense of cohereûce was assessed through AntonovskJ''s ( 1987) The

Sense of Coherence Questionnaire (S0C), a paper and pencil test. The

tests were completed within six weeks of entry to the University of

Manitoba,0ctober, 1989, and again five months later in March, 1990.

with the completion of all items, the possible range of scores was 29

lo 203. Each item had a possible score range oî | to 7 , A value

located toward the high end of the contínuurn represented a strong

SOC while a vaiue located toward the lo¡r end of the contínuum

represented a veak SOC.

The two results for each student are sho'wn in Figure l. Five

students showed some decrease in SOC over thE five months, wíth the

range of decrease being 3 lo 27 points. Six students shot¿ed sorne

increase wíth the range of increase being I to 32 points. One student

demonstraled a drop of over 20 points, r¿fiile threc showed a rise of

over 20 points. ïhe scores overall shoç¡ed a slight shift upward over

the five months with the October 1989 mean at 133.36 and a standard
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deviation of 20.334 and the March 1990 mean at 137.82 and a

standard deviation of 20.188. Antonovsky (t 979) stated that minor

fluctuations in SOC can be expected around particular life experiences

and this appeared evident in this study.

Fþure I

scoRE5

SENSE OF COHERENCE SCORES

FOR ALL PARTICIPANTS
POSSIBLE RANGE 29-203
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Note: Participant number refers to the same student in each of lhe

figures relating to quantitative data.
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Comparison of the data from this study with normaÈive data from

other studies using the SOC Questionnaire are given in Table 3 . While

the results from the present study have similar low scores to other

studies, the highest scores in the present study fall just below the

range of hish scores reported elsewhere. The Israeli national sample,

New York State production workers and U.S. undergraduates were all

considered to be diverse populations, while Israeli health workers and

Edmonton health workers'were considered to be homogeneous

populations engaged in respected and fulfilling work. Antonovsky

states that these well-motivated homogeneous groupings would be

expected to scorç higher than more diverse populations, The

international students tested in the present sfudy demonstraled

similar results in October 1989 to the U.S. undergraduates. However,

the international student population was markediy smaller and likely

more homogeneous than the u.s. undergraduate population. These

international students were in an adjustment phase within their new

environmenf trying to understand nev cultural y¡ays and to learn new

systems of management. Antonovsky it987) states that such

conditions characterize the person with anxiety. He reports that

anxiety scores have significant positive correlations with the SOC scale.

while no test of anxiety was conducted with fhe international

students, scores for SûC increased in March 1990 when considerable

tine had passed and adjustment anxiety should have eased. In fact

the lviarch 1990 nnean for international students was hþher than the
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other diverse populations, and the range narrower reflecting a more

homogeneous population. The comparison of results from studies

demonstrates the strength of the SOC to distinguish among numbers of

different populations and within homogeneous groups.

lable 3

[-topulation
Isra¿li
Natioaal
Sanple"

Nev York
State
Production
Workers*

U,S,
Under-
graduales"

Israeli
Heal¿h
Workers"

Edmontoa
Ilealth
Workerso

International
Students
.A,ttendiag
UofM

Data from Studies Using the SOC Questionnaire

297

Range

90-l8e

111

Mean

JJO

62-lïg

136,47

35

63-176

Standard
Deviation

133.01

1û8

I 16-190

Note;,{ - Refers to time of admiqisbation 0ctober lg8g
B - Refers to tine of administration March 1990
" .Antonorsky, 1987, pp, 8û - Sl

t33.13

19,82

101-1e2

tJl.42

26.4J
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Health $/as assessed through two self-report measures: A single-

item rating scale and the General Health Rating Index. Both were

administered 0ctober 1989 and March 1990.

The single-item scale asked respondents to select one of five

respoßses ranging from poor to excellent. In 0ctober 1989 the range

of responses r/as from 2 Lo 5 while in March l gg0 the range was 3 to

5 (see Figure 2). The mean health rating in october l9B9 was 3.64

with a standard deviation of 0.809, while in March l9g0 it was 3.56

with a standard deviation of 0.688, indicating a small decline in

overall health, vith increased consistency between participants.

While sìx participants reported verLgood health in 0ctober 1989, only

four partìcipants reported this in March lgg0, Three participants

reported good health in in 0ctober I989 while six reported good

health in March 1990. One reported excellent health in 0ctober lg89

and one reported this in March i990. One student ret)orted fair

health in October 1989, while none reported this in March 19g0. The

profile of health ratings (See Figure 2) shows a slight decline in health

ratings from 0ctober 1989 to March 1990.
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0f the female participants, two reported no change in health rating

while one reported a decline from very good to good. 0f the male

participants, five reported no change in heaith rating from Ocfober

1989 to Marctr 1990, while two reported increased rating anc! one

reporied a decreased rating. see Figure 3 for individual results

compared for 0ctober 1989 and March 1990.
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The second measurement ínstrument of hearth used was the

General Health Ratíng Index {GHRI). Partícipants responded to thirty-
two stateilûents by choosing one of fíve possible responses ranging

from defínítely true to definitely false, For indívidual results see

Figure 4. The possible range on the index was zz to I I0. partícipant

scores ín October 1989 ranged from 47 Ío 91, whíle in Þlarch tg9û the

scores bunched more with the range being 67 to BB (see Fisure 4i.

The overall mean of the GHRI in October t 989 was 78.27 and the

standard devíation was 13.0t3,while in March tgg0 the mean was

8t

ffil ociouer¡Bg

4 Harch/90

4 s 67 B

PARTICIPANTS

Excellent = 5
VerY (ìood = 4
Good = 3
Feir = J

Poor = 1
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77.27 with a standard deviation of 6.198. These results indicate a

slight lessening of overall health, with inmease in congruency of

ratings. One student reported a drop greater than l0 points and one

student reported an increase greater than 20 points.

Fþure 4

100
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80

60

50

40

crì

tn

0

PARTICIPANTS' SCORES ON THE GHRI

POSSIBLE RANCE 22-I IO

Both instrunents for health measurement showed small declines in

self-reports of heallh status overall. For the one student uiith a drop

greater than 10 points on the GHRI, the single-itena health rating

dropped from 5 to 3. For the student showing an inmease greatsr

than twenty poinfs on the GHRI, the single-item seif-rating inmeased

45678
PARTICIPANTS
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from 2 to 3. Consistency of status was maintained among individual

reports in all but one instance in which the single-item rating reported

inmeased, while the GHRI score decreased. (See Table 4 for summary

of results)

social support r/as measured through the use of sarason's socíal

Support Questionnaire (SSQ) The SSQ measured the number of

rupport persons, relationship of support person to the student, and

level of satisfaction with the support persons available. The possible

range of scores for support persons'q/as 0 to g inclusive, vhile the

possible satisfactíon scores were bet'ween 1 to 6 inclusive. The

questionnaíre was administered October 1989 and Marclì 1990.

ThE mean number of support persons reported in October l9B9

was 1.58 while in March 1990 the meanwas 1.52. From October lgBg

to ÞÍarcfi 1990, six students reported some increase in numbers of

persons they could approach to seek help, while five reported a

decrease in support persons, (See Figure 5.)
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0n examination of the relationship of support persons to the

studenls, friends and family were predaminant with j0 and 4i
respectively in October, i989 and 52 and zg in March, 1990. Ofhers

mentioned by a minority of the participants included neighbors, host

person, professor/advisor, and/ or administrative officials. It sfiould

be noted that the question specified support persons staæ amiag lo
(knada Despíte the large number of family persons recorded, only

one participant was known to have family in winnipeg. participants

reported verbally ïhat calling home'$/as a frequent activity.

B4
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The satisfaction level of support persons was high both in 0ctober

1989 and March 1990 with a consistent mean of 4.09. Inspectíon of

satisfaction scores in October, lgBg and March, lgg0 reveaied that six

students demonstrated some increase while five demonstrated small

decreases (see Figure 6). 0f the six demonstrating an increase ín

satísfaction, five reported an íncrease in numbers ol support persons.

0f the live reporting a decrease ín satísf action,four reported a

decrease in numbers of support persons. .{Ithougfi the overail
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nurnbers and satisfaction scores do not appear to be positively

related,the direction of score change appears to be parallel.

Table 4

Summary of Data from Health Ratings, Sense of Coherence
and

Social Support Measures

Single-item

heallh rating

GHRI

s0c

SSQ-numbers

-satísfaction

Mean

0ct./89 Mar./90

3.64

78.27

133.36

r.58

4.09

86

Discussíon of Quantitative Data of Health.sense of coherence

and Social Support Measures

The discussion of the quantitaiive daia is organized around the

research questions investigated (See Tables 4 and 5 for summary of

results). As the sample was not randomized, the results cannot be

generalized to all sludents from African countríes. Rather, the results

can serve to generate questions for further investigatíon and may

3.55

77.27

r37.82

1.52

4.09

S.D.

0ct/89 Mar./90

0.809

t3.07

20.23

I.t0

t.37

0.688

6.20

20.19

t,48

1.48
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provide useful insights to guide program development for orientation

and adjustment of students from these countries in the future.

Table 5

Summary of Data
from Health Ratings, Sense of Coherence, Social Support and Grades

Partici-
he¿lth rat

I

*9

3

.|

5

6

I
å9

s10

ll

4

5

3

.|

3

4

2

4

2

4

I

bv Particioant

I

3

3

{

n

3

5

3

2.|

c

72t 74

891 72

Bl | 78

SsQ {Means)
N - number {0-9)
5. s¿tisfacrion {t-6)

r36

r5l

il5

164

l2r

r33

95

r5r

l19

t30

t52

901 88

661 67

146 Il 3.4S1 3.67

741 75

124 ll r.631 4.48

47 172

Mean

t47 ll 1.741 2.33

s.D.

B6I El

165 ll z.il1 :.e¡

Note: * Denotes informants parficipating in qualitative study.

E3I E2

il r ll 0.371 3.t 1

2.44

2.74

0.93

2.15

0.7E

1.22

r.8 t

0.5e

2.63

1.26

0.37

9r | 84

r29 ll 1.071 t.59

4.55

4.85

821 77

r 17 ll l.t9l 4.8t

A

A

A

B

B

B

C+

B

C+

B

B+

l?5 ll 0.891 5.4t

1.7

tzt ll 3.521 5.e6

5.

r26 ll 0.631 3.4t

3.4 r

r.37

4.93

5.19

5.8l

r49 ll 0.781 3.37

4.

3.



Research Question One

The first question stated that global sense of coherence (SOC) for

international students will remain relatively constant on enlry to the

universtiy of lvlanitoba and five months after entry, Data from the

research demonstrated stable results overall with the results from

four individuals demonstrating a change of over Z0 points, three

increasíng and one decreasíng. While the SOC scale was not inlended

to be used to study component ínterrelations in its present

construction format (Antonovsky, l9B7), examination of the

compoilent parts of those results indicating over a 20 point change

showed manageability to be a changing factor in all areas. 0f the

three students with increases of over 20 points, all had increased

scores in the areas of manageability with different results in the areas

of comprehensibility and meaningfuluess. Two of these students had

xrhat Antonovsky referred to as rare profiles, that is, they were low

on comprehensibility intitially, yet hish in manageabilíty, Both these

students had increases in meaaíngfulness scores. The one student

with a decrease of over 20 points demonstaxed large changes ín

m anageability and m eaningf ulness whiie com prehensibility re m aíned

stable.

Antonovsky stressed tvo factors which are important to these

results: ( 1) manageability seeüs contingent on comprehensibitrty, and

(2) meaningfulness is central to the motivation to seek oul resources.

While each profile was unique, it seemed possible that meaningfulaess

88
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was uitical for these students, for where meaningfulness improved, so

did the nanageability and the sOc. \Fhere meaningfulness declined,

likewise did the manageability and the SOC. Noteworthy is

Antonovsky's suggestion that flexible boundaries to one's life space

may play an important role in maintaining a strong SOC. The SOC

Scale, however, did not measure this variable which seens relevant to

the cultural change situation of these international students. Ttre

interviews exploring management of change offered some insights into

flexible copint with change. (See Change, Chapter 5).

The stability of the overall results for rests of SOC from 0ctober

t 989 to March 1990 may indicate that these international studcnts do

indeed have a pervasive enduring feeling of confidence that the

demands bcing made of thcm are challenges worthy of investmcnt

and that with time, manageability comes under more contror.

Research Oj¡estion Two

The second question stated that fiealth as measured by (a) the

General Health Rating Index (GHRI) and (b) the single-item self-ratíng

of health wíll remain relatively constanl on entry to the University of

Manitoba and and five months after entry. The data demonstrated

smail changes in ratings.

The self-rating item revealed similar means ín October lg8g and

March I99t, testing 3.64 and 3.56 respectiveiy. Examinalíon of the

profile of the results indicated a tendenry downvard ín rating of

healtir wíth more students rating thcmsel.¿es as "good" versus "very
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good" and "excellent" in March compared with october. The single-

ifem health ratings have been found to be nore stable over time than

cument Health ratings as found in the GIIRI (Davis & ware, Jr. , l9s I ).

This is believed to be due to the coarseness of the response scale.

Small health changes were reflected more in Current Health scores of

the GHRL Hovever, the single-item health rating substantially reflects

both physical and mental health with nûore emphasis on physical

health. 0ngoing observation of the health status of these students

vould be desireable in order to note any trends in declining health.

The GHRI scores changed slightly from 0ctober lg8g to March

1990 wilh a decline in mean of 1. The GHRI reflected General Health

inclusive of Current Health, Prior Healfh, Health Outlook, Resistance to

Illness, Health Vorry/concern, and Sickness 0rientation. 0f the six

subcategories, Curent Healfh is considered to be the besl measure of

physical and mental health with roughly equal weighting (Davies &
'Ware, 

Jr. , 1981),

ïwo students demonstrated changes in their GHRI of over l0
points. For the student whose Index smre íncreased over 20 points,

increases s/ere noted in all subcategoríes except Sick Orienlation, with

the largest change in Prior Heallh. current Health rating increased

while Sickness Orientation decreased. The single-item self-raiing of

health íncreased, supporting the upward movemÊnt of the Index

score. For the student whose GHRI dropped over I0 poínts, minor

fluctuations'were evidcnt in Prior Health, Heatth Outlook and
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Resistance and Health'$Forry, vhile sick Orientation doubled and

Current Health rating demeased remarkably. Based on this

information one may hypothesize that this student had an actual

change in physical or mental health currently in progress. The single-

item self-rating of health decreased, confirming the downward

movement of the Index score.

The changes in health ratings r/ere small overall, but noteworthy

was the evidence of declining heaith rating overall and the important

changes of Current Health ratings for two students. As Current Health

ratings, the GHRI and the single-item rafing are useful predictors of

the use of medicai services, awareness of shifts and trends could

signal health service professionals to implement health support

strategies.

Research Ouestion Three

The third question stated that there will be a posíiive relationsþip

between the tq¡o measures of health (a) the GHRI and (b) the self-

rating item. Tl e data demonstraled remarkably siable and parallel

results between the tvo mgasures.

Davies and ware, Jr. , (19s i ) reported that the current Health scale

in the GHRI and their single-item rating of hearth reflected

respondents' present state of health. Both the GHRI and íts component

part, Current Health, reflect thc corE general health construct. Both

these measures parallelcd the coarser síngle-item rating. All ttrese

indicaïors reflected physical and mental heatth with The GHRI
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providing a finer measure of these two aspects of health. As the

results were parallel in all instances but one, depending on the

purpose for measurement, one measure could be used alone wilh

some degree of confidence,

ïhe one student with divergent results inmeased from a "very

good" to "excellent" score on the single-item rating, while decreasing 5

points on the GHRI. However, his GHRI score remained above thc

mean in both 0ctober 1989 and March 1990 and the Current Health

score dropped by only I point, As the single-item rating is a coarser

measurefirent, the difference in scores between it and lhe GHRI would

require further investigation if anything noteworthy was to be found.

Research Question Four

Question Four stated that the level of Sense of Coherence (50C) will

be positively related to a measure of social support. The data

revealed a mixed relationship between SOC and social supporl.

Social support was defined as "the existence or availability of

people on whom one can rely" in terms of numbers and satisfaction

with those available. Clearly, the numbers of support persons was

negatively related to the SOc in most incidences within this study,

While some researchers have suggested that mcre numbers of others

is suffícíent to buffer stress, others have suggested that there must be

a quaiity to social support in order to act as a buffer

(Antonovsky, 1981). The satisfaction særes wíthin this study would

support the lalter.



Inspection of individual social support scores revealed the

following complexity of relationships:

-the student with the lowest SOC scores over time demonstrated

demeasing social support number and satisfaction scores;

-one student with a decreased SOC score over time had an

inmeasing social support number score and a decreasing

satisfaction score;

-one student with an increased SOC score had a decreasing

social support number score and an increasing satísfaction

scofe.

Unraveling this complicated scenario clearly requires further

investigation. It is not clear what ís the mediating variabfe between

{ I ) numbers of social support resource$ and saiisfaction with these

resources and (2) SOC scores and social support sçores. Sarason (1983)

pointed out that correlations betweçn numbers of support persons and

satisfactíon with the level of support arç low, indicaling that sociat

support is not a unitary concept. Resulls from this sludy support this

conclusion.,

According to Antonovsky (1981), sociat support is one resource

ímportant to manageability, a componEnt of 50C. Manageability is

based on comprehension of stressors and Lhe meaningfulness of the

situation. For students within this study, comprehension and

meaningfulness were most stable while manageability demonstraled

the most variability. One may hypothesize that student management

e3
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of the numerous changes is an ongoing process involving trial and

error. This process requires awareness, knovledge, self-efficacy,

skills, reinforcement and resources. The low numbers of social

support persons may indicate that management in this area is still not

highly developed within the new cultural content. Verbal reporting of

frequent telephone calls home and the number of family support

persons reported in the questionnaire would support this conclusion.

The hish satisfaction scores may reflect (1) an interrelationship with

the relatively strong SOC demonstrated overall and (2) student ability

to cope independently when required. Generally, these students have

come from a cullural background with greater intÊrdeprndence than

that of western societies where individualisn is extolled. Their

satisfaction with the few support persons, while surprising, üay point

to fiexible coping strategies involving use of other resources coupled

with a strong ego identify. The drop in number of family support

persons reported in March 1990 may indicate a level of adjustment to

the new environment and development of alternate satisfying

relationships in ÏVinnipeg. While social support provides for iifs

experiences which promote maintenance of a strong SOC, the lack of

social support for the students within this study may indicate that

thcir relatively strong, previously formed S(X is guiding ttrem in

appropriate coping strategies. Kobasa calied this "transformational"

coping (Anlonovsky, 1981, p. 35).



Research 0-uestion Five

Question Five stated that measures of health wi[ be positively

related to a measure of social support. Similar to the relationship

between sOc and social support, the relationship betveen health

measures and social support as demonstrated by the scores within this

study was variable. overall, both measuÍes of health, the GHRtr and

the single-item rating indicated slight downward movement yet

maintaining at good or better health leveis. changes in the two

üeasures s/ere parallel. However, measures of social support

revealed a slight decrease over time in the already low number of

social support persorrs while satisfaction remaíned constant and

moderately hígh over time. This evidence demonstrates a positive

relationship between overall health and support satisfaction only. The

relatíonship between overall healtti and support numbers appears

negatíve.

Inspection of individual responses revealed that the one student

wíth an increase of over 20 points in tfie GHRI score, also had an

íncrease in the single-item rating of health, the numher of support

persoíls and satisfaction with supporl. The student with the drop in

both indexes of health reported an increase in numbers of socíal

support persons and an increase in satisfaction with support.

Examinatíon of these individual scores revealed no clear relationship.

Kobasa (1982) suggested that socíal support promotes health when

others provide instrumental support, reínforcement of good health

e5
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practices, and recognition and closeness. It is not just the presence of

persons buf what they do that counts. Foiloving this logic, any

number of social support persons could provide required assistance.

This hypothesis supports the overall results obtained in this study

s¡ith the health ratings being good, the sociai support numbers low

and the social support satisfaction high.

As Moos suggested, it is the perception of one's environmental

resources which affect coping and health (Antonovsky, l981). Still, it
must be noted that assessment of social support isarason et al, 1gS3)

has indicated that people hieh in social support experience more

positive lifc events, view life more optimistically, and have increased

performarrce over those with low social support, while those low in

social support have "difficulty in persisting on a task that does not

yield a ready solution" (p. 137). Therefore fhe implications of the low

social support for the participants of this study may be far-reaching.

E¡amination of ways to enhance supportive relafionships for these

students may serve to maximize fheir performance and ttreir overall

health status.

with social support numbers low, it can be deduced that other

resources may be influencing the stable health status. These other

resources may inciu de personal characteristícs, knowledge, ircoüte,

religion, coping strategies, ego identity, heaith practíces, magic and

commitmenl. While all fhese wçre not quantifiecl, income and religíon

were noted. dll students reported a stablc monthly income and731^
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reported religious affiliation in Ilinnipeg. Evidence of religious

participation by the students may be another factor supportive of the

stable SOC and health ratings demonstrated, for church attendance has

been found by Comstock and Partridge ( lgTZ) to be correlated with
reduced anxiety and positive affect. A,long vith the financial security

and religious continuance, a strong ego idenfity and effective personal

coping strafegies are required to manage the numerous cultural and

educational changes. Such evidence was apparent in the interview

data.

Research O_.uestion Six

Question six stated that the level of Sense of Coherence will be

positively related to the rneasures of health. Both the single-item self-

rating of health and the General Health Rating Index {GHRI) shoved

small declines in overall health status from 0ctober, l ggg to March,

1990. The overall scores from 0ctober, lgBg and March, lgg0 for the

Sense of Coherence Questionnaire (SOC) showed a small üean íncrease.

The mean change in fiealth sratus særes and in th+ SoC sçores werÊ

both smail and likely non-significant.

ûn cxamination of the relationship of health and sOc scores for

individual students, nine had paraller resurts betrween heallh and soc

isee Table 5). ûne of thesc students had large deffçases ín health

status and sOc scores while one had large increases in health status

and StC scÐres. One student of the I l partícipating had stable health

status scores while sOc scores liad a large increase. Another student
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had an increase in the single-item self-rating of health, a small decline

in GHRI and a large inmease in SOC scores. The overall pattern of

results supports the salutogenic Model of Hearth (see Appendix A) pur

forward by Antonovsky ( 1987) wherein health and Sff' are positively

related. For the two students with slight variations from the overall

stable results, time may be a factor in thal ratings of sffi have

inffeased while health ratings remain stable or are beginning to shift

upwards. As manageability has been a major factor for these two

students according to the results, changes in health may follow vith
increasing negentrophy and mobilization of cognitive, emotional,

neuroimmunological and material resources. The data do not explain

which health-enhancing activities were used in coping nor how healttl

influences seflse of coherence. The strong evidçnce of stable or

parallel mcvement in individual scores does support the positive

relationship between sense of coherence and healrh.



This chapter *'iil present the fíndíngs from the ethnoscíence

interviews ç¡hich bring understanding to the meaníng of health, and to

the scope of change including that of social support resources for a

subgroup of Afrícan students. The interviews began in Novembcr

1989 and ended in February 1990. The data collegtion evolved

through four stages: ( 1) identification of the domain, (2) identifícatíon

of categories and subcategories, (3) analysis of attríbutes, and (4) the

formulation of summative statements. Transcription and analysís

were conducted between íntervíew sessíons. The findings presented

are a composite of the data from the four informants, two males and

two females.

The Domain of Health

Health has been varíously understood by people to stand for

physical disease stAtes, social dis-ease, financial distress, physícal

disabilíiy and other negative condítions as well as more recently a

resource for daily living. As studies of ínternational students'fiealth

Iack definítion of the concept understanding of theír emíc víew in

order lo create applícable etic categoríes ís essential to the

continuance of research ín thís area,.

Initially, students s/ere asked to ídentífy references to health in

their ovn language and to use these in sentences for the researclier.

(see question guídelines in Appendíx E.) Thís process served 1o

CHAPTER FI\¡E
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Sround the informants in their own cultural context as well as to help

them understand that the researcher wanted to understand the

concepts from their point of view. Informants were eûcouraged to use

the terms with reference to real life contexts through responding to

culturally situated questions with friends and family and grand tour

descriptive questions of typical days or weeks. Following

transcrìption and analysis of the ìnitial interview, tentative domains

s¡ere established, Domain worksheets (see Àppendix F) were

constructed in preparation for question development for subsequent

interview sessions.

The domain of health was expressed in a dichotomous manner

vell/nol w'elior j¡tte,/noÍ Jä¡e. Explorarion of the domain through

descriptíve, cultural and contrast questions identified tire

subcategoríes of health. {See Figure 7)



Domain

ilfajor Components Describing Health

Fþure 7

Category

Health

r0t

well/fine

Sub-category

No awareness of
physícal illness

able to perform

mental comfort

social comfort
\ \*spiritually saved

physically

Not well/not finel

/ awareness of
/ unusual physical

/ symptoms

- change in physical
sick

ressed by some informants onl

physical ability

menlal disress

*social discomfort

*spiritual/behavior
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All four informants acknowledged the categories of ve//./fineand

not w'ell/stck These categories could be further distinguished as

physical health states, mental or psycho-social comfort levels and bv

some as spiritual conditions.

The students described health or being well as follows:

Informant *1 You would say life or health. But I think there,s

no distinction between the two.

. . . If it's life so that it has to do with the ecoûomy it's still the

same vord.

Informant #2 I think when there's nothing'wrong with yÐu, you

know that you are well.

Informant +3 on genefal health: Síckness of the mind, feelíng

down, unhappy, and feeling fiappy relare to the tríumvirate

- the mínd, the soul, and the physical part of the body.

Informant *4 Healthy if I am not feeting any place which is

hurting me

Frequent references throughout the interviews were made to knovíng
that one was healthy vhen there was no appareni illness. ûne

informant contrasted the concept of sickness with being "super well',.

It was expressed as follows:

If you're taking a course which you consider very dífficutt and

you think you'll not make it to the exaru and surprisíngly you

end up getting something líke an "Ä", you feel somewhat
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relieved of the burden or of the vorries . . . you'd end up going

for a social.

Informants distinguíshed between noÍ welland ^çíctwhere

sickness referred to a specific illness.

Informant +1 When you say 'l'm not feeling well', it could be

the same as havíng a general body weakness, but .when you

say you have diarrhea, you mean you have actually found out

q/hat your problem is.

. . . the aspect of life that includes other issues apart from health

wouid not be fine - vould not be vell, so you would not be weil

if you have problems you have to think about.

. . . you're not sick, but becausÊ you have to think about the

person who is sick, you might not be s/ell.

Informant *2 , . . oû€'s generally not well when you're not

feeling alright, or something like that, but for example if I had

malaria, then I thínk that's'when I would use (meaning sick) -

this is rrorÐ specific q/hen you know what you are suffering

from.

Informani #3 I'm not feeling ç¡ell - it's so general because you

don'i know whether they are bodíly síck or just a mental

síckness.

Informant *4 Oir not feeling well/síck: The difference

accordíng to me is like, maybe you are not feeling actíve, you
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are feeling lary* or general malaise. This word (specific

reference), you definitely knov you are sick.

sickness was understood generally to refer to a specific illness

either physical or mental while "not well" referred to a general body

weakness or malaise.

Further exploration of emic expressions revealed subcategories of

health: physícal, mental and spiritual.

Physical Health

In reference to physical aspects of health, informants reported as

follows:

Inlormant #1 . . . If you're upset and it causes sleep

disturbances or eating disturbances, thçn ít is related to heallh.

Informanl #2 tl you used to go to the gym every wednesday to

do some exercises, and because you're . . . all of a sudden you

feel you can't do í1. I mean you know after exercíses you feel

extremely bad or that kind of thíng, then I thínk you can uss

this to descril¡e the change in your physical ability.

Inîormant #4 I think it's the physical abilíty which makes me

think I'm stíll healthy.
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N.Iental Health

In reference to mental aspects of health, the ínformants reported

as follovs:

Informant # I as long as it (feeting lonety and mental state)

interferes with sleep, then ít has a bearing on health. . . . we left

families and I always want to know how trrey are getting atong,

If you don't know . . . then I get vorried and I tend to think

more about (them). it creates mental stress . . . .

Informant #2 if I have very little to worry about I thínk I
q/ould say I was mentally healthy.

Informant #3 you cannot really say whal the probrem ís. It
may be stress . . . this relates to the psychology bít of it.

Informant *4 My example might be I've not slept properly

because I've been thinking - I'ü worried . . . my mind is not at

ease - it's not performing well because - in anv case it's not

healthy, . .. .

. . . íf you've done an eraü and it doesn't come out well - I

üean you feel so bad and then you just feel 'Nori what wiltr you

tell your people?' You have to go back because you failed an

eram , . . I was feeling very low spírited.

. . . viren you'rÐ healthy it's very easy to be happy . . . . Like

somebody wili look at you and say 'You don't look happy today',

and then that's when you could explain you are not feeiing well,

but normally it's not a symptom of my disease - unhappiness.
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worry vas a major contribution to mentar distress through its

impact on sleep and perforaance. N{entar health was primarily

desmibed in the negative as rtu'as general heatth. Less frequently,

happiness, readiness to smile, personal achievement and positive

interaction vith lhe environmenr also were commented on in

relaiionship fo healfh.

Spiritual Health

s'hile references were made to spiritual health by two informants,

when these were pursued for descriptions and exemplification, the

informants expressed difficutty with knowing what to say. References

to spiritual health were as follows:

Informairt +2 well, if you a{e a christian, it means you are

saved, but, if you believe in traditíonar beriefs I think , . . how

can I put it?, . . it's difficult . . ., We're sort of iil bets/een

western cullure and the traditional culture . . . I don,t

understand the traditional aspects, just as I don't understand

the western culture.

. . . some people they treat the menlal and spirítual as one,

Informant *3 I think this issue of tfre spirít being part of one,s

health or rather contributing to it ís what you've been taught to

believe, because I can not really say I have a spírit. I was

taught through religious teachíngs and church-going that there's

a spírii.
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. . . If you are bodily healthy and you are happy, then I would

conclude that . . . your soul is also happy.

Being "possessed" was one way expressed vhich identified spiritual

illness.

.{ll informants seemed to distinguísh betveen "being well" and

"beíng healthy". Health was more frequently used to refer to concrete

knowledge, while 'being'well' seemed to refer to general feelings.

The folloving is an erample of the dífferentiation between "well"

and "healthy":

Informant *4 sometimes you feef quite okay - you feel quite

well, but when you go through a medical check-up, you have a

few problems. . . . I think 'healthy'is kind of a deep one you

have to check thoroughly.

Negative health states such as digestíve upsets, díarrhea, skin

problems and/or eye problems'were readily identified. pursuit of a

number of semantic relationshíps to health revealed more tacít

understanding of the intricaTe nature of health.

Semantic relationships to health were identífied from the analysis

of the initial intervies¡. These relationships wgre confirmed in the

second interview session. Probes were used to expand the terms

vithin a clomain related to the specified semantíc relaiíonshíp. The

semantíc relationship imeans-end) of "ways to stay healthy', was



pursued in depth. ïhese are presented in relationship to the

categories of positive health previously identified.

Activities directed foward maintainance of physical health included

having adequate meAls, maintaining personal and environmental

hygiene, getting exercise, having enough sleep and wearing

appropriate clothing for the weather conditions (see Figure I ). Three

of fhe informants reported that as course work increased, exercise

decreased. The folloving comments illustrate what the informants

identified as being important activities to maìntain their physicai

health status.

Stalements on maintainance of physical health status:

Informant + I you have 1o have a generai - a high general

standard of hygiene . . . the room should be clean in which you

are sleeping . . ,you shouid have fresh air in the house . . .

moísture in the air. . . you have to keep out the cold . . . be

active . . , proper food preparalion and type.

Informant *2 if you don't eat good food, you can end up with

malnutrition or soüe disease due to bad díct. I knoç¡ that if
you're drinking you have got a lot of problems, And if you're

promíscuous, you can end up gettíng some venereai disease or

that kínd of thíng. And frygierìe . . .you see places, it's dirty,

you end up gettíng something like T.B.
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informant #4 maybe do exercise, but I always think the most

important thing is the food you eat - you know that will act on

the brain. Also if I e¡ercise - the reading, the working . . . but it
has to originate from good food and tryiq to keep yourself

comfortable either by wearing s¡arm clothes, depending on

where you are, and not erposing yourself to extreme weather.

Physical and mental health variables interacted as one informant's

remark demonstrated:

{Heatth) is a functíon of two things: academics and nutrition. It
depends on how much pressure I have. If for instance, we are

coming to the end of a term. I tend to think more about the

academíc aspects of lífe than aboui nutrilíon. I don't have much

tíme to go around looking say, for vegetables or sarads, so I go

into a shop and don't fínd what I need, I feer I don't have time

to go to another shop to look. , . I think after the exams I'll have

time to say what I have to have in terms of nutrition and in

terms of exercisE.

.dctivíties directed to maintainance of mental health íncluded

rínging houe, talking to friends, visiting friends, attending socials,

securing sufficíent sleep and relaxation, working at all tasks especially

academic ç¡ork isee Figure 9).
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If I find a relationship that has sex as a Çompliment, I find it
more satisfying and in that way I think - well you know, I

cannol feel a direct relationship to health, but I think it would

be that, because not only vould you look after yourself . . . take

precaulion against AIDS, if the relationship itself satisfies you.

Informant #2 so if you do very well in your school, you're kind

c.¡f mentally free, you have nothing to worry about - like ttrey'Il

send you back home if you havcn't done very well . . . . You'd

be received (at home) but I think you would be a laughing stock

. . . and everybody would be pointing a finger at you.

Informant #3 To know somebody somewhere cares for you. I

thought this should be the strongest of ihem all because it gives

you the courage and the stamina - it places you above the levels

that sometime you feel like )¡ou arÊ really losing your balance

and yon just remember somewhere in your nind that

somebody cares for you . . . loves me the way I am - so I think

this is the biggest of all.

Rineine home was a frequent activity of all tl¡e students. As one

informanl reported,

we left families . . . and I always vant to knov how ihey are

getting along. . . . then I get vorríed. Ii creates mental stress

and sometimes if there s/as a trouble then you might have to

send some money or somethíng líke that which means you

migirt have to cut down on some of your expenditures.
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Contact with others'was a major consideration for all the

informants, particularly the contact with family and friends at home.

Interacting with other people was seen as a way to happiness which

was recognized as a big part of being healthy. One's happiness was

seen as one way to tell you are healthy. While students recognized

the importance of social contact, learning the unspoken rules of

interaction within the cuiture of winnipeg offered a challenge. (See

Domain of Change.)

,{ctivíties supporting spiritual health consísted of attending cirurch

and/or practicing 'good' behavior such as not smoking (see Figure 9),

Statements on maíntaining spiritual health included this:

Informant +2 like you go to church if you are spiritually wcll.

I mean you're safe if you're saved - if you are not a pagan.

ûne student erpressed an ínteraction of physical, mental and

spirilual states. The following is an expressíon oî such:

Informant *2 if you don't smokç, tiiis was bccause the churclt

does not allov smoking. Then you ryon't have those prolrlems

related with smoking. And I think mentally you feel you are

clean.

Statemenls on economic health çoncerns related primarily to

síiuations in ihe home country where servíces for health care were at

a premíum and incomes vere low. Mention'ivas made of costs of

personal items in order to cope with health needs q¡hile here in

winaipeg, Onc student emphasieed the need to exercisç sorne
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financial dismetion and to set aside money for emergcncies while

here, as there is no one to rely on for help.

Discussion

Erploring the psychological reality of the informants'worlds

relafed to health revealed that the meaning of health had a large

physical component. Initially, health was desmibed in the negative,

that is, the absence of physicai disease. The questioning process

revealed the relationship between mental health and disturbances of

sleep, loneliness, worry being in a relationship aad knowing one is

loved relaled to mental health. For some, spiritual health vas said to

be a state of "being saved" or a result of physìcal health and

happiness.

The ínformants identífíed r/ays to maintain physical, mental and

spiritual health. Maintainance of physical health involved a broad

range of activíiies including hygiene practices, eating, mainlaining

warmth, exercise, sleep and relaxation. Activities dírected to

maintainance of mental health focussed on establishing and

maintaining satisfying relationships, academic work, resi and positive

self-talk. Spiritual health r/as nourished by attending cirurch and

practícíng "good" behavior,

summative statements orl health r/ere derived from the data

analysís. These are presented as follows:



1. Specific statements about the cultural domain, health:

a) Awareness of physical ill-health is a major component in

seli-assess ment of overall health.

b) Àwareness of (1) one's need for caring relafionships,

(2) vorries and {3) academic perÍormance are major ways to

assess mental healÈh.

c) Being "savecl" and having body health and happiness are

r¡ays for some students to assess spiritual health.

d) Hygiene practices, eating well, maintaining body varmth,

exercising, ensuring relaxalion and sleep were important

ways lo maintain physical health.

e) Establishing and maintaining satisfying relationships,

fufilling academic requirennents, resf and positive self-talk

were important r*'ays to maintain mental hrealth.

f) Àttending church and practicing "good" behavior w€re

possible ways to maintain spirilual health for some

informants.

2. General slatemenls about the specifìc cuitural group.

a) Physical and mental health afÊ core componenls of

overall health for the Àfrican informants.

b) Awareness of the physical body status is the primary

componenl in self-assessment of overall health for the

African studeni informants.

I r5



3. Universal statement

The choice of activity to maíntain heatth diffErs accordíng to the

assessment of health status, the perceived area of need and

the arcantngof ihe need and known alternatíves to meet the

need.

There was strong agreement betveen the students' perceptions of

physical and mental fieatrth suggesting cultural consistency of meaning.

Spiritual health conceptualízation was less consistent.

while emic knovledge of health and social support concepts were

directly investigated, sense of coherençe'ç/as researchecl more

indírectly ,Lhat ís, as a function of lfie manageüent of change.

Hoq¡ever, one informant expressed evidence supporting the sense of

coherence concept and its ímpact on health as foilows:

I wanted to say that before I take any deríberate step to look

after my health, before i seek assístance, before i go to the

hospital, before I fook for tablets or even just takíng a nap, I

only want 1o think that my body wílt fisht vhatever if I'n not

feeling well.

Änother informant stated, "l woutdn't be sacrificing so much if I
dídn't see nûy future as beíng better that what ít is." Both informants

verbalízed a strong globai orientatíon that they had some conlrol over

ïhe Domain of Change

I 16
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everts and that their life and the lives of their families would be

improved by rheir efforts.

cbange'vas pursued on tqro accounts, Firstly, inherent in the

concept of change is the notion of adjustment. As the ínternational

student vas perceíved to be faced ç¿ith many changes, knowledge of

what is accepted as a routine stimulus and therefore posing no

problem in adjustment versus that whích becomes a stressor

demanding increased energy and creative action, is fundamental to

understanding and supporting positíve adaptation. Change carries

with it potential stressors. A stressor is "any demand made by the

internal or external envíronment of an organism that upsets its

horueostasis, restoration of which depends oü a non-automatic and nol

rea,Jily available energy expending action". i.antonovsky, I gBB, p.72]

Slre¡'qor¡ introducc entropy or disordcr into thc hurian ryrtem, To

cope vith constant entropy, humans draw nourishment from theír

environment. This leads to thÊ second importanl reason rû pursue

change: to learn hov students drav nourishment from ihçir
envíronmçnt, that ís, how they cope with the identifíed stressors. If
generalízed resístance resources are chaiacteristic phenomerla or

rElatíonships that assist in creating order and meaning out of the

entropic stimuli, (Antonovsky, 1980), ídentifying what these

resources are will assist in crcatíng a positíve adaplalion environmenr

for these international students, Therefore, change wittr its inherent

eniropíc ¡-tímulí or slressors has a potential to crcatc dís-case withín
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the human, but the student with the strong sense of coherence will

likely find ways to manage the stressors, maintain good health, and be

acade mically successf ul.

The topic of change r/as pursued with the four informants through

a seríes of direct and indirect queslíons (see Appendix D). They were

asked to descríbe events which occr.¡rrEd from the time of arrival in

winnipeg. ïhese included getting settled in the city and víthin the

university. Through descriptive questions (grand-tour, míni-tour,

example and experience), informants revealed their personal

experience of change. The semantic relatíonship of stríct inclusion,

that ís, kinds of change,T ere confirmed through structural questions.

Change in four major categories became apparent: physical

envíron m ent, social environ ¡n ent, univer sity/acade mic environment

and public services. continuous exploration of change through

descríptive, structural and contrast questíons on daily happeníngs

revealed ongoíng awareness of a number of subcategories vilhin each

category (see Fígures l0 and I 1). Initíally each informant cited

experiences which's/ere surprisíng and differenl, to them as they

settled in siinnípeg. Some of these changed in prioríty over the time

of the three ínterview sessíons as adaptation occurred and the other

experiences of change r/ere verbali¿ed.



Domain Calegory Sub-category

Fþure 10

Major Components of

/-"
-.4-*weather/ clothing

physical environment * *cleanliness

Change

Chanse (À)

119

*daylight/dark hours

social environment l2!Ç'oc.'#.i:ii,"ï'"T;
ÑRocial space/commun-

\ \- ation

\ \*language
- *vaiues/attif udes

'space
*housing

fresh air

students

'*minority status
rsociàl behaviors

quiet



Domain

Figure 11

Major Components of Chanee (B)

/

\

Change

Category

university /academic
environment

./- 'PhYsical

1:--. acade m íc inter action

%Jä:üi

r20

servlces

Sub-cateeorv

Phl¡sical Environment
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first weeks of their stay in winnipeg and (2) increased hours of

darkness with onset of winter. Às one informant stated about the

morning darkness: "That is difficult to get used to. . . every morning

you feel like missing classes." Because of the lisht during the evening

hours, the student reported "eating supper when it's still light" despite

it being late evening. A[ home these informants are accustomed to

equal day-night cycle vith their working-resting hours governed by

the rising and setting of the sun. The changes in the day-night cycle

concomitant t¡iih their move to Winnipeg upset this natural rhythm.

One infor mant explained,

We rarely even use watche6,'we just look at the sun and we

know what the time is. But here, I don't even know where the

sun rises. I kind of got mi¡ed up. so i1 really is a confusion of

time.

Another informant reported of the sun changes: " ít kind of distracts

me ecologically. . . like even my sleeping habits , . . I sleep late most

of the tíme." In January, ínformant +4 reported,

I'm still sleeping late. And even now I have a problem . . . I

maybe just continued sleeping late and v¡ake up with probrems

and doze in class. I don't likE it, I don't think I knoç¡ how to

cure it.

Tfealhcr too was an obvious change leadíng to subsequent

purchase of different clothing. All expressed reactíons to weather

changes simílar to one informant's remark: "The weather is num!¡er
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one change. It is bad. Like when it is just cold, and there is no wind I
think it is okay, but when it is windy, then it is terrible."

Spaciousness and quìetness, cleanliness and the fresh air were all

impressive. Àlthough impressed by the feeling of space and quiet,

students also seemed intimidated by it. As one infornoant initially
remarked, "Everyoûe was driving. you walk in the street, you're all

alone." Later in the year these feelings wçre expanded on as:

You're sorl of free - I mean you wark free the first few days . . .

your neighbours . . . you don't know whelher people are friends

or not. . .you read these stories rike this Ean was killed . . . for

the first few days I think it was scary walking at night going

liome from the bus stop. But I think now you can walk

confidently.

Â,wareness of community cleanliness related to the dífferences ín

valer and sanitation systems from their home communíties as weli as

social norms. An informant remarked:

People feel kind of responsibie here . . . people feel obliged even

to throw it {refuse) in the garbage. Tfrey have responsibility

loward a clean environment. The fírst thing you thínk that

it's kind of restrictíve . . . , so the thing you feel like you have

been ín a cage. But later you also think it's a good idea,

Dilferences in housing constructíon p¿ere easíiy recognized and

atiributed 1o environmental differences.
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Physical environment changes were immediafe and obvious to the

students and coping resources seemed readily available. However,

social environment changes were startling and frequently experiencecl

in a negafive manner initially with apparent deficit of resources for

managing the changes.

Social Environnent

Social environment changes reported incfuded moving ínto a

minority status, Ianguage, social space/communícation patterns,

v alues / attitu des, social b ehavior s/lifestyle and social regulations

socíal support,

Mínority status was a new experíence for these informants as

indicated by these remarks: "Duríng the initial stages, one tends to be

conscíous of one's color", "l vas feelíng so much out of place, I jusl fett

I was the only black person around . , . . I vas not relaxed ín the

aimosphere." , and "l've never been in a mínority and it vas the first

time and I think most minorities feel ihat they are being looked down

upon. . . . It's takíng time for me to adjust - to speak up in a mínorí1y."

These feelings vere accentuated wítir recognízabte differences in

language.

Language differences inciuded Accents, expressions and humour.

I¡formants recognízed that while they had difficuity understanding

people ín Canada, thar these people also had difficulty understanding

them. Language differences'ç/ere problematic in the classroom, The
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changes:

Informant #l: You ask a question the first time and someone

hasn't understood what you are asking because of the T/ay you

speak, I can't irelp but feel that perhaps my questíon is not

relevant to the subject, or complelely in a different dírection . . .

a feeling of being slo'wer than the other students,

I'm finding it difficult defining who is a Canadian . . . because it

is more heterogeneous s/ith Greeks, wilh Italians . . . they have

their own accents.

Informant *2 (Duríng Jani;ary intervíew): Now i tend to

apprecíate some Canadian jokes . . . . A1 the beginníng, some of

those things didn't really make any sense, I think as you iearn

more about Canadians, I understand the Canadian way of life - I

üean jokes start making seilse. Like, for example, if I came in

August and people were talkíng about }lailowcen - all those

jokes about Halloween, you don't knoq¡ v¡hat it is all about, but

after . . .you know what Halloq¡een is all about.

For one or two months I had a problem understanding the

Canadian Açcent, but I think that's improvíng.

Informant *3; Most Canadíans would not get the vay I speak

. . . they would keep on asking me, "Pardoil me . :' , I felt at a

loss as to why iirey could not understand.

(ûn Canadian speech) I could noi get what they vere sayíng.

t24
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Informant # 4: the lectures . . . the English is the same, but the

accent is different. By the time you understand, it has

passed you and if you ask a questioß, they don't understand

you . . . . They have to ask me twice to repeat what I asked

and I thought I was speaking clear English.

Feelings of minority status and language difficuifies were

accompanied by differences in social space and communication

patterns. Differences in these patterns'were expressed as follows:

Informant # 1: when you get onto a bus, the first few people

will sit Gne on each seat until all the seats are full and that's

when the sharing starts. And you can be seatecl next ùo

someone, he or she won't care lo say anything to you. So I

think I've had to join - so to say- the band wagon. These days I

don't bother.

Informanl # 2: like in the bus . . . people sit one - oûe - oûe

before they start paíring . . . I find it difficult.

Informant # 4: they told me you don't jusi waik info

somebody's place. . , . íf I happen to pass by a friend's (piace)

. . . I don't have to make an appointment to see tfiem, I just go

and if they are there, they open for me. So ít's more like an

extension of home relationshíp.

Making business appointments and waiting for socíal ínvitations to

vísit were uûcommon experiences at home. Informants found thesc

to be the norm in Winnípeg.
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Recognition of value or artitude differences'was evident in noany

comments. Examples of such comments are:

(04 rights and privileges) Informant * l: things like

communication by telephone is more like a privilege back home

than a right.

(on customer service) Inform anr # 2 : (here) in the bus if I'n lost,

I ask the bus dríver . . . they help. At home you'd iump off

the truck and find your way back,

(on the classroom interactíon) Informant #2 it's more ínformal, you

can discuss everr if you clon't agree. Participation is encouraged.

(ûn social responsibility) Informant +2 {as a newcomer) if you

coüe home I know you are a foreígner, it's more like my

responsibility to make you feel at home, and like fiere, someorÌÐ

is a foreigner, but they (Canadíans) don't care.

when you have a problem here and you ssnd your problem to

somebody that cari help, I thínk they are more helpful.

Someone wiil try to help or assist you in any s/ay possible.

(0n comfort) informant #3 I tike the vay they dress because it's

so casual. Nobody is worried about how you are dressed as long

as you are comfortable. And from then I told mysetf (tfiat) in

Canada you don't dress for fashion, you dress for comfort.

I found that jeans are like uniforms in the co1lege. Everbody's
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dressed in a jean and I used to wonder . . . maybe someone

wants them to be dressed in jeans but I found . . . people feel

freer than tying themselves up in other things.

(0n time) Informant # 3 the most respected item here is time , . . .

I had to try and do things as required by tine. You rarely see

people talking here. Like, everybody's specific about what they

are about to do, so they don't have spare time to talk and I

realize the time they talk is when they ring.

Informant # 4 here people are alnost timed; they vork

to a clock so you find it's difficult, even if you want to be social,

it's difficult. They regulate their work so they work around

time. You don't miss somethiæ now and say 'l'11 make it up

later. You have to start over again to rebook . . . . It's difficult

here, it's kind of positive, bul . . . a person from home has fo

hurry . . . they cannot relax.

(0n individualism) Informant *4 Hene people are quite

individualistic in thinking and even in action. You might have

your mom here, but you don't evçn stay with her.

(0n appearances) the old people, the youngsters, the way they

dress and kincl of behave - i don't think it's a chaage which I'll
goinfor.... I've seenothers painttheir hair red... and wear

very funny things.

iûn economics) Informanl *4 Nothing is free here . . .you have

to pay lor everything even after you payed for the fee . . . .
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Things here have a cost attached to it. Such things could be free

at home.

(on smoking in publíc) Here people really care about their rights.

(ûn appearances) Informanr # 2 people s/orry very much about

weight. I don't think at home it's much of a problenn.

(ûn customer service) Informant#21think they are serious

víth their work. At home civil servants rea1ly don't care about

work. Here ttrey have more incentives for working.

(on social interaction) Inform ant #2 tr think people tend to

narrow down interactions to economic related aspects . . . . If
there's no benefit for me to attend a functíon economicaüy,

there's less incentive for me to go . . . . at home you are more

or less obliged.

Some changes of vatrues and attitudes were perceived as posítrive

whíle others wers perceíved negatively. Frequently these changes

were recognized during the observation of social behavíors as vhen

people were seen vith unusual hair colours and clolhing.

Ûne informant's comment reflected a fundamental social difference.

of the egalitariaû versus the free enterprise society, called by

Foster (1965) as 'the image of limited good', As all good things are

límited, one famíly can only improve theír posítion at the expense of

another. The informant said:

trnformant #4 they (Canadians) have not been brought up kind

of sharing everything which you find . . . like it's very odd for
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you even to share your bed or even bedroom. But for us it's

kind of common - maybe it's lack of facititites, but r¡e are used

to it, so it's not really odd. so it's nol just individualistic, it's

also the culture.

Social behaviors of Canadians were frequently interpreted

negatively. For some informants the changes became social barriers.

Comments reflecting the observed difference in social behavior from

their home communities included:

Informant # I (on winnipegers) it seeüs it's been that vay for

a long tíme - they have kept to themselves. I'm only here for

- 
years. I r¡on't do much to make the change so . . . ít's iust

kind of a reaction the sítualion creates in a person and I also

tend to build such barriers and (overtime) you don't tend to see

where the barríers are broken down, because you've built your

own barriers as a reactíon. You know, maybe I ve done that -

which I think I have to a very great extent.

Informant # 2 canadians I tf¡ink they are more cold than I

expected. We've got Canadians at home and.we get along very

well - so when you come here and find out it's different. If you

ask while you are still at home about Canada, they say, "0h,

very nice country and the people are very friendly." you come

here and you feel sort of cheated.

Informant # 3 canadians ofl campus mind their own busíness.

In our society . . . there is that general concern of everybody , . .
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people will take the time to take you ... and show you the place

you wanted to be in. Here, the only difference is that you've got

to ask. . . . so these days I've learned to talk.

Here I haven't seen people shaking hands . . . . I find saying "Hi"

a bit cold . . . and then the cold smile. You find people - they

smile, but ttrey are not smiling. They kind of just move their

lips. It's not in their eyes - it's not genuine. They say it's the

famous Canadian smile. We call it a plastic snnile.

Informant # 4 I find persons are a bit cold socially. If we want

to visit somebody, you just go . . .you don't have to book an

appointment. But here things seem to be running on high

speed. You don't even seem to have that time to go visitiæ . . . .

They mieht advertize things like socials . . . but they look to me

very formal and almost official. I find that different from ours.

Informants expressed surprise at receiving invitations to go out

and then being expected to pay for their own food. Within their hone

communities such behavior was unheard of. As time passed, one

student reported liking this systen because sometimes it's too much

cost for the host.

canadian society was perceived to be orderty. This was reflected

in comments on social regulations such as not drinkíng in publíc

places, Iinine up for services and regulation of traffic. For the most

part social regulations'were seen as positive to the individual.
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However, some adjustment was required. As one informant

explained,

in the caüpus back home I felt I vas one of them, so I fert I

had the right of doing anything I wanted because I knew the

lavs and the rules of the land. when I came over here there

was a time period when you fear to do . . . because you don't

know how it will reflect to the government of the society.

A major social change was that of social support. social support ín

this study was defined as "the eristence or availability of people on

whom oûe can rely, people who let us knov that they care about,

value and love us" (Sarason, G. , Levífle, H. , Bashaü, R. , & Sarasoû, B. ,

1983, p' 127). Quantitative data coltected measuring this included the

numbers of available others and the satisfaction vith that support.

The qualitative exploration of support sought to determine the places

and people students go to for help and ttre type of help desired, that

is, the classification of support behavior, as well as the actions needed

to become connected to people here.

The informants were asked to describe their experiences of being

afl iûternaiional str¡dent in winnipeg and at the university of

Manitoba. Through descriptive questions and respoilses, informants

revealed people and places that they accessed for help. Structural

questíons clarifíed tliese resources.
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The domain of support revealed tvo categories of help: informal

or volunteer and formal or official and paid. The following statement

explains the differentiation between formal and informal.

International centre for students (lcs) are rather officiar -

they're more formal. rrith (co-nationals) you don't opeo files,

Maybe you can go (to ICS) and just discuss but it's more formal

than with {co-nationals). Otherwise the functions are more or

less the sarne I would think.

Host families were categorized as "volunteers" while academic staff

and ICS sfaff were recognized as "paid staff". Persons in the "paid

staff" category sometimes extended themselves as one informant

noted:

But lel me just put it clear also: sometimes the academíc staff 
.

go out of their way to see that you get help . . . so you can still

have a frie¡d among these.

Informal help included sociai, academic, financial, infor noational,

recreational and material support (see Figure lÐ, Sources of this

informal help were friends, co-nationals and others. ûne informant

explaíned the help sourc€ this way:

You could comÐ fro¡n home, Iike you know, they send people

but you are not friends. They are just people from home. so I

might ûot be going to them for help. I míght just go to a person

whom I think is a friend to me. So it depends, . . .you have to

be friends anyway to go for help.
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Domain

Support

Figure l2

Informal/
Volunteer

**Denotes all informants

-- _l*Academic
4=- *Financial

* Denotes two or more informanfs

The informants expanded the category of friends to include other

students from home, international s¿udents, canadian sludents, people

from home and host families. These informal heip sources were

described as volunteers. co-nationar friends were a prinary source of

help for "almost everything I would think . . . academic. . . social . . . .

my life is made up mostly of those two, espeúally here in TVinnípeg",

explained another informant. Initially, many expressions of

bes/ilderment with the friendliness of Canadians r/ere offered. There

was an inplicit sense of isolation revealed through the reporting of
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numerous calls home. Coming from the home country with oiher

students did not mean that these students were friends, explained one

informant:

Because sometimes you might choose to discuss a problem with

somebody you think is a friend . . . and the next day you fiear

about it from very funny sourc€s and it will be distorted and it
hurts,

First intervieç¡s of informants conducted between síx and eight weeks

after arrival in Winnipeg revealed a scarcity of contacts. The overall

impression was that canadians are not friendly, but are helpful when

asked. ïhe following remarks exemptify the loneliness expressed by

lack of social contacts and frustration experienced in trying to make

contacts.

Informant *2 you feel very lonely I think . . . that's why you

feel depressed, moody, short-tempered. It's not good to be

missing home when you axe going to be here for _ years . . .

somehow I bave to get used to the people you have around

here. That's been my biggest problem , , .

I ve tríed to talk to people and certain people don't ¡aind when

you talk to them, while certain people it's like you're bothering

them.

ïhe only people I interact with I think are those ín the same

facutty. . . there are several (co-natíonatrs) there and some
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Canadians . . . I never made any friends outside of that . . . . I'd

say off campus, I don't think there is any.

Informant s3 Mosl of the people in the campus, unlcss they are

out to talk to you, it is very difficult to arrest their attention. . . .

If you get th€m (friends) they are older people like the

members of staff or (they) may be students in (advanced years

of study), they are easier to talk to.

Overall confusion from the many changes seemed to interfere with

the process of interacting.

Informant #3 .. . some of us are already preocÆupied with other

worries and you don't see a thing . . . . if I cannot brave it to ask

you (a canadian), then I might find another (co-national) who is

also as ne's/ as I am and thcn we talk about it.

social isolation was refiected in maûy comments. The following

comment summarizes thís feeling:

Informant #4 I fínd persons are a bit cold socialfy . . . . you don't

even seem to have that time to go visiting and lhen even q/ith

our fellow people who are here, we don't seem to come across

tfiem either. so I find it a very cold environment, we are used

to ínteractíng very many times.

Learníng tfie unwritten codes of social interactíon was a tríal and error

experience for all the informants. Learning to ask for the assistance

required was a key they learned to attaining help. Informants

identified differences in values and attítudes related to time, money
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and individualism that impacted on social interactions and support.

As one student remarked, "here people are almost timed, they work to

a clock so you find it's difficult, eveû if you want to be social". By the

end of six months of stay in Winnipeg, a sense of certainty was

implicit in remarks such as this:

if I want help or I want to know something about the

Canadians, the Canadian friends tend to be more helpful. Ànd if

it is something maybe that is affecting me from home, I think

I'd revert to the (co-nationals) for example. So depending on

the problem,

Having friendly contact people was important to socialization. One

informant said, "l think once you get to know people there is the

likelihood of getting ínvitations to various places", afld referring to

contacts made through church attendance, "if I had a problem I would

ask one of them". Student organízations were a source of

entertaínment. Canadian students were important to "exchange ideas"

with or to ask "hoq/ to go about your homework". Co-ilational students

acted as consulta¡ts. As one informant saíd, "a person'ç¡ho has a

similar case like mine - because the person from home understands

maybe the way things are done back home, they can shory me fiow to

adjust back to here."

Other international students fílled consultant roles too, as they had

shared commorl experiences. Conlacl vith all co-nationals - students

or private citízens - was helpful for students in financial difficulties,
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reported one inforEant, "'q/e organized a little function to raise money

to help another studeût".

Formal help inclu ded academic, financial, health, social/emotíonal,

general information and immigratíon assistance (see Figure t2).

Sources of this formal help were those persons who held official a¡d

paid positíons. These included persons wirhin the International Centre

for students (lcs), academic staff, univsrsity Health service staff,

Counselling Service staff, bank staff, National High Commission staff

and University of Manitoba Siudent Union (UMSU).

The ICS staff was seen as avital link by the informants. Through

them, students participated in seminars and luncheons and had

opportuníties to meet other ínternational students. tne informant

reported that "once you meet one, the other one fias his or her o'wn

friends, so you get to meet his or .her owa friends - so it becomes a

branched tree". The ICS staff q/as recognieed as coordinators for host

families and were seen as central to coordination of the canadian

International Development Agenry (CIDA) scholarships and

information on immigration concerns. Beside the formal role, the

Assistant to the Directorv/as seen ín an unofficial role as a help source

for personal and academic problems and general information. The

centre itself was used as a place "to tread a few magazines" and 1o hear

the latest "gossip".

Academic staff were seen as sources of help for course problems or

"academíc information". Informants reported meeting others through
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the academic staff but that "it's not a very rich experience and I

haven't met very many like that". To one informant, academic stafÍ

included "facilities like the library . . . like computer services, and it
includes the physical education department . . . on vhen certain

activities are taking place or when facilities are available to the non-

members of the department". The assistance available from

academics was seen as having a narrow focus. University Health

Service staff were recognized as sources of medical help as well as

knowledgeable referral sources for other types of needed heip,

counselling Service vas known to be a place where you could take a

"bþ problem". While co-nationals may be an informal source of

financial help, bank staff too were recognized as inaportant when there

was a financial problem. The University of Manitoba Student Union

\¡¡as seeû as a gatekeeper to organizing socials on campus or seeking

typing services - "like they synchronize all the services which

students might want to use . . . . they can represent you to the

administration".

ïhe media r/ere seen as a source of information on such tfiíngs as

weather, shopping and travel. students reported using the daily

newspaper, television and lhe yellow pages as resources.

,{cademíc Environment

.åcademic environment changes expressed were related to the

physical size of the university, program mariagement, academíc

interactions vith professors and students and resource availabititv.
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The change in size of academic institution was captured when one

informant remarked, "This is far bigger than the university at home."

Classes were perceived to be "very large". Many more activities and

services were recognized as being available compared to their ho¡oe

academic environments. These i¡cluded physical education facilities,

many team sports, health services, counselling service, banking

services and peer services. Initially, the size and complexity of the

university created some confusion for the ir¡.formants. Some reported

difficulty finding buildings and occasionally attending wrorg classes.

Informants stated that program nûanagemenf at the University of

lvlanitoba was different in that courses couid be dropped. They

expressed a desire to know before registration that one need not take

a full course load. Some believed lhat concentration on fever courses

during the adjustment period wot¡ld improve their performance.

Here, the university grading system was found to be "vËry high".

Ðxaminations here s/ere in a different format. One informant stated,

Back home there are no multiple choices, here il's IBM, so you

have to get used to choosing the rþht answer from the ones

which are placed in front - I get confused because those

ansr¡ers are so much alike - so maybe I could have done better

if they had asked me to write my os¡n answer.

This process of attaining marks'was reported as different. One

informant remarked,
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even the small quiæes . . . they matter a lot for your final grade.

Even your term papers . . . ev€n attendance. Sometines you get

a few points for attending. Here it's easier for you to pass rike

it's not only one exam which determines you, so you can

accumulate your marks and at the end of the year you're only

trying to get a few marks to make you pass or lo make you get

a good grade.

ïhe academic interaction vas enioyed by all informants. One

captured this feeling in commenting on the classroom,

I like this system - it's more informal . . . .you can discuss with

the lecturer - participation is encouraged between the lecturer

and the sti¡dents and among thc studeats themselves. You feel

you can ask a question if you don't undersland and you

participate in the class witfior¡t feeling you are challenging the

professor.

Professors/advisors were found to be helpful resource persons.

Informants reported more interaction with them than at home and

appreciated being able 1o discuss grades and programs víth them.

Ïele.¿ision presentation of lectures's/as a new experience and

found to be " too fast for us to n¡ríte the notes". Initially, language

posed a problem in the classroo¡n as the lecturer's "acceût is different.

So by the time you understand, it has passed you and if you ask a

question, they don't understand you". Language difficulty "introduces

an element of looking at oneself as being inadequale if you have to
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ask a question several times just to be understood", remarked another

informanl

Fellow students were seen as help sources; as one informant

remarked,'You tend to benefit a lot by discussing lecture materials or

assignments with the other students". This activity was more

proûounced here than in their home country.

All informants appreciated the availability of resources. As one

remarked "books are avatlable, You can go to the tibrary and get a

book and read. or if you have an allowance for books . . , you can buy

the book. You can buy second-hand if you can't afford new ofles."

Library assistants's/ere recognized as very hetpfur persons.

Computer services were seen as a luxury to be enjoyed here.

Informants reported that only professors use them at home.

ùre informant remarked on the "leading role" members of the

university community here take in local concerns and matters of the

larger community. This person was impressed by their lending of

their expertise to public officials.

Public Services

All the informants reportÊd that in general, services both on and

off campus r/ere markedly improved compared q¡ith their home

countries. The confidence they expressed in thç assuríty of service

seemed a comfort to them. Some examples of service changes follow:

(on food service) you get more varielíes here and it,s more

guaranleed that you're going to get food. Unlike at home, yoLl
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might go into a restaurant at peek hour, you mþht not find

anything because it has all been sold out.

(0n transportation services) in terms of efficiency and

abundance, you can go alnoost any place any time. Àllowing for

the time that the buses are not operating, you can still get a cab

in the middle of the night.

I think with good roads you have more transportation.

(0n entertainmenl services) You have more choice. 0f course, it
might not include what I'd be used to.

You learn to like the music you have access to.

(0n security services) there are fewer robberies than at home.

There's more security to the individual than at home . . . . It's

more related to enployment rate. And also I think some

differences in terms of material wealth among the people (at

home) are glaring.

(0n tetephone service) It's so easy to get a telephone. (At

home) it's very difficutt because you could arrarìge an

application, it might take two years to be given a number . . . .

Things li-ke communication by telephone is more like a privilege

back home than a right.

This is the land of communication.

(On media services) You can get anything here now - Iike TV,

flyers, daily ne'wspaper - you can rely on what is goíng on if
you iust op€n it if you have ihe time.
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You can hear the news or you can watch. . . . there are so many

stations where you can tune in and hear anything.

(0n health services) The service (at home) is very poor. We

don't have facilities like here. It's not organized. But here I

think if you got an accident it's very easy to go to a hospital . . .

if your person (friend) was involved in an accident, you can

trace. . . they have records. (At home) there are not computers

so it's even difficult to trace.

Semantic Relationship: Ways to Manage Change

The semantic relationship of 'vays to manage'change vlas

addressed through structural and contrast questions during the second

and third interview sessions. 0n exploration of fhe subcategories of

change, the informants identified how the new stinouli were integrated

into their lifestyle to create balance.

Actions directed toward coping with physicai environ¡aental

changes included management of the daylight/dark hours,

weather/clothing, cle anliness and fresh air /space/ q uiet

(see Figurel3). One informant su¡nmarized the way to cope with the

dayligfil/dark cycle change with "l set my alarm". This was the usual

way to cope with not feeling like waking up. Ànofher informant

reported taking coffee and missing breakfast. Evenine light changes

'were stressed less but one student reporled staying away from the

windov in order fo control exposure to sunlight which upset sleeping

and eating patterns.
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Informant * 2 when it was extremely cold and il was

unnecessary for me to go outside, I made sure I stayed indoors.

. . . buying more and more vinter clothing

. .. drink more and more liquids because the air is dry

. . . I've got used to lislening to the weather forecast.

Informant *3 Nobody is worried about how you are dressed as

long as you are conafortable.

. . . if I came in your house, the ontry thing thal would have to be

adjusted is to remove my shoes. That is very Canadian.

Informant #4 Dressing change depends on the weather. Be

careful of the information you get because everybody wants to

show that he/she knows everything. The way tsome) talk

about the weather was very misleading.

The inaplication of weather changes were immediate with readily

apparent solutions for the informant.

Referring to heahh, all informants stated the importance of hygiene

including personal cleanliness and a ciean environment. Exploring

change, tirese informants remarked on fhe clean environment in

winnipeg and on canpus. One student said of this change, "l was most

impressed by the way you can keep your vicinity, the vicinity of yor¡r

house clean. . . I would be grateful if somebody came on a business

trip and sold the idea to the municipalilies back hom€." Another

infornnant remarked thaÈ "the law enforces a clear¡ environment

(here)" \flhile the way cleanliness was achieved through the social
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norm of garbage disposal in appropriate containers ï¡as initially felt to

be restrictive, attitude change was evident in this remark by one

informant: "later you also think it's a good idea." Comfort in the

assuraflce of clean toilet facilities was also expressed. The new social

norm of environmental cleanliness was adopted by learning the ways

of garbage disposal here and as one infor¡nanf articulated, ". . .

Thinking what I am doing and then you just fall inÈo the system."

Feelings of space, fresh air, and quiet s¡ere anofher subcategory of

physical environment change. Like the cleanliness differences, the

spaciousness, fresh air and quietness were enjoyed and yef they

created sorne uneasiness. One informanl reported, "l kind of got

impressed by the cleanliness and the space.", while another admitted

to discomfort at first when walking alone in the street. Ttrrough time,

experience and self-talk, the uneasiness disappeared and the new

conditions were appreciated.

Social environmental changes were nuûûetrous and actions to cope

with these are discussed by subcategory (see Fþures 14, 15, 16).

Minority status ç¡as identified as a new experience. One informant

reported,

In some cases I've suspected racism, but I've tried not to look ar

it tliis way.

and
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Once I found myself in a minority. it takes time for one to

adjust - to speak up . . . . I thínk you tend to adjust and say,

'Okay, I have to understand and whatever anybody else thinks

is their business.' . . . I get used to being looked at right? Then

I can even look back. I get more self-confident. Then I like to

belíeve that perhaps I'm not the only one u¡ho has missed the

point.

Figure I4

Actions to Cope with Social Environment Change:

Þlinority Status, Language and Social Space
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Colour served as a conûecter to others both on and campus. One

informant reported,

Informant *4 Like a black will always nod at ne or greet me,

even though we don't know each other. , . . it's a sense of

belongingness. You vant to feel that you have somebody you

can relate to and say, 'Okay, he's home.' It's kind of security.

You just want to feel that you are not aione,

Closely connected to the feelings of being a visible minority r/ere

language dífferences. Language differences included accent and speed

as well as semantícs. ways of coping with these differences were

explained in this mannetr:

Informant *1 ïhe biggest probiem was not the problem of

accent but ín terms of speed, intonatíon and the like, I think has

been speed. People sometímes speakíng too fast for me to hear

what they say so I ask 'Can you say it again, piease?' . . . 0f

corJrse, after severaf times, the pronouncíation becomes

famíliar, eyen though you nolicc the accent.

I think it's a two-vay, so-to-say, action and reaction. While

I'm makíng an effort to be heard, I think everybody else - those

n¡ho know I'm not an Englísh-speaking Canadian - make an

effort to get me the fir¡t tíme,

Informant #2 tr think as you learn mor€ about the canadians . . .

I nnean jokes start makíng sensç, you know,
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Informant #3 (0n accent differences) I told myself that I had to

be positive and to give them that job of trying to know. . . . and

at one time I felt snappy. . . . sometimes I used to feel so

miserable to even open m)¡ mouth to speak because I imagined

that they s¡ere ou[ [o ridicule. . . . I told myself, 'I'm going to

speak, whether they hear it or not'.

and

just take your tíme, try to explain. I don't mind somebody

asking me to repeat.

and

you stríctly have to learn this by hearing over and over until

you got it.

Examples from canadians were reported to be helpful in giving

understanding to ne'si erpressions. Also príor experience listening to

tapes of people with different accents accustomcd students somewhat

to the different speech patterns.

Informant *4 sometimes I can hear what they're saying,

sometimes I don't,and if I don't I make the person repeat. I

guess ít's the same also with mine, . . . so I have to repeat.

Differences in social space and communication palterns proved to

be a major surpríse. Seating patterns on publíc transportatíon

produced negative feelings about the unfriendliness of Canadians. To

cope with this exposure to a ney/ pattern of public behavior, one

informant reported, "l've realized my prioríties and I don't really care
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whether the next persofl on the bus is sociable". ûver time the

informant became resþned to the difference while still believing

"people are not as sociable".

Learning the new code of behavíor vas the most important way to

cope vith the change in social space. .ånother informant remarked of

socíal novenûent patterns, "people go for a walk . . .you tend to keep

to the right", quickly accepting this as the acceptable pattern.

The apparent change in communication patterns was addressed in

tfie folloq/ing manner be one informant:

I've managed by being more positíve than negative. The thing

is you tend to shun away - íf you are a bit negative about

people - 'They don't talk to me, I won't talk to them', that kind

of thíng . . . . sometimes you must become more positíve, make

an effort to talk to people.

Here you have to ask first before soneone will help you.

Statements reflecting values and attitr¡de changes fell into five

major subsets: time, individual rights, customer service, individualism

and the importance of moiley (see Figure l5).
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Figure 15

Actions to Cope vith Social Environment Change:
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The usage of fime evident in canadian living produced feelings of

being rushetj among the informants, particularly io the early weeks.

Learnìng to cope with the organization of social interaction by time

included following: "the example of my hostess", recogniz!¡g people

"don't have spare time to talk" and that "the time they talk is when
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they ring", "know what it means to be a canadian and not to keep time

. . . I wouldn't want that person to think that I took hinn/her for

granted", "economize between breakfast and sleeping", "drink coffee"

to wake yourself up, and learn thal "you shouldn't miss opportunities".

One informant remarked that initially "we used ¿o run from place

to place", but now "l know I have to time myself". Integration with

Canadians was suggested as a way to help, "maybe you can get the

feeling of it (tine) faster".

The rights that Canadians expect and claim were noticeably

different for the informants. Recognition of this difference allowed for

any necessary action. Comments implying acceptable action were:

Informant *l You actually critici¿e your goverrlm€nt over here.

You are free both on paper and you do it actually on the ground,

Informanl #2 We've also come to know that motorists here

respect pedestrians. You're sure tliat most of the time lhe guy

will stop and let you cross if for som€ reason you didn't check

the sþns properly.

I ihínk that women have special rights here. . . . If she's got a

point to speak she wíll - if it's a big crowd she will just speak

her mind . . . at home they will tend to be shy.

(tn consumer rights) trf they boughl something and they don't

like it they are free to take it back within the number of davs

they give you for full refund.



The value of money was heþhtened in the minds of the

informants. In order to cope with the financial change in their

situation, infonmants said:

Informant #l Exercise some financial discretion. I mean sonûe

of them (international students) might get stranded, you know.

They should save a certain amount of money for emergencies. . ,

about $300.00.

I'd tell them to minimize the number of calls to (home country),

but that one depends on how they adjust. . . . It also depends on

the commitment you have at home.

I think just from the beginning you start making calls, you

almost feel that you can make calls anytime. So that I think

you should start by writing them letters and gíving them

minimum calls, so they don't expect much. But íf you ring

almost every week, they think telephorres are cheap,

Inlormant #3 these days I write more than I ring . . . I think it
is economical that way.

Informant *4 fike if I ínvited you for lunch sometime. In thís

case you can say, "You come for lunch", but you will pay your

own. In our case it's unheard of. . . . In our case you go to a

r¡arty and everythíng is provided. I find later I think tr like this

system where you go s/ith your own thing because sometimes

it's too much on the host.

153
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Sometimes I visit second-hand shops, pawn shops, except some

things you don't buy second hand.

Personal appearance reflected more individualism to the students

and they appeared to adopt this attitude. One informant said, "l told

myself (that) in Canada you clon't dress for fashion, you dress for

comfort." The struggle with individualism was reflected in this

stalement: "'we are used to thinking in a community, so here it's quite

different, so you have to try and adapt. That's a big change. To think

of yourself only".

Dífferences in socíal behavíor required the informants to learn

what the new behavior ¡¿as and then to adopt that pattern of actíon

(see Figure l6),
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Some examples were:

Informant # I I think the noajor difference here is

communication. Back home, if you are walking in a

neighborhood, or if you are driving and there is someone you

know in there eyen though you are actually not going over

there, but because you don't have a telephone or he doesn't

have a telephone . . .you say, 'Okay, let me drop in and see how

they are doing'. But here you can go into a neighborhood, if

there is a good friend . . . because you knov you cari contact him

by phone . . .you won't actually think about just dropping in

and saying 'Hi'.

Infornant #4 now they told me you don't just walk into

somebody's place and then again the way we greet, we like

shaking hands . . .you have to check yourseff. . . . it's a matter of

accepting people as they are.

Social regulalions reflected different attitudes and Tìorms for the

informants. These were adjusted to in the following manfler:

On drinking, one informant commented,

at home you can drink beer in public . . . but here it's an

offence. . . . so you don't drink beer in the streets. And if you

are drunk . . . I thínk it's better to get a cab and go fiome . . .

keep cab numbers with you all the time.

ûn regulatíon of peopie and traffic, ínformants stated:

r56
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Informant #3 Lining up here is more organized because

everybody is convinced that they should line up. They sort of

value themselves . . . (when not doing so once) later I was told

by friends that everybody was really wondering and everybody

vas looking at me,

Irrformant *4 when I cross the road nor/, they (cars) just stop.

I cross the road, but I still siop. I'm not so sure - I'm not used

to that , . , people are good. I just hope I remenber to stop

when I go home.

Social support resources were limíted for the informants. ûn

explaining the ways they connected to people at the university and in

Winnipeg, tfie followíng was stated:

Informant # I my (co-nationals) connected me 1o other people

includíng (co-nationals) and {non-co-nationals) and I got to

knov people ín (my faculty) who connected me to other peopre

also . . . it's working with them that you get connected wíth

them. . . . I've come to kno'w some people at parties. I am a

member of the African students Associaiion . . . it has parties

. . . . host families . . . is away people have got connected.

. . . attending parties and through working relations . . . we find

ourselves in the situation where either the staff learn from the

students or the students from the staff, or the students from the

studenls . . . and I learn because of the need to learn, so you

tend to get first hand experience . . . íf you just let so¡oeone do
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it for you, you don't learn, but if you actuaily do it yourself, if
you actually go out and find out who is useful, then you learn

morÊ.

Informant #2 | think it's better to come vithout preconceived

ideas (on canadian friendliness). . . ,you see I think it's better to

adapt through learning . . . by talking to - making a move

sometinaes. Even attending socials around the university . . . the

environment itself creates the opportunity to makc an effort to

talk to somebody. You have to ask here first before someone

will help.

Informant +3 in the case of host families, they would introduce

you to other people, üke their friends, so that when you meet

next time you have already overcome the strangeness betveen

you . . . . so I tfiink I have met all the people I have through my

host . . , apart from a few peoptre in the class that I started to

kno'w.

(on cfiurch) I don't like being alone. I always Iike being with
fríends . , . being among people. I'ru not very partícular about

going for church services . . . . but then being wíth other people

physically matters a lot . . . . I iust feel that life in me when I,m

with people.

In-formanl #4 .. . accidental meetings. Like you meet somebocy

and you start talking . . . when you are in a waiting room,

naybe ín an office. . . . in a shop r/e q/ers speaking our nationai
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language and a lady heard us and said, '0h, you must be 

-..'so we introduced each other. . . . through colour also. Like a

black will always nod at me or greet me . . . .

the host family of the co-national I came with, they are like noy

parents to me. . . . and I can relafe lo them as people I can go to

when I'm in problems.

apart from the host family . , . the seminars . . . we discovered

that we could also meet maybe in church and some of the

activities in the campus . . . classmates, you know the people -

maybe you sit together and later you get to talk and make

friends.

ïo facilitate relationship building, one informant advised: "bring

things like pictures and postcards from home. . , . it makes people

learn about you (when they ask) '0h, what's about this?' so you can

explain".

when ranking ways to get to know people, one student risted

attending the International Centre for Students, sccials, multícultural

activities and nightciubs as the highest, folloved by "Canadians ín the

same faculty", co-nationals, host person and lastly "going to tfie gy¡û,

altendíng seninars and going to church. Many of these were also

listed as'ways to stay healthy.

ûver time, students developed's/ays of coping v¡ith the "feeling of

missing home and feeling rejected". As one student refiected, "in

missing home you sort of learn to leave by making as many friends as
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you carì. I don't think the way I'm feeling ûow (January) that's the

way I was feeling maybe in December or November."

Contact with home remained a majon source of social support for all

the informants by either letter writing or ringing home. Some

informants were making arrangenents for a family member to join

them in Canada while others counted the time until they could return

home.

Academic Environment

Learníng to cope with the uníversíty íncluded learning how to líve

u/ith the physical size of the uníversily, manage one's academic

prograrn, functíon with different social norms, and utilize a myriad of

resources (see Figure t7 ).

The siee of the uníversity was a change for all the informants. By

necessity each had to learn to cope with its'vastness. OnE inl'ormant

reported having a tour of major campus siles by the host person. As

well, the informant reported: "We (co-nationals) sort of teamed up

and were doing our things in a group and that gave me a lot of

courage . . . and made me get the places easily". However, this

informant also stated:

"we sort of didn't bother to find out where classes were befsre

{classes started) . . . we didn't realize that we should have done

it so that we could have easily found our classes . . . . Many

tímes we used to go around - you kno'w you can go around trre

buildings without seeing the maín doors, so there was quite
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some coûfusion. . . . sometimes ve used to come back to

International Centre for Students to get our bearings vhich

means'we were taking the long way. . .
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This informant said, "The solution of the problem is ask. If you aslc,

you will get somebody to direcr you". The uniformed police on

campus were important persons for information on directions to

Resources
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buildings. Informants tended to know only the buildings and

resources of which they had particular need. One informant reported,

"l just identified the resources that I vould make use of and I tried to

make use of those vithout really being adventurous and looking

around to see what else is there". This informanl reported missing

orientafion and thereby not knowing major resources on campus.

Program management included adjusting to the "very high" grading

system, the number of courses and the proçess of dropping courses.

The following remark exemplifies the dilemma some infor¡oants

expressed:

Informant +4 when we came here s/e were given a vhole

course load and they kind of told us 'you have to take it' , . . .

other students they say, 'No, they will give you, but you don't

have to do them all' . .. . yot¡ don't want to feel like you did not

try. So you take everfthing. But if you have less load which

you feel you can comfortably take, maybe your grades could be

higher . . . like you also want to set a mark - it means that the

university cafl accept more peopie from ot¡r country because ve

fiave not been performing badly . , . if you have been

performing well, it makes things easier also. You're like an

ambassadoÍ, you are paving the way for somebody else.

Three ínformants reported dropping one course. Two ínfornnants

also used private tutorial services to help víth their col¡rse studies.

Program fnanagerûent was facilitated by easy açcess to professor
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advisors in order to discuss grades and course selections. Learning the

timing and sequencing necesary for course selections was vital to

overall length of program.

The testing system was different for most informants. Adiusting to

this required:

Informant#2 | think I'm putting in more here than I used

to at home . . . I prepare differently . . . more regular . . . I

think aimost everyday I do somethine.

Informant #4 think of even the small quiezes . . . . They natter

a lot for your final grade . . . vhatever you are told to do, it

counts a lot . . . . even your term papers . . . even attendance.

Sometimes you get a few points for attending . . . just be a good

student.

The change in social norms of academic interaction facilitated

learning. Some comments reflecting thís behavior adjustment were:

Informant +l in a class setting...l thiûk I realized I'm here to

learn and I won't learn by not asking questions . . . I felt I'm

Boing to learn at all costs, If they want to look dovn upoil me,

as long as the lecturers listen to rûe, that's fine with me.

Informant *2 the professors coüe across as very

accommodating. I mean they allow questíons and you can go

and talk to them any time you have a problem . . . and you can

participate in the class without feeling you are challenging the

professor.
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. . .you tend to benefit a lot by discussing lecture malerials or

assignments with the other students . . . . Ànd that tends to help

very much when it comes to exams.

Informant +4 then they have TV classes and very large classes

. . . .you can't tell them to slow down so that you can vrite the

notes or you can't ask them to repeat. You have to be alert and

also very quick . . . . the TV class'was a bit funny. But now it's

okay . . . . sometime we don't complete their notes. There's

nothing you can do about it, unless you wait for another class

. . . . I don't like IBIvI (examinations) because it is either you get

it or lose it . . . . I just read and go and try my luck. Sonetimes

I pass, sometimes I don'f.

The availabiliùy of resources was appreciated by all the informants.

They captured the.adjustment process this way:

Informant * I academic (problems), I wor¡ld go to the faculty

sfaff and seek help there. The academic staff includes facilities

like the library if you're looking for something in particular. It
includes some of the oiher facilities like computer services and

it includes the physical education department or faculty.

Informant #3 the system of getting books might be faster here

. . . books are available and the system quite different from

home so they have to learn how to use it. . . , There was an

orientation but thaf was not enough. You have to come and try
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it out yourself . . . those assistants are very helpful. They will

even show you how to use the computer.

Availability of resources such as photocopiers assisted the

informants financially, One informant remarked:

Informant #2 Because there are certain courses that just base

the whole syllabus on two chapters and sometimes if you have

no money, just photocopy those two chapters.

Being able to purchase second-hand books also eased financial strain

for the students.

Orientation services were recognieed as valuable to facilitate the

adjustment process.

Informant # I I missed the oríentatíon given by the

International Centre for Students. I think it was poorly

advertized . . . . if it (heatth service)'was cov€red by the

orientation . . . that would be more specific - not only to

Winnipeg, but to the sítuation at the University of Manitoba,

Informant #4 if you have a probiem, the International Centre

for Students was very good to us because tfiey organized

orientation sessions where they invited like even the doctor, the

police, a latryer. They invited guest speakers who came and

talked to r¡s and lell us when we have a problem where to go.

The university of Manitoba Student union list of typing services

'was useful for some students. tne informant reported that tutor

servíces vere best found through friends or u¡iversíty staff.
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Non-academic canpus resources such as banking, recreation and

health were utilized also. ïheir ready availability \¡as appreciated.

Public Services

Adapting to the plethora of services for the most part vas a

reassuring process, (see Figure l8). Informants learned that they

could count on services and that asking for help usually got the

desired results. With the luxury of a varíety of goods and services,

the i¡formants learned the need to exercise financial discretion,

Particular meritíon was made of vatching for sales, window shopping

to compare prices, returning ínappropriate itenas, restríctíng calls

home, and careful selection of entertainment to maintain financial

stability.

Initially, bus transportation was confusing, but all informants

learned the tranfer system, bus stop locations, and direct routes to

campus. Checking for traffic required learaing a new rerporise pattern

which caused some conc€rn.

Consistant availabilíty of ner¡s and information in the media

readily became a source of help. Informants reported frequent media

use by turning on the television and/or checking flyers and papers

for sales and information.
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A,djusting to the health care system caused sone frustration

initially. Informants learned to make appointments to see physicians

but expressed anxiety about not knowing what is an urgent or non-

urgent problem. This concern remained.

Ðiscussion

Change was evident in multiple ways in the lives of the informants

as revealed through their description of their settling in lflinnipeg and

at the University of Manitoba. The scope of environmental change

included physical, social, academic and service dimensions. Obvious

major physical changes included differences in daylight/dark hours,

weather and environmental cleantriness. Subtle and interacting social

environmental changes included moving into a minority status

position, language differences, cultural differences of social space,

conomunication patterns, values and attitudes, social behaviors, social

regulations and social support. Academic changes requiring some

adjustment included the physical size of the university, program

management, inleractions with pnofessors and students, and resources

availability. Social environnent changes also impacted heavily within

the acade¡aic environment through the changes in minority status,

language, social behaviors, regulations and social support. Differences

in pubiic services, both with regard to avaiiability and consistency,

were appreciated by all informants.

The informants identified ways lo adapt to the changes. Adapting

to physical environmental changes includecl developing new stimuli
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for vaking, eating and sleeping, preparing for the weather and

learning new environmental care systems. The complex social changes

required learning new cultural ways, lhat is, behaviors grounded in

knowledge of social norms and regulations with their implicit values

and attitudes. Learning ways to establish social support networks

continued to be an essential on-going pro'cess to combat isolation and

to increase satisfaction with the chosen path to academic enrichment.

coping with the academic cnvironmental changes included geüing to

know essential buildings and services on the campus, learning the

expected and accepted systems of program managenent, developing

skills in new ways of interacting with professors and other students,

and learning to use the many campus resources. Coping vittr public

services, while initially confusing, required the informants to develop

behaviors which then become routinized and comfortable.

summative statements on support derived from the data analysis

are presented as follows:

l. Specific statements about the cultural domain of support within the

category of social environmsntal change:

a) Support resources are príncipally made up of two categorics

of help, infornoal or volunteer and formal or paid.

b) Informal support is ciassified as social, academic, financial,

infor matioûal, and material.

c) Sources of informat help are friends, co-nationals and others.
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d) Prinary sources of informal help are co-national students

and contact with home.

e) Formal support is classified as academic, financial, health,

social/emotional, general information and

im migration assistance.

f) Sources of formal help include all persons in official and paid

positions within the specific support area.

g) Informants report that the International Centre foc Students

and social activities were important places to get to know

people.

h) People facilítating connections for the informants were co-

nationals, fellow students, and host families.

2. General statenents about a specific cultural group

a) African students require informal and formal social support.

b) Initially, informal help from co-nationafs and home is the

first avenue explored for a maiority of assístance required.

c) Confídence in support resouræs inçteases over time for

Afrícan stu dent ínfor mants.

3. Universal statement

Use of sources of support differ by the definition of the need, the

neantngoî the need, the resources known and the confidence in the

resource required.

AII informants identified similar categories of support rssources,

with other students from home or nearby countríes providing the
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prirnary bond. Host families were at times mafor sources of help.

Social isolation was an important stressor for all the informants

affecting self-image. Persistant action to integrate into the new social

environment eased some of the mental tension. The intqration

process was ongoing with forays into the new cultural milieu.

Bewilderment at times followed with subsequent retreating into

oneself or info the few comfortable associations already established.

Generally, informants persisted in learning the skills necessary to

establishing a comfortable, yet limited, social support nelwork.

0n examination of the larger domain of change including physical,

social, academic and public services, the follos/ing summative

statements were derived from the data analysis:

1. Specific stafements about the cultural domain of change:

a) A'w'areness of physical environmçntal changes is readily

identifiable wifh readily identifiable solutions.

b) Awareness of social environmental changes is a gradual

discovery process requiring both cognitive and social

behavior changes.

c) Academic environmental changes included both physical and

social differences from previous academic experiences.

Adaptation requíred both cognitive and social bef¡avior

changes wíthin a coüpressed time frame.
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d) Changes in public services are numerous, easily identifiable,

and mainly positive, requiring learning nev systems based

on availability and dependability.

2. General statements about a specific cultural group:

a) Change is evident in all major spheres of the African student

informants' lives, requiring cognitive, physical and social

adaptation.

b) Changes within the categories of physical environment afrd

public services are most obvious with readily identifiable

solutions.

c) Changes in the social and academic environments are both

obvious and subtle requiring learníng of new cultural and

academic systems.

3. Cross-cultural statement

Inlernational student informants coming from a üoû-'q/estern,

commuûal, family-centred society are requíred to adapt to an

individualistic, hiehly efficient social structure in order to realize their

goals.

4. Universal statement

Adaptation to change is dependent on the impact of the change, the

personal {inclucling sense of coherence and self-efficacy}, physical and

socíal resourc€s available and the neantngoî the change.

Perceived major categories of change were consístent among the

informants. DifferÐnces in publíc services and the physical
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environment elicited like coping strategies. Differences in social and

academic environments elicited a variety of adaptation skills

depending on personal and known environmental resources.

The impact of change on perceived health for the sub-group of

African students was dependent on the number and types of stressors

as well as the resources available to meet the challenges. Where

resources vere not apparent, there s¡as a negative impact on

mental/social health momentarily. The informants evidenced

problem-solving skills in thaf areas of tension w€re addressed until

sufficient order was attained in their lives. Major resources included

personal cognitive skills, flexible coping strategies, social support,

material wealth, healttr maintainance practices and a deep sense of

self and purpose. Despite the power of change with its inherent

stressors, the informanJs found ways to manage the stressors,

noaintain overall gcod heallh and achieve academic success.



In order to focus the conclusions, it is essential to restate the

research questions at this point. These s/ere:

1) the global sensÊ of coherence (Sffi) for international

students will remain relatively constant on entry to the

University of Manitoba and five months after entry;

2) health as measured by: (a) ttre General Health Rating Index

(GHRI), and (b) a self-rating of health vill remain relatively

constant on entry to the University of Manitoba and five

months after entry;

3) there will be a posilive relationship befween the two

measures of health (a) the GHRI and {b) a self-rating of

health;

4) the level of SOC will be positively rElated to a measure of

social support;

5) measures of health wi-tl be posítivEly related to a measure of

social support; and

6) the level of SOC will be posítively related to the measures of

health.

Findings from the quantitative research relaling to tfiEse questions

are sunmarized as follows;

Summary, Concl.usions and I mplications

Summary

CHAPTER SIX

t74
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Overall sense of coherence scores remained relatively stable

from October 1989 to March 1990. There was over a four-point

rise in the mean score from the initial data coliection to the

second time of data collection.

Health rating changes as evidenced by the single-item health

rating and the CHRI s/ere small overall. Both measurements

demonstrated small declines in the overall mean scores.

The overall measures of health, the single-item heatth rating

and the GHRI demonstraled parallel results from October 1989

to March 199û, with small declines in the mean scores. In

the one instance where there'was a large increase in the GHRI,

the single-item scores also raoved upward. In the one instance

where there was a large decrease in the GHRI, the single-item

score dropped dramatically. Ttre mean scores reflected good

health overall.

Inspection of data indlcates that the ovcrall number of social

support persons vas negatively rElated to SOC, while overall

satisfaction with those support persons available was positively

related to SOC. Tvo particípants had scores on ûurnbers and

satisfaction which appeared to be both negatively related to

their 50C scores.

ïhe overall health scores , while demonstrating very small

declines from October 1989 to March 1990, índicated that the

participants had good health overall. ûver the same time

t.

2.

3.

4.

).
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period, mean scores for numbers of support persons decreased

by only 6/100 of a point and therefore were essentially stable

at a low level. Satisfaction scores were constant at a moderately

high level. The evidence demonstrates a positive relationship

between overall health and support satisfaction and a negative

relationship between overall health and numbers of support

persons.

6. 0verall health and sense of coherence scores remained

relatively stable at moderately high levels, pointing to a

positive relationship between the tvo variables.

Qualitative findings elaborate on the meaning of health and change,

particularly that of social support.

I. The major components of health are physicat and mental (socio-

emotional). Self-assessment of overall health, while

including both elenneilts, primarily begins with physical body

status.

2. Maintainance of health varies according to the assessüent of

status, the perceíved needs and its neanngto the individual as

well as to the known resources to ¡aeet the need.

3. Change requiring adaptations is evident in all major spheres

(physical, social, acadcmic and public services) of the

informants'lives. Changes wíthín the physical environmgnt and

public service spheres are most obvious and have readily

identífiable solutions. Changes ç¿íthin thç social and aaadcmic
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environments are both obvious and subtle, requiring learning of

new cultural and academic systems.

4. A major social change, social support, requires informal and

formal resources.

5. Informal help from co-nationals and home is the primary source

of support, while confidence in local support resources increases

over tíme.

6. Informal activities and relationships were the primary

facilitators of social supports.

7. The impact of the change, the definition of the situation, the

resources availab[e and the øeanfiigof the change influence

adaptation including social adaptation.

Conclusions

The data presented in this investigation indicate that se¡se of

coherence is positiveiy related to health and social support satisfaction

for an international student group from .Africa. Clearly, sense of

coherence aud health are negatively related to numbers of support

persons for these students, Social support persons remaíned limited

throughout the five months of the investigation.

The qualítative data revealed thal social ísolafion was aû imporlanl

concern. In-formants made attempts at being fríendly, but frequently

felt rebuffed. Persistance led to the development of small social

networks predonninantly composed of students from home or
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neighboring countries. The informants also developed knowledge of

other resources to use if they should become rrecessary.

Through the qualitative data analysis, health was revealed to be

assessed initially by its absence. Physical and mental health were the

major components. Informants possessed a repertoire of behaviors

knor¡n to promote health, althou8h they admitted to þnoring sone

during periods of academic stress. The health status of the informants

improved over the five months of the investigation with assurances of

physical normalcy, increased self-confidence and social comfort.

From the qualitative data, sense of coherence is hinted at through

the determined efforts by the informants to persevere academically

and socially holding the belief that things will work out to their

satisfaction. Tt¡is orientation appears to be a basis for health status

and for persistance at social integration and academic surcess.

Theoretical I mplications

Theoretical implications arising from this thesis are as follows:

l. Definitions of health are built on cultural realities. Where

physical dangers are paramount, physical assessment is

foremost; where mental stressors are predominant, social-

psychological needs are uppermost.

2. Limited numbers of social support persons can provide

satisfaction providing they let ttrose needíng support knoç¡ that

they are truly valued and loved.
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3. Sense of coherence will remain relatively stable despite the

impact of sþnificant change.

4. Integration into a new cultural milieu entails understanding and

acceptance of different norms vhile maintaining one's own

sense of worth through being valued as an individual.

Practical I mplications

l. Health, particularly mental health, of international students may

be supported through creatíon of informal social groups for the

purpose of sharing cultural knowledge, learning the unspoken

cultural norrns and values and creating an atmosphere for

bonding. such groups would be ímportant soon after arrivar.

?. trienlation of internatíonal students should be presented in an

ongoing process to ensure maximum benefit to the student and

to prevent overload. such orientation requires informing the

students of the benefits of attending orientation to guarantee

attendance. Informal communications through social support

netvorks could be used to augment formal announcements.

Experienced international students assisting in orientatíon

planníng and ímplementation vould increase the validitv of

orientation programs.

3. Academic program recommendations should be based on

academic level, experience abroad, ar/areness of the cultural

change process and time frame for completion of studies.



As this was a preliminary investigation, it would be important to

conduct further randomized studies and qualitative studies with

multiple ethnic groupings of international students. This would allow

for discriminate validity testing and generali¿ations of the findings as

well as in-depth understanding of coping strategies used to meet

change with its inherent stressors.

Based on the evidence from this study, further investigation should

also focus on social health, examining personality factors, social skills

and social norms. This would allow for identifying the social ßorrns

understood and the skills both used or required for an improved social

lunctioning within Canadian socieiy by internaÈional students.

Given the reported difficulty of establishing support groups within

the Canadian population by the international stucient subgroup,

consideration shoutd be given Èo an action research model of

investigation.

Suggestions for Further Research
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Dear Student,

I am a graduate student from the university of Manitoba studying

health and the factors that relate to it for international students. The

informatíon I gather will be useful for the development of appropriate

health policies and programmes for international students.

In order to complete ny study, I require first year students to

respond to a questionnaíre on two separate occasions, spaced five

months apaft, If you agree to participate, you vill be asked to

complete the two questionnaíres with the initial meeting being held

within the next two weeks and the last meetíng in February t 990.

Eactr questionnaire will take 60 minutes to complete. of those

students completing the questionnaire, four or five will be randomly

selected to participate in four personal intervieç¡s t¿ith the researcher.

.åll your responses to the questionnaíres and the interviews wili be

kept strictfy confidential. I am tabulating general results, not

individual responses. Your pafticipation in this study is voluntary and

you will be free to withdrav from the study at any time wíthout

penalty.

Àppendix B

t94
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If you have any questions, please phone me, Geraldine Prouten, at

269-386> (evenings) or leave a messa8e aL 474-841 l, and I will get in

touch with you.

Please shoq/ below whether or not you wish to participate, and sign

your nane at the bottom of this page.

I thank you for consideríng my request.

Sincerely,

Permission Form

Name (please print)

Do you agree to participate in the surveys and inlerviews? yes-

No-
Signature:

Date:

Please mark an X in the box if yor.r wish a.

summary of my final report.

Geraldine R. Prouten



The following questions ask about your health and factors whicl¡

may relate to it. There are five sections. Please complete each section

in the order presented. The questions in each section are preceded by

instructions for that section only. Read each set of instructions

carefully and then proceed to complete all the questions as best you

can. Remember: All your responses will bç kept confidentiai,

Appendix C

Health Questionnaire

Section tr

Ïhís section contains one question about your health. Flease circÍe

the number which indicates the word(s)which best complete{s) the

statement for you.

1. Hoq¡ s/ould you rate

your health? Would

you say that your

health is ... Excellent Very Good Good

543

r96

Section II

PT,EÂSE REÅÐ THE FüT,IOWTHG 5T"âTERdEHTS, AÊ{Ð T'HEffi

CIRf,T.E çHE #F THg F{UMBH"Es TH HåCffi LTNE TT

TNÐTCÅTE WHSTHBR THE STATEMEHT T5 TRUE TR FÅT,Sfi

FTR YOU.

Fair Poor

2I



TEERE ARE NO RIGET OR WROHG AruSWER5"

If a statement is definitely true for you, circle ).

If it is mostly true for you, circle 4.

If you don't know vhether i[ is true or false, circle 3.

If it is mostly false for you, cicle ?.

If it is definitely false for you, circle l.

SûHE OF THE STATEhflENTS MAY T,OOK OR SEE&f, LIKE

OTHERS. BUT EACH STATEhdETST X5 ÐIFFEREÌ{T , .å,HÐ

SITûULD BE RåTED FY ITSELF.

A. Accordng to the doctcrs

l've seen, my health is

nw excellent

t97

B. I fy to avoid lettíng

illness ínterfse wíth

my fife

I seem to get sick a

fíltle easier than other

people



D. lfeel better now than I

evûr have befone

E. lwillpobably be sick

a lol in the ft¡ture

F, I nevs wrry about

my heafth

G. Most people get sick a

little easier than I do

H. I don't líke to go to the

doctw

l. I am someyîrhat ill

J, In the future, I expect to

have better heafth than

ofher people I know



K. I was so sick once I

thougfrt I might cäe

L. I'm not as healthy now

as I usedto be

M. I wøry about ny heallh

mse than other people

wony about theír health

N.When I'm sick, I fy to

just keep going as us¡.¡al

0, My body seems to resist

illness vwy well

P. Getting sick once in a

while is prt of my life



Q. l'm as healthy as

anybody I know

B. lthínk my health will be

worse in tha future than

Ít is nour

S. I've nÐvs had an illness

that lasted a long period

of time

T. Others seem mcre

concsned about their

health than I am about

mine

U.When I'm sick, lfy to

keep ít to myself

V.My heafih is excellent



W.l expect to have a very

healthy life

X.My health is a concern

in my life

Y.l accept that sometimos

l'm just going to be sick

Z.l have been feeling bad

lately

AA.lt doesn't boths me to

go to a doctor

4

BB.l have never been

saíously ill



CC. When there is something

Sotng around, I uzually

catch it

DD. Doctcrs say that I am

noru in poø health

EE. When lthink lam

getting sick, I fight ¡t

FF. lfeel about as good norø

as I ever have

202
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Section III
Here is a series of questions relatíng to various aspects of our líves.

Each question has seven possible ailsc¿ers. Please mark the number

which expresses your answer, with numbers I and 7 being the

extreme answers. If the vords under I are ríght for you, circle I; if
the words under 7 are right for you, cîcle 7. If you feel differently,

círcle thc numhcr which best expresses your feeling. Please give only

ofle answer to each question.

1. When you talk to people, do you have the leeling that they

don't understandyou?

t?34567
never have ûHåy* Myâ

lfrbfe€fing ftistu€liru

2. In the past, when you had lo do something which depended

upon cooperation wíth others, did you have the feeling that

ir:

1234567
sure¡y wouldfi't surely worjld

get doûe get done
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3. ïhink of the people with whom you come into contact daily,

aside from the ones to whom you feel closest. How well do

you knov most of thçm?

you feel that

they're strsf¡gers

4. Do you have the feeling that you

on around vou?

I

very seldom

0f nevef

5. Has it happened in the past that you's/ere surprised by the

behavior of people q/hom you tfiought you kneqi well?

you Eilow them

very vell

really don't care what goes

I

üevef

happened

6. Has it happened fhat people whom you counted on

disappoìnÈed you?

t

ûevef

happened

7

very often

7

always

happened

7

always

happened



7. Life is:

t234
full of

¡fi(4rest

8. Until now your lífe has had:

123
ûo clsar goals or

purpose at all

9. DÐ you have the fecling that you're beíng treated unfaírly?

1234567
very oÌæn

lO.ln the past ten years your life has bcen:

205

7

c0npletely

routine

t2
full of changes

Eithout ysuf

knowir¡g what vill

happen next

7

very clear goals

and purpme

1 l.Most of the things you do in the future wili probably be:

1234567
cofrpletely

fascÍnating

very seldom

0f nevef

7

completely

conslstent

deadly

borlng



12.0o you have the fEeling that you are in an unfamiliar

situation and don't knov what to do?

I

very olten

l3.What best describes how you see life?

t2345
oûe ceû clways

l ind a solution

to painful thlngs

in life

14.When you fhink about your life, you very

12345
le¿l how good it

is to be alive

206

7

very seldom

0r f¡eYef

15.when you face a difficult problem, thc choicç of a solufion is:

t234567

67
there is no

srlution to

painful thlngs

in lil'e

often:

67
ask youmelf why

you exist at all

aiways confusirrg

and hard to find

16.Ðoing the things you do every day is:

a source o{ deep

pleasure and

satisfaction

ålways completely

c¡eaf

7

a sourìce ol'pain

and boredom



lT.Your life in the future will probably be:

t2345
Iull of charrges

without your

kûoPing vhat

will happen

next

l B.When something unpleasant happened in the past your

tendency vas:

12
-fo e'il. yourself

up'about it

247

lg.Do you have very mixed-up feelings and ideas?

coüpletely con-

sistent and clear

I

very olten

4567
to $ay '0k,

that's that, I

have to llve vlfh

¡t,' a$d go on

Zû.When you do something that gives you a good feeling:

I

it's certain thai

you'll go on

feelina good

4567
very seldom

0r never

it's ceftain tha¿

something will

happen to spoil

the fe*ling



21.Does it happen that you

rather not feel?

I

yery oflen

22.You anticipate

t2
totally without

neanlnË or pur-

have feelings inside you would

p0se

23.0o you think that there vill always be

be abtre to count on in the future?

12345
you'fe certa¡n

there will be

that your personal life

345

4

very seldom

0f f¡Êvef

in the futurç will be:

208

Z4.Does it happen that you have the feeling that you don't know

exactly'u¡hat's about to happenT

7

full of meaning

ând purp0se

I

very often

people whom you'll

67
you doubt

there yill be

7

very seldom

rlf IlËYÉf
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25,Iv{any people-even those wiih a strong character- sometimes

feel like sad sacks (losers) in certain situations. How often

have you felt this way in the past?

I

never

26.1Íhen

I

something happened, have you generally found that:

you overesti-

mated or under-

estimated lts

iftportânre

¿

4567
very ol'ten

27.When you think of cfiffículties you are likely to face in

important aspecrs of your lifc, do you have the feelíng that:

you wiil always

succeed in oyer-

coruíng the

rlifficulties

2B.Hoq¡ often do you have the feeling that there's little meaning

ín the things you do in your daily life?

you saq' thinCs

in the right

proportion

I

yery ofteo

7

you won't

succeed Ín over-

coming the

rlilficulties

7

very seldor]l

0f ûÊyef
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29,How often do you have feelings that you're not sure you can

keep under control?

t2
very oflen

PLEåSE TUR,}I TCI PAGE ? T I FOR SECTTON TV

7

very seldom

or nevef



Section IV

The following questions ask about people in your environment who

provide you with help or support. Each question has two parts. For

the first part, list all the people you know, excluding yourself, whom

you can count on fo¡ help or support in the rnanfler described, Give

the person's initials and their relationship to you (see example). Do

not list more than one person next to each of the letters beneath the

question.

For the second part, circle how satísfied you are with the overall

support you have.

If you have flo support for a queslion, check the worcls "No ofle," but

still rate your level of satisfaction. Do not lisl morç than nine persons

per question.

Please anss/er aII questions as best you can. Remember: T&ese

questioas aItr refer to your siluatíos .çínæ atnfttg lo {"anatÁ.

Eã.{}dptE

Vho do you know vhom you caû trust nith iofornation that could get you into

211

trouble?

No one

Hoc¡ sn¿isfied?

ó-very }-îafuly {-alinle J-ati¿tle Z-fakly l-very

satisfied satisfied satisfied dissatisfied dissatisfied dissatisfied

ll ïN,ftntheÐ 4J f,il, ffaüed 7)

Ð LÅ,1, (frieaÐ J) Lil.baployeilE)

3) R.S, ffrieail o) 9)



l. Thom can you really coutrlon [o lisÞn to you rshen you need t0 [alk?

No one

IIoc¡ satisfied?

t)

?)

3)

6-very ]>fail{y 4-alittle 3-a li¿tle ?-taiily |-very

satisfied satisfied satisfíed dissatisfied dissatisfied dissatisfied

2. Fhom could you rcally count oo to help you il'a persoû vhom you

thought r¡as a good frieod insulted you and told you that helshe didn't

wan¿ to see you again?

4)

5)

6)

No one

7)

E)

e)

2t2

Hov sarisfied?

6-very )-fairly

satisfied satisfied

t)

2)

3)

.{)

))

6)

4-a little

satisfied

7)

s)

e)

3-a líttle Z-lalrly |-very

dissatisfied díssatisfied dissatisfied



3, Hhose lives do you feel that you arÐ an imporfanl part of?

No une

How satisfied?

6-very )-fairly 4-alittle 3-a little ?-føiily l-very

sarisfied sa[isfied satisfied dissalisfied dissatisfied dissatisfied

4.Phom do you feel vould help you if you vere married and had iust separated

from your spouse?

l)

?t

3)

{)

))

6)

No one

How æ¡isfied?

7)

E)

9)

6-very . )-l'airly 4-a little 3-a Iitùte Z-tafuIy l-very

sarisllíed saiislied satislÏed dissatisfied dissaristied dissa¿ist'ie,cf

5. Fhom couid you really coun¿ oü ia a crisis situa¿ion, even though they

vould have to go out of their riay to do so?

1)

2)

3)

2t3

4)

))

6)

No ooe

7)

E)

e)

How satisfied?

ô-very 1-lafuly

satisfied safisfied

I)

2)

3)

4j

t)

6)

4-a little

satisfied

7)

E)

ei

3-a little 2-1aiñy l-ver¡

dissalisfied dissatisfied dissatisfied
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6, vhom catr you t¿lk q¡ith fraakly, withou[ having t¡ vatch vhat you say?

No ooe

IIov satisfied?

6-very )-faidy 4-a little 3-alitLle ?-fairly l-very

satisfied satisfied satisfied dissatisl'ied dissatisfied dissatisfied

7. Hho helps you feei that you truly have somethiüg to contril¡ute to othersT

1)

?)

3)

No one

{)

J)

6)

Hov satisfied?

6-very )-faidy 4-a lirtle 3-alíLtle ?-fakty l-very

satísfied satisfied satisfied dissatisfied dissatísfíed dissatísfied

E. Whom carr you really coun[ on to disfract you from your vorries when you

I)

2)

3)

7J

E)

ei

feel u¡der st^ress?

No one t)

2)

3)

4)

t)

6)

Huv satisfied?

ti-very 1-faifty 4-a little 3-a littte Z-I:ad.rty l-very

satísfied satistïed satisfied dissatisfied dissatisfied díssatísfied

7)

E)

e)

4')

))

6)

7)

s)

e)



9. Whon cfln you really coun[on bo be dependable vhen you oeed hetp?

No ooe

ilow sarisfied?

6-very )-faírly +-alittle 3-alittle ?-fairly t-very

satisfied satisfied satislied dissatisfied dissatisfied dissatisfied

lû. vhom could you really counr. on to help you out if you had just been lïred

from your job or expelled from school?

1)

2)

3)

{)

5)

6)

No one

7J

E}

9)

How sarisfied?

1)

z)

3)

215

6-very 7-fairly 4-a littlç 3-alirfle }-faiily l-very

satisfied satisfied satisfied dissatisfied dissafislied dissatisfied

Fith vhom caû you Lotally be yourseff?II,

No one

4)

))

6)

How satisfietl?

6-very )-fairly 4-alirtle 3-alinie

satisfied satisfied satisfied dissatisfied

l)

2)

3)

7)

E)

e)

4)

))

6)

7)

8)

9J

2-lairly

dissatisfied

l-very

dissatisfied



12. Shom do you feei really appreciates you as a person?

No one 1)

2)

3)

IIor¡ sfisfied?

6-very )-fairly 4-a little ï-ali¡tle ?-fajrly l-very

satisfied satisfied satisfied dissatisfied dissatisfied diss¿tisfied

13, Who¡n caû you really cot¡nt on to gíve you useful suggestions thai help you

to avoid making mist¿kes?

No one l) 4)

2) 
')3) 6)

How sarisfied?

4)

))

6)

6-very )-fairiy {-a liÉIe 3-alirtle ?-îafuty l-very

sa¿ísfied satisfied satisfied dissatisfied dissatisfíed dissarisi'ied

14. Vhom caû you count on to listea openly and uncritically to your ianermost

7)

6)

9)

216

feelings?

No one

How sa¿isfied?

o-very )-fairly

satisfied salisfied

7)

ÐJ

e)

t)

2)

3)

4)

5ì

ó)

4-a littie

satisfied

}-atitLle ?-fafuty l-very

dissaiisfied qiissatisfied dissatistìed

/)

E)

9)



15. Yho vill comfor¿ you vhen you need it by holding you in their arns?

No one

How *ltisfied?

6-very )-fairly 4-alittle }-alittle ?-faitly l-very

sa¿isfied satisfied satisfied dissatisfied dissalisfied dissatisfied

16, Fhom do you feel vould help if a good f¡iend of yours had bee¡ in a car

accident and vas hospitali.eed in serious condition?

1)

?j

3i

4,

))

6)

No one

7l

8)

e)

Hov sarisfied?

6-very )-faidy

sa0isfied satisfied

t)

2)

3)

2t7

{)

))

6)

{-a little

salisfied

3-alittle ?-fairty l-very

dissatisfied dissatisfied dissatisfied

7)

E)

e)



1?, Yhom can you really counl on lo help you feel more relared vhen you

are under pressure or tense?

No one

How stisfied?

6-very )-fairly 4-a little 3-alitlte ?-faiily !-very

satisfied sat^isfied satisfied dissatisfied dissatisfied dissatistlied

lE. Fhom do you feel vould help if a family menber very close to you died?

1)

2)

3)

No oae t)

2)

JJ

IIow sr¿isfied?

{)

))

6)

6-very )-fairly 4-alitLte 3-atiüle Z-latuIy l-very

saùisfied satisfied satistïed dismtisfied dissatisfíed dissatisfied

19. Fho accepts you totally, including both your vorst and best points?

2t8'

7',)

E)

e)

No one t)

2)

3)

{)

))

6i

Hoç¡ satisfied?

6-very )-tøirly 4-aliule 3-alittle Z-fairty l-very

satisfied satistied satisfied dissaúsfíecl dissaiistïed dissatísfied

7)

E)

9't

'4)

5)

6)

7'.)

E}

e)



2û. Whom cao you really count oû tÐ care abouù you, regardless of vhaf is

happening [o you?

No one

Hov sajisfied?

6-very Ì-faidy {-a little 3-alittte ?-talr:ly l-very

satisfied satisfied sa[isfied dissatisfied dissatisfíed dis-satisfíed

21. Whom caû you reatly coun[ on to listen to you *¡heo yeu are very angry at

r)

2)

3)

someone else?

No o¡e

4')

))

6)

IIov satisfied?

6-very )-fairly 4-a little

satisfied satisfied satisfied

7'.)

8)

9)

t)

2)

3)

?t9

4J

t)

6)

3-alíttle ?-farlly l-very

dissafisfíed dissatisfied dissatisfied

/)

E)

e)
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22. Whom can you really count on !o tell you, in a [houghtful noaoaer, vheo

you neetl to improve in some vay?

No one

Ho'y srisfied?

6-very )-faidy 4-a little 3-ali¿tle ?-fairly l-very

sarisfíed satisfied satisfied diss¿tislied dissatisfied dissatisfied

23. Whom can you rcally count on to help you feel better vhe¡ you af,e feeliog

genera.tly dovn-in- the-dumps?

l)

?,',)

3J

{)

5)

6)

No oae

t)

E)

e)

How stisfied?

6-very }-tairly 4-a little

satisfied satisfied satisfied

1)

z)

3)

{)

))

ó)

3-alit¿le ?-fau{y t-very

dissatisfíed dissatisfied dissatisfied

7)

E}

e)



24. Whom do you feel bruly loves you deeply?

No one l)

2l

3)

How srisfied?

6-very )-fairly 4-abttle 1-alittle ?-føirty t-very

satisfied satisfied satisfied dissatislìed dissalisllied dissatisfied

2), Vhom caû you count on to console you when you are very upset?

Noone l)

z)

3)

ilow satisfied?

{)

))

6)

6-very }-fairly 4-ali|¿Lle 3-alittle ?-fafuty l-very

satisfied satisfied satisfieci dissatisfied dissatisfied díssatisfied

26, Vho¡n caÊ you really count on to support you in major decisions you make?

7J

E}

e)

22\

lrlo ote

4)

l)
ó)

Hov salisfied?

6-very )-faidy 4-a little }-alittle Z-falr{y l-very

satisfied satisfied salisfied dissatisl'ied dissatisfied dissafist'ied

I)

2)

3)

7)

s)

9)

{)

))

6)

/)

E)

e)
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27. Fhom can you really count on to help you feel bette r vhen you are very

irritable, rea.dy to geI engry atalmosüanylhing?

No one

Hov safisfied?

6-very !-faüy {-alittle

sarisfied satisfied satisfied

1)

z)

3)

Section V

The following questiCIns ars Heüeral

4)

t)

6)

Fiease cãrcle the

srherE indicated.

3-alittle Z-lairly l-very

dissatislied dissatisfied dissatisfied

7)

E)

e)

l.) Please specify the category which describes your age.

numher c$rre$Í!Ðsding

Under 19 years of age

19 years to 23 years of age

24 years to 28 years of age

29 years to 33 years of age

34 years to 38 years of age

39 years or older

qneesûioels about yru.

e¡ith your re$g)oÍtss

(Circle one)

I

a

.,
J

4

\
J

6



2.) Please specify your gender.

(Circle one)

female

nnale

3.) Please specify your marital status.

married/commorÌ law partner

se parated /divorced /widowed /other

4) Please specify your grade point average on

examinalions, December, I 989,

(Circle one)

single

I

nL

under 2.0

2.0 - 2.4

?.5 - 2.9

3.0 - 3.4

3.5 - 3.e

4
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(Circle onei

I

2

ô
J

5i Please specify your cument degree program.

(Circle one)

I

2

4
J

4

5

6

your iast set of

Bachelor's

Master's

Dcctorate

0ther (specify)

I

2

t
J

4



6) Please specify your spirtual/religious affiliation while in

\flinnipeg.

Roman Catholic

AnBlican

Baptist

United Church of Canada

Islamic

Other (Please specify)

No affiliation

7) Please specify your monthly income from all sources while in

Canada (excluding ttre cost of your registration for study).

(Circle one)

less than $500.00/month I

$50û,00- $900.00/month 2

more than $900.00/month 3

8) Please specify your country of citizenship

(Circle one)

I
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2

3

4

5

6

7

Thank you for participating ín this study.
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I dentify cognitive principìes

Discover relationship among
domains
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to the whoìe

ì>
Taxonomic Analysis

Domain Analysis
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Componential Analysis
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\\
4hemes

0r
Summatlve Statements



Hi. I'm glad you could arrange to talk with me today. You must be

very busy with your courses. How are they going?

As you know, I am interested in srudying your health, how it

affects )¡our work, and all the experiences which affect your health. I

guess what I would like to know is if I had moved from your country

to Winnipeg to study, how might my health be affected by the changes

and what influences there might be on ny health. I want to

understand things from your point of view.

Everything you tell me will be strictly confidential. I'd like to

record our interview so I can go over it later; would that be okay?

Demographics

Firstly, before turning on the tape machine, I am going to ask you

some questions which will help me to understand your background.

Appendix E

Survey Interview
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Country

Com munity

Ethnicity

Language

Religio

Gender

Age
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Fanily placement : Could you tell me the names or initials of the

people in your family group and their relationship to you.

Marital status

Children

Population of the community you live in

0

Education programme here

tr

Level
Financial Resources here
Where did -v*au study beforç coming to Winnipeg?
When was that?
Is this your first year to study outside your home country?
When did you arrive in Wínnípeg?

* of siblings

t-1IJ



Turn sn the recorder
Now I'm going to ask you questions which will refer to when you

were at home in your country.

l. Thinking back to your home country (

you refer to health in your lanBuaBe?

The word is

This is in what dialect?
,)

a
J.

Could you use this term in a sentence for me?

If a friend asked you one evening how you are, what would you

usually say?

E'hat if you felt differently - what would you say?

What r¡ould be another term to describe health?

In Canadian culture, if people are upset, they might say their

ûerves were upset; what would they say in your culture?

If someone in your family group referred to their health using

4.

5.

6.
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7.

this term

), how would

they be able to do or what might they vant to happen) that

day?

Ho'w vould you know when you vere ttrat fiealthyT S'hat

vould you feel like and be able to do?

If I talked with your mother and asked her, "Ho.q/'q¡as 

- 

as

a youllg child? What s/as his/her health like?" What would she

say?

Who was the healthiest person in your family?

8.

9,

how might they act (what mieht

10.



11. How was that person like you?

12. Whatwould your mother have seen as importanl about

health?

What s/ould she have r/aûted you to do 1o stay healthy? ïo

Iook after your health each day? Anything else? Would you

agree with that today?

13. Could you describe how family members looked after concerns

about tfieir heaLtb?

and different from vou?

14. Traciag your movements through a typical day at home, what

kinds of things would have affected your health? Like when

you first awakenT

How would they affect your health?

Now I am going to ask some questions about the cfianges whicfi

you have experiencsd on leaving your home country. I have nev€r

been away for long periods to study outside my home country. When

I've travelled, it has alvays been for a short stay; never to study for a

whole year. You've probably had many interesting experiences since

you have left home.

I5. How did you get to Wínnipeg?

16. Could you start at your arrival io Wínnipeg and describe what

goes on? What do you do when you first arrive and fiow do you

feel?

229



na
How was it finding the university and getting settled here?

How vas it finding accommodation and getting settled here?

Could you desmibe some of the changes you have experienced?

Is there anything else that has been a change?

Have any of these changes felt as if they have made you feel

more or less well? ie. chaneed your health?

How has this happened?

If you were going to rate your health since coming to

Winnipeg and you had a scale of one to seveo, with 'one' being

"not very healthy", and 'seven' being "very healthy", where

vould you put yourself noç¡? Ilhat did you consider to be

important to make this decision?

What does your heaith help you to do or stop you from doing?

17.

18.

19.

2û.

2t.

/l1
LL.

23. Compared to most others you know here, how would you

compare your health? Better? Worse?

(a way to) (Like your studies?)
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24. I've mel many international students, but as a nurse, I'm sure

my impression of what they expereince is very different from

what they experience. Don't you think that's true? I am

interested to know what is it like to be an International Student

nos¡ on a typical day

- al the university

- in your room or apartmeni

- socially: how are you connected to people?

in Vinnipeg?

at the U of M?

- spiritually

- physically

25. Have you ever not been well since coming to Winnipeg?

How did this come about?

Hos¡ did you look after this concern? Where did you get help?

What else helped or might have helped?

What is important to you about your health noç¡?

From the time -r¿ou 
q/aken untíl you so to sleep. what are sorIte

of the things you have to do daily to stay q/ell now? What

keeps you as healthy as you feel now?

26.

27.
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28. lfrhen I talk with other students who have left home, they say

certain activities /experiences or people affect their health.

Could you describe some activities / experiences or peopie

which have affected you?

Are there others?

29 ûver a typical week. how often do matters of health arise for

you now?

30. What areas of your health would you like to see yourself

change noq/?

What r¡ould help you to make this change?

:i 1, If you wete making up these questions about health, what

ç¡ould you have thought l¡as most important to include?

32. Is thcre anything you hoped I would ask but didn't?

TakinLLeave

I ve learnr,-d a lot speaking with you today and I'm sure I could

learn more. I need to go over the tape before I ask more questions. I

c/ouid like to meet v¡ith you again. I'll give you a call so we can

arrange a time that is convenient for you. Thanks for your help today.



Appendix F

MMAIN ÀNALYSIS
TTORKSHEE'T

l.

?

Se mantic Relationship:

Form:

3. Example:

Included Terms Semantic Cover Term
Relationship
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Structural question:


